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osés.of the American Alliance
Fok Health, PhyskcatEducation,.

:Recreation 'and Dance
sz, -

.The American Alliance is an edilcalional brganizatibn, Aructured for the purposes of supporting,
encouraging, and pro.iding assislance to member groups and their personnel throughout thenation
as they seek to' initiate, develop, and,conduct progranis.in health, leisure, and Movement-related
aclivitie's for the enrichment of human life.

Alliance objectives include:. <,

1 Professional growtband developmentto support, encourage, ahd provide guidance in the
develbpinent and cOrkluct of programs in health, leisure, and movement-related activities which
are based on the needs, interests, and inherent cdpacities of the individual in today's society.

2 Comaunkation to facilitate public and professionalbnderstanding and appreciation of the
importance 31id value of health, leisure, and moVement-related actZdes as they contribute toward
human well-6eing.

3. Researkh encourage and facilitate research which will enrich the depth and scope of
health, leisbre, and movement-related activities, and to disseminate the findings to the profession... -and other interested arid concerned publics

4 Standards anduiguidelinestlo further the continuous development and evaluation of stan-
dards w Rhin-the profesion for pers.:31-1nel and programs in healtb, leisure, and movement-related
Activities. ,

5 Public affairsto coordinate and administer ci planned prOgram of professional, public, and
governmental relations that will improve education in areas of health, leisure, and movement-
related activities. 4.

6. 1 o conduct such other activities 'as shall be approved by the Board of Governors and the
Alliance Assembly, provided that the Alliance shall not engage in any activity which would.be
inconsistent with the status of an educatiunal and charitable organizapin as defined in Section
501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 or any successor provision thereto, and none of the
said rAurposes.shall at any tidie be deemed or constwed tube purposes other than the public benefit
Purposes and objectives con'sistent with such eilucational and charitable status.

Bylaws, Article III

1,4's
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Foreword: a Challenge ACcepted
llappiness comes from facing meaningful challenggs where there "reasonable ch:ince of success. We

(rave struggles where the outcome is in doubt, where there is no guaranteed .,uccess or cekain failure.
There may be success today and failure tomorrow but we take delight rn exercising our talents.'"

Jay B. Nash

A

He was a pioneer in a pioneeriQ field and he taught leadership to the teachers of leaders. He was
the inspiration to a generation of recreation and leisure professionaLs before the frofession was
known to exist. yhen thee Ameiican Association for Leisure and Recreation committed itself to
creating an annual scholar recognition award, and to feature the :recipient at each national
AAHPERD conference, it was not surprising that the ceremony;would be named and thereafter be
kriown as.the.Jay B. Nash Scholar/Lecture series.

The above quOte of J. B. Nash 5peaksoechallenges. It was one of hifavorite themes. It.seems
appropriate ten, that a saolar recognition award and lecture sene?bearing his name would have
associated w ith it its own set of chaHenges. The full story of those who brought it into being, and the
behind-the-scenes dramatic events that occurred, could probably, if tald, be the 5ubject of a book.
Some of the colorful charaCters in the drama need mentioning to set the stage for your enjoyment of
the works that follow.

-
We in the leisure ifrofession spend much of our tirie bunched around lacqu red itables n dreary

hotel Conference rooms engaged in what, at times, seems to be an unend ng dialogue about
matters usually of questionable importance. At one time or other we wonder, wi a vague sense of
unease at the thought. Do oor labors wally produce lnything of significance?

As a profession, we are not alone in our perpetual hotel meeting behavior, it seems to be the
model for late twentieth century prOfessional leadership. The geographical location changes, the
topography rises and falls,:and the leaves change colors with ate seasons. Yet, regardless of the
location oplhe unique and exciting qualities of each city involved, our environments tend to
dissolve into a series of continuous encounters standardized by modern hotel decor.

A major challenge then becomes the effort to resist reflecting the sterility of.the dumerous
uninspiring rneeting areas in which we fInd ourselves. Because of this, when an oiitcome of our
activity begins to assume the form of cleadv recognized excellence, risings above the self- .

perpetuating efforts so Lharacteristic of many organizational frameworks, it becomes an occasion
worth celebrating. Such an event for AALR has been the creation and subsequent evolution of the
Jay B. Nash ScholaAecture Series.

Taking their inspiration from the Nash legacy of e,cellence to our profession, the AALR Board of
Directors and the J. B. Nash Scholar Committee have recognized scholars who have produced five
distinguished lectures at the past five AAHPERD national conventions. Each one IS remarkable in Its
particular fuiuristic message to members of the leisure profession as well as to our students seeking
entry ikito it. Because of the quality of these presentations, AALR decided that a much broader
audience, those who could not bp present in the series of convention cities in vt hich these lectures
were presented, should be given the 0-)portunity to share in the e-xperience and information these
lectures offer. For those who were present at oneor more of the presentations, this publication of tfie
first set of five lectures will be a reminder of the conviviality and comradene which thet:p early
breakfast meetings, usually in quite congenial settings, hold Or us all.

The cities in which the meetings were held leading up to the creation of the lecture series, and
those in which the presentations were given, stretch across the country from coast te coast with
seeming 1 y erratic grasshopper-like jumps between Seattle, Las Vegas, _Oklahoma City, Houston,
New Orleans, Milwaukee, Detroit, and Boston. The travelling cast of characters in this drama
include. the Nash Scholars, in order of appearance in this book Janet*Maclean, Richard Kraus, Al
Sapora, Edith Ball, and Betty Van der Smissen, the series bf AALR presidents who supported the

6



lecture seites conceptDiana Dunn, ioel Meier, and M. C. Sholtis-jones; the AALR Board's of

,.. Directors and trie behind-the-scene\s "movers"' who trudged through the seemingly endless meet

ings with a precious idea in thought cind the courage, patience, arid, most importantly, tenacity, to

see it become a reality.
The most influential behind-the-sc enes blayer has been ,Larry 'Neal, Chair of the first Scholar/

Lecture Committee and the Editor and d,riv ing force behind the pliblicatiop of this book. Dale Cruse,

Chair of the current committee,,has ilracle-Nnificant contributions toward streamlining the seltc-

tion Criteria and the Committee's pperating process.
There have been two AALR Coordinators, Elva Ellen Hubbard and Li inne Summerfield, and qur

current Executive Director, Barbara Sampson, who have aH labored with persistent diligence to
almost mogically transform our creative imagiangs into a pragmatic fact each year at convention
time to ensure an appropriate seging for this distinguished event.

Finally, off in the wings of ou'r metaphorical the:Iter, quietly out of view, has been my own
delightful co-worker, Lacy Ann Barnett, who subtly prodded and urged me, with her own elegant
style, to bring this volume to completion. It takes a very special talent to extend one's inspirational
energies from a quiet rpidential suburb of Little Rock,\Arkansas to a dimly,lit state campground
laundry room next to the pounding surf of the Gulf of Mexico in Galvetton, Texas. But somehow, in

view of the peripatetic nature of this enterprise, s*.h a conclusive Oent in its production seems

quite fitting.
The last role in our production is reserved foi youlhe reader, with our fond hopes that you enjoy

thiexperience of reading this book as much as we have enjoyed, the process of loriniing it to you.

.Fred W. Martin, AALR Prennt
Eiecember,

viii
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Prefa.ce .

This volume represents the bridge of pa;t and present greatne,ss with one goal to search, 'Oect,
synthesize, share, and influence. Is this not scholarship? The active perceptions of truth coupled
with its sharing and subsequent influence on others makes us better persons. There is a ljne from
Emerson which somew hat summarizes life's purpose in one short sentence. "Make ffi most of
yourself for that is all there is;to you."

To Harvey Jessup appreciation mu.,t be extended. He has captured muchof J. B. Nash, the' man,
scholar, philosopher, humanitarian, counselor, friend. After having read The Hopeful Traveler
(AAHPERD, 1980) and the second part of this book, I feel I know J. B. His travels through thb life for
some 78 years have made an indelible impression on many. Now there are four, possibly five
generations who have either been directly touched by him such as each of the presentors in this
volume are influenced through his seven books and countless articles and printed spe-eches.

J. B., depicted as a hopeful traveler, reminds me of the two often-quoted lines of Carlyle andYrost.
It was Thomas Carlyle, who in On Heroes & Hero Worship wrote:

'On the beaten road there is tolerableloveling, but it is sure work, and many have to parkh, fashioning a
path through the impossibler

and in The Road Not Taken Frost says:

be telling this with a sigh. Somewhere ages and ages hence. Two.roads diverged in a wood, and I
took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference."

With apologies and thanks to these two literary forces, J. B. Nash was a positive force in
contemporary times for good, predommately because he "traveledt opefully," doing the "sure
work" which for him and his posterity has "made all the diffgrence.".`f his is an extension, a bridge
of that great cause the understanding, improvement, and betterment of man. It draws some of the
best thinking of our contemporary scholars. To him, this book, as with the AALR Scholar/Lecture
program which bears his name, is dedicated for the same purpose for which he dedicated his
hfethe strengthening of people..The degree to whicti you are enlightened, uplifted, perfected by
these thoughts win be a measure of this book's success.

Recognition must be directed to Dr. Diana Dunn who is currently Dean at the College of HPER,
Penn,State Unoersity, who w hile at Temple University and President-elect of MLR drafted an
innocent memo dated November 1, 1976. She called for a program of this nature to be part of her
"presidential plogram." It was not pretentious and in no way hinted the magnitude of influence
already realized some SIX years later. To credit her leadership and her straight-forward, "get-the-
job-done" style I quote from that source:

I would like to present the dboVy a> part uf my presidential prOgram to the board . . . I believe, idorder to
effect the lecture tnext year), we tryst budget fur it . nuvv. May have your reactions and best thoughts on
the ideathanks."

Several items were uuthnecl-for reaction which completely summarizes the current program, e.g.,
AALR Schular;Lecture, recognition given some indiv idual, begin next year, adopt from Celeste
Ulrich's Alliance Scholar Report fur our Association, form a committee, budget for expenses,
promote in the AALR Reporter, and maintain the rights to speeches for publicatign after several
lectures. A committee was named during the Seattle Convention and all the_above' points were
raised and were effected, culminating in the naming of ;. B. Nash dS the namesake to perpetuate his
influence and bestow honor to the selected recipients.

To the anonymous contributor who hastily wrote to the Scholar/Lecture Committee upon
invitationto nominate their choice fur tht, person to be so honored as to have dieir name attached to
the progra;Th I Sa ). your simple, yet heartfelt, ..omment had great wiSdom and influenced us greatly
in the selection process. One often does nut reahze the sources of power and magnitude of the
influeme a basic truth simply stated can be. Here is that phrase. "My nominee for the individual
after whom this tAALR Scholar/Le...ture) program should be named woulti have to be Jar,B.artori
Nash d5 the greatest recreation ,,cho:ar to serve as President of AAHPER." I concur. It has been a
distinct pleasure assisting in this process since its inception.

ix
Larry L. Neal, Editor

. December, 1982
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Name: Janet R. MacLean

Born: Bennington, Vermont
March 8th, 1917

,

Raised: I spent my early years in Bennington Where I was recognized as valedictorian of my 1934 high school class

Tne subject of my valedictory speech? Leisure and Its; Potential tor Opening Life's Doors. An early

commitment still pursued.

Faintly: Born to a Scottish mother and a German father, I married a Scot, Bill MacLean, whose mother was Swedish

We have a son, John, who currently manages Maclean Productions, Inc. in Dallas,Tevs and a daughter,

Pttricia, who works for two psychiatrists in Bloomington, Indiana:Our grandchifdren include Camilla,

Craig, and Jessica who try to keep "Nana" abreast of ths

Education: 1934 Bennington High, School.
1938 B.S., University ot Vermont. Double mtuor in Englisharench. Minor in Psychology (rtiagna cum

laude, Phi Beta Kappa).
1953 M.S., Indiana University, Recreation & Park Administration and Audio-Visual Education,

1957 Re.D., Indiana University, Recreation & Park Administration,

Coloun In professional or personal involvement;, I try to have optimistic enthusiasm for life Everythingruns on "fast
forward." My family is mosi important. Sailing the Thistle with my husband, Bill and grandson, Craig in

local, district, or national competition is exciting. Travel, writing, speaking, sport, music, drama, and family

get-togethers all play a role in a full measure of life. Associations with present and former students and
professional colleagues are most rewarding, as arc a love for and interest in people.

Professional 1938 Teacher (French & English), North Troy High School, North Troy, New York

Experience: 1940 Child-rearing yearsalso part-time positions.
1940-42 Community Theatre, Cortland, New York.
1943-45 Nursery School Teacher & Adult Education Classes, Detroit, Michigan.

1945-46 Child Care Center Director, Bennington, Vermont.
1946-51 Bennington Parks & Recreation Commissionplayground supervisor, special events, municipal

recreation director; also instructor and drama coach at Bennington High School.

1951-60 Campus Recreation Director & Instructor, Indiana University.

1960-82 Professor, IndianafUniversity.
1979-82 Director, Indiard University Center on Aging.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION LEADERSHIP:
The years, both of teaching and of professional Involvement with the park and recreation profession and with the

gerontological focus, have been stimulating, challenging, andproductive. Contributions to professional organizations have

involved major developmental work on accreditation standards (NRPA-AALR), initiation of WAVE audiovisual awards

(NRPA), Goals Committee (NRPA), lust woman president-of SPRE, NRPA Board of Trustees, Mid-West vice-president for

Recreation and Indiana vice-president (AAHPERO), Commission on Professional Preparation (AAHPERD); Indiana Advi-

sory Committee on Aging and Membership Committee (ACHE). Jan has presented workshops, seminars, or speeches in 40

states plus several of the Canadian provinces and Germany.
Honors and awards include the AALR 1 B. Nash Scholar Lecture Award, the President's Council on Fitness Silver

Anniversary Award, appointment as a delegate to each of tlie three White.House conferences, Kentucky Colonel, charter

membership in the Academy,of Leisure Sciences, charter membership in the American Academy of Pad? and Recreation

A3mmistrators, SPRE Distinguished fellcw Award, NRPA Special Service Citation, Outstanding Educator of America,

Service Award for Older HOOSICIS Assembly, Governor's Voluntary Action Awaid, and tht Sigma Delta Chi Journalism

Honorary Rocking Chair Award.

CURRENT COMMENT:
Because of the current nature of Jan's presentation, hafting delivered her address -this past yearseveral quotable

quotes from her address capture her contemporary thinking.

Speaking of /. B. Nash
"Although he insisted that he had only three speeches, and whatever title was assigned him, the audience would

get one of 'the three,' I never heard a repeat performance in the several lectures I was privileged to hear "

On Historic Perspective
', "We've come from materialism as our god to idealism to realismor we're on our way."

On Our Potential
"The future can extend the present or, if we undersrand our Aternahves, it can be irwented. but it begins with

nOw."

On Our Challenge
"The times call for alliance not antagonism, among individuals, organizations, and disciplines. We need

integration of energies to focus on the issues offitness, aging, c ultural a rt,s, natural resources, energy andresearch "

.1 u



THE MILD BLUE YONDER
CHANGING LIFESTYLES AND LEISURE*

Janet R. MacLean

It is, indeed, a great honor for me to have

been named the jay B. Nash scholar and to join
the company of professional.excellence of the
four designees that have preceded me. I very
much appreciate this recognition WI I most
confess that I accept it with hum;lity and a
nervous twitch in my-stomach which keeps

reminding "me that J. B. Nash is a tough exam-
ple to emulate. I was privileged to hear hirn

'C
speak at conferences' many times, but, because
of his friendship with his former student, Jack
DaUgherty, I was able to spend some timevith
him in informal situations when he visited jack
in Bloomington.

A Pioneer with Pervasiye Influence e'

Dr. Nash was a pioneer in' recation, one of
the first ho tried to interpret the "raison
d'être of our profession. He was a superb Jec-

. turer. Although he insisted that he had only
three speeches, and whatever title was assigned
him, the audience would get one of "the
three," 1 never heard a repeat performance fn
the lectures I was privileged to hear.

According to his students, he was a blaster
teacher. Once you stooped counting the times
he pushed back his glasses or elongated his
tongue for emphasis, the message and the con-
tent of his sessions were delivered with spirit,
with integrity, and with enthusiasm. I recall best
his enthusiasm. There are so many 4inds of

'J. B. Nash Lecture. Houston. Texas. April 25th. 1982.
AAHPERDIA.ALR convention.

enihusiasm. You, I'm sure, are acquainted with
those w hose enthusiasms resemble the bottom
half of a double-boilerall steamed up and
they don't know what's cooking. In contrast,
Nash's enthusiasm was sincere and competent.
He was honest and informed about the goals he
envisioned 'for the profession and interpreted
them with force and dignity.

Nash's enthusiasm was sincere
and competent. He was honest and
informed'about the goals he
envisioned for the profession and
interpreted them with force and
dignity:

Permit me two mOre "asides." The first is
personal, but 1 think it represents the ccessibil-
ity and the.force of Dr. Nash's warm personal-
ity. My daughter was eleven years old when she

met Dr. Nashjust one timeyet when the
Nash scholar award was announced, she re-
called with accuracY, not only how he looked
but some of the things he had aid to her abd to

my son in their brief conversafiOns. The impact
of his impressions was indelible on a variety of
age groups.

.

The other story-was told to me by a former
.student of Nash's. J. B. was an authority on
Indian lo're. One of his favorite tales was that of
an Indian brave who could stand balanced on a

single big toe for an hour. I don't know how Dr.
Nash used that example, but, ladies and gen-

lj



ildn:en, my interpretation is that such a feat
represents nut only endurance, bat focus.

The Future . . . Our Challenge!Opportunity

. The focus for my remarks today !son the mild
blue yonderthe future as we can project or
prediet itand thechallenges that futUre pre-
seas for us.as individuals andas professionals. If
we do not focus on, that future with persistence,
endurancZwision, and imagination we shall
miss our opportunity to provide some balance
in the lives of those we purport to serve.

More than a century ago Thoreau astutely
observed, "Americans know more about how$
to make a living than how to live." From today's

*temporal vantage point he might be even more
caustic in his criticism. Our technology has
given us instant housing, breathless speed of
communication and mobility, power to alter
consciousness or prolbng life, increased pro-
ductivity beyond our ability to consume, and
rising expectations for many segments of our
population. Unfortunately, technology has
often taken usloll in human and social costs for
which adequate quabtitative and qualitative
data are not yet awilable.

Bob Dylan sang "The Times They Air*A-
Gianging." An earlier version read. "The old
order* changeth, yielding place to new."
Change is perhaps the only constantso:why
make a big deal about our changing society?

Change, any change is traumatic. There have
been More I rofound changes in the last 40
years than in b,previous sik centuries, First,
change takes us o of our comfort zonesand
the swed of changes around us today is so;
cially, physically, and psychologically disrup-
tiVe. It keeps us personally and professionally
off-balance. But that came disequilibrium, in
my judgment, git s the leisure services profes-
sion challenges and opportunities undreamed
of 50 years ago. Those challengesthat kind of
responsibility to help qiape a different future for
people whose lives we touchdirectly or in-
diieplyare both exciting and frightening.

The future cact extend the present, or; if we
understand our alternatives, it can be invented,
but it.begins with now. We haven't a moment
to lose. It does not represent some pot of gold at

.

the end of a colorful arch, it's not some condi-
tion that arrives with a resounding cymbal or a
blinding light. Satisfactionsor dissatisfactions
with status quo have -ilready set some gea,rs in
motion foracceptable or nonacceptable (utures
and 'we all shsre a piece of that potential glory

- or disaster.

Leisure Futures. So le t's examine this world
around us, dream a bit about possible adjust- 0
ments, and explore leisure seryice concerns.
How changed is this environment in which we
live? Let's take a few examples, some deadly
serious, sOme to force a smileyet all with'
inferences for leisure responsibilities.

We've come from the horseback trails. to
super highways which crisscross the continent
and make us more mutually accessible yet less
integrated; from the one-room schoolhouse in
which classtimes were regulated by planting,
haying, or hunting seasons to year-round edu-
cation centers in which systems regolate our
geographicarthoice of housing, our leisure
pursuits and.our children's diet; from a spa-
cious moo-Main in the backyard to a video
game in a compact condo; from the family
general practitioner at the bedside to computer
analysis of our medical profile one thousand
miles away; from calling to our neighbor in the
next field to sending a message by satellite
around the world in 20 seconds; from listening
to "the latest" from the local gossip to getting
the full details (sensory overloadmore than
you really want to know) from Barbara Walters
or Tom Brokaw; from sparkling waters for

--skinny dippers to .pollution conditions thst
aptly describe a glass of ware/ as a chlorine
cocktail with a detergent head, and make
'..wamping a sailboat a real health hazard; from
pastoral rural environments to impacted °IMF;
from a dirty old theater in which' you saw a
clean movie to a magnificently pristine edifice
in which you see the latest porno art form. .

We've come from the complacency of feel-
ing that we, as Americans, had a pretty good
grip on the world of plenty and power to the
abrupt reality that our natural resources are
finite and that atall Iranian or 6audi Arabian
thousands of mil,es away can truly have an im-
pact on ourability to cruise the streams, the air
or the highways Or 19...have access to gainful
ernployment. We've come from materialism as

'-thspotal Project 10 Create Manland Remitters Cen
and Recentuon March 1980, p
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our god to ideahsm tu real ism---ur we're on our
way.

Ler:- look at some other changes which are
pertinent to leisure responsibilitie. The game
of futurism and brinkmanship IS increasingly
more popular. I have no crystal baH which intl.-
rors the future but I strongly feel that leisure
services personnel cannot operate in a vacuum.
The value of our contributions will augment or
recede as the physical, social, moral, and emo-
tional environments change, and the future that
many forecatters envisage is a future of manda-
tdry interactions among human beings if we are
to survive. The so-called post-industrial stage,
referred to by Kahn,2 Bell,3 Toffler,4 and other
futurists, centers on relationships between per-
sons as much as on full technology.

Changes Impacting ori Leisure

rd like to explore with you some of the
changes which have had or will have an effect_
un hfesty les and, in turn, an impact on the role
of leisure in present cr future societies.

Alvin Toffler in his book The Third Waves
uses the metaphor of the clash Of waves of
change as he traces the colliding and overlap-
ping uf what he v levy, aS three distinct waves*.

the Pgricultural revolution (8000 B.C. to
1750 A.D.);
the industrial revolution which he indicates

,really peaked in WOrld War II;
the post-ipdustrial society in which he indi-
cates theTe will be a genuinely new wave of
life. 1st ic possible that advances in automa-
tjon,,lecommunications, and molecular

_biology will outdate our present environ-
ment and attitudes and evolve new
frameworks for lifestyles of the future?

The past is, they say, prologue to the future,
so let uslale a brief overview of the first and
second waves. In the agricultural world, t(te
extended multigenerationa I family lived in ope

sidence, they produced what they consumqd,
tne sun-up to sundown demands of the fieldsor

lc,ihn, Herman and Weiner. The ear 2u00. New urk.
Doubleday, 1970.

'Bell, Daniel The Coming of Post Industrial Society,
New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1973.

4Toffler, Alvin. The Third Wave. New York. Willard Mor-
row and Co., 1980.

1980.
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of homemaking merged work and leisure tyith
out clear time definitions, communication was
a face-to-face process in a language that was
easily understood, travel was limited, hard
work was central' to life and every family
member was aware of the div isions of labor, sex
roles.were clearly defined for most, and recrea-
tion was family-centered.

Guiding Principles. The world of the industria:
revoltition posed radical changes. According to
Totfler6 it moved with a set of six guiding prin-
ciples which broke society into thousands of
parts which then acted and interacted:
1. Standardization for fficienc,ythe assem-

bly jine focus whVh seemed to produce
identical products, eduCation, weights,
me-asures, and sometimes, ideas. Stan-
dardization has some benefits. It promotes
stability, but it-often makes feal trouble for
those "whose feet step to a different drum-
mer."

2. Speciali2ation which further refined labor
divisions even in the leisurIe service profes-
sion as therapeujie recreators and park
man4ers drove language wedges and
fought for turf.

3. Synchronization which engineered the time
and energies of producers and consumers to
mesh with industrial production needs.

4. Concentration which amassed populations
and resources into conveniently placed
packages of workers, prisoners, students,
recreators, or fitness specialists.

5. Maximization which worshipped quantity
at the expense of quality.

6. Centralization which gave politics, busi-
ness, industry, and education a power
hierarchy. -

I've paraphrased Toffler, but these are the
guiding principles which haye created some of
our present lifestyles and which, according to
Toffler, will topple in the Third Wave civiliza-
tion.

Indicators of Change'

Can we now ponder some eight predicted
catepries of change and project their possible
chalienge for those who are really concerned
with the contribution leisure experiences can
make to the quality of life?

'ibid., 1980, pp. 27-76.
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1. Population. First, we are going to be working
with a different mix of population. Explosion
and implosion of populations are pertment, of
course. We'll have more persons with more
leisure in concentrated densities. The numbers
are impressive but let's look at the mix.

a. The combination of elongated life expec-
tancy, advanced medical, technology,
and the, campaign for zero population

- growth has skewed the population to-
ward the upper end of the age spectrum.
There are more older Americans with bet-
ter health and with more leisure. The fas-
test growing segment is the high risk (over
85 years) group. The year 1980 was the
first in w ich there were more persons
over 60 fhan under 10 ift our country.'

b. Blacks 3re increasing in proportion to
whites.

c. Medical technology has prolonge the
life of the, handicapped and provided
greater capabilities pf mobility. We have
more handicapped with greater expecta-
tions from us for every human service.

d. Non-rhetro populations are increasing at
a fastet rate than urban and suburban
populations.'

e. Females continue to outlive males by.
'some 4-6 years. The ratio of men to
women will decline substantially. If you
think Title IX rocked the boat, wait for
future shock from aged women. Can you
lotus on the 80 year-old Gloria Steinam?
Predictions in the Futurist9 describe the
coming matriarchy, a future in which the
balance of power in American society
will shift from men to women in business
and in government. Effects of such a tran-
sition will include changes in leisure con-
sumption as the woman relinquishes
some of her present focus as the leisurec"
manager in the family role.

f. The total population is better educated
with more sophisticated expectations
both in their work and leisure roles.

g. One ft of the population lives alone. I

'Butler, Robert. The Alliance of Advotacy with Sci-
ence." Gerontologist 20(2). 154-61.

'Melendez, Nelson. "National Attention Is Increasingly
Drawn to Leisure Policies.' WLFLA Journal 29(1). 3-8.

"The Coming Matriarchy." The Futurist. 1982, p. 83.
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doubt that will continue. Already we are
seeing congregate housing alternatives
which will affect all of owl services.

h. Future compulsory birth clOntrol or clon-
ing may further stratify mil- target popula-
tions. Will you accept gbvernment con-
trol of your capabilities to have offspring?
If we clone, how many Arlin Eppersons or
Ron Mendells can we accomodate?

i. We have evolved subcultures of teens,
aged, handicapped, gays, ethnic groups,
and social misfits with which we must
deal.
We have also evolved a population of
people who turn attention to "what's in it
for me?" MI ake me feel goli'd? Will
itvcontribute to happiness? Some of
our fitness craze is directly related to the
turn inward.

,
44.

2. Family. From the extended family which
played the dual role of producer and consumer
m years east we how have situations in which

a. Production has moved out of the home
and segregated the family. ,

b. The child no- longer knows what is in-
volved in his, parent's Work.

c. Social institutions have absorbed educa-
tion, religious, family care, shelter, and
recreation responsibilities of the tradi-
tional family. .

d. More women have entered the work force
and we have a two-provider family.'°

e. Divorce rates increase the single parent
homes and remarriage.rates increase the
possibility_of dual family living arrange-
ments. f

f. Nickles" describes the replatement of
the nuclear family by the "rotational"
family with an ever-changing cast: first,
roommates of both sexes; then mate of
the opposite sex; then mate and children;
then alone with children; finally-eongre-
gate living with friends.

,

g. Communal families for a variety of ages
arise out of economic as well as passion-
ate relationships.

Fullerton, Jr., Howard N. "The 1995 Labor Force. a First
Look." Monthly Labor Review, Deceolber, 1980, pp.
11-2f.

"Nickles, Ehzabeth. The Coming Matriarchy. New
York: Seaview Books, 1981
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What then are the imphtations for leisure
and the faintly. How critit1 1 then is the qudlity
of time spent together?

-3. Time, Work, and Leisige. All of the factors
about which we are concerned iVersect and
interface but none more closely than do work,
time, and leisure. We've come from the rhythm
of the seasons for work in the agricultural envi-,
ronment when milking time conditioned how
far you could travel, to what de Grazia'2 called
"the, tyranny of the clock" in the industrial
worIV Centralizatpn and syhchronizatiorr
demanded that we The on time." If you don't
believe that time philosophies and the good-
ness of punctuality have changed, try-getting a
teenager to a meal on time when he knows the
microwave will readdy reheat the repast to hb
taste.

We may move to a clifferent concept of time
in the pdst-Industrkil world as the worker may
find an env iionment q. w filch he rild choost
both his wOrk time anef his work spate. Toffler
inovds frpm flex time dnd sabbatical vacations
to the ; 'electronic cottage" w here most jobs
will be performed by computer dt home. Hus-
band dnd wife may work half sh,ifts of the same
job. Think of the rev isiOns welv, ill have to make
in hiripg policies. The children will be appren-
ticed spite of chdd labor laws. Community
stability may, be restored, since a job change
will meansiot transfer to another city bui simply
to another computer system in "the electronic
cottage."

Leisure then may come in more usable
blocks of time, possibly on a 24-hour basis or
half years or two years at a time. The lines
between leisure and work may become even
more eroded as workers demand only those
jobs which will afford creative outlets and per-
sonal satisfactions. And we may be compelled
to use the computer for stimulation and motiva-
tion as well as data processing.

We may yet come to a different life pattern
which. Fred Best" describes as cyclical, not
linear. Instead of the present education, work,

sand leisure life progression, it is quite possible

"de Grazia, Sebastian Of Time, Week and Lerwre. New
York, Anchor Books The Twentieth Century Fund), 1962.

"Best, Fred, and Stern, Barry. "Education, Work, and
Leisure. Must They Come in That Order?" Monthly Labor
Review. July, 1977, pp, 3-10,
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that we rniglif alternate education, vacation,
and work units. The idea is not new. Eric Hofferi
at an NITA conference years ag,wanted to
assign a complete state to which one could
retreat at any time of life when he felt the need
for educatiOn. Would that state then be a leisure
state? Would time then be viewed as the total
lifespan, not hours, or days? Then comes a
philosophical and practical question. How
long are you willing to work for how much, to
do what inyour leisure? Is leisure integral to
your value system or do you still make work
value excbses for your weekend, vacation, or
coffee break?

4. Communication. Console computers are
betoming as common as desk cakulators. Elec-
tronic spying devices may monitor our concert
crowds for isolating words which would pre-
dict disturbance. Satelhtes may give us more
information than we care to know about what
goes on in our parks or forests. Privacy, a retreat
from Big Brother, may be ci thing of themast.
Centrdlly-produced imagery ia mass media
may affect every lifestyle. WiH it affect how We
serve people? Wdl new TV discs be a boon or a
bane to our' present leisure service demands?
Vv ill v ideotapes extend our capabilities to serve
the educdtional needs of students across the
world w ho will never visit our institutions.

5. Environment. If we turn to the environment,
we have.come from trying to conquer nature to
despoiling it. Air, water, and noise pollution jar
our senses and devastate our space for recrea-
tion alternatives. New energy resources must
evolve(what better opportunity for solar en-
ergy thah the park?) parks out of tra4) (Mt.
Trashmore in Virginia)," crushed glass from
bottles to resand eroding beachesall these are
idea energizers for recouping some of our de-
vastation of space and energy. PerhSps space
settlements and the retrieval of the Continental
Shelf will entice leisure lovers into the air or out
to sea and out of our arena of responsibility.
More probable is that we will learn not to pro-
duce anything from which the waste cannot be
used by some other system, or we shall de-
humanize ourselves to the extent that we will
instinctively refrain from fouling our nests.

Parks and Recreation, 1980, p. 2L
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b. Mobility. We worried about mobility which,
produced a lack of permanence as ease of
travel and job changes erased neighborhoods.
seemingly overnight. Can we readjust to the
needs of poPulations who, beLause of energy
shortages or work flexibility, stay in the same
location for long periods and still need leisure
outlets to provide change of pace or atmo-
sphere? e

7. Education. Education and leisure/ I believe,
will make a marriage of convenience for space,
time, and ec omic reasons. Alreddy we have
Learn and 9%hop, Weekend College, Nature
Center Semi ars, Art in the Parks, year:round
.schools, alternative schools, and free Univer-
sities. Education w ill be less restrictive in geo-
graphical locations, institutional regimens, and
age limitations. We need skills for hfe as well as
for the.market place. Leisure is part of life. The
leisure services must be a part of education.
How do you interact with your school system
for programs, facilities, or brainstorming for

Education and leisure, I believe,
will make a marriage of convenience
for space, time, and economic
reasons. Alread,y we have Learn and
Shop, Weekend College, Nature
Center Seminars, Art in the Parks,
year=round schools, alternative
schools, and free universities.

mutual benefit? Are you reallj, involved in
'Changing attitudes and teaching skills and ap-
preciations for leisure as well as providing pro-
grams and places? I read with interest in JOPER
of the excellent support given health and physi-
cal education in the public opinion survey of
the importance of high school subjects." No
mention was made of education for leisure. Are
we dynamic enough in our interpretation role
with public school systems? 4

"''Study Supports Physical Education m Educahon.'
journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance 53131.
4.
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Must we educate our professionals to asSume
the role of what the French term "animators" in
the leisure profession "those leaders dedi-
cated to stimulating communitylevel social
participationhelping people help themselves

.by stimulating the ability to use critical judg-
ment in their leisure choices, development of
creative avenues for self-expression and a sense
of social responsibility."6 The daily decisions
of people have more impact on human welfare
than does improved medical technology.

8. Economy. The economy will definitely be.a
factoiin indiv idua I choice and in mandatory
interaction within social sem ice systems. Th)
U.S. News and World Report for September 8,
1980 indicated that Americans, would s'pend
218 billion on recreation that yearone dollar
out of every eightmore than on housing con-
struction or national defense.'' By 1981 the fig-
ure had risen to $244 billion." It is obvious that
even m a tailspip economy, w, e are not going to
diminish the American appetite or need for lei-
sure outlets.

Commercial recreation establishments, just
emerging with significant impact on leisure
choices, may find tenuous circumstances if this
present recession.or depression prevails for a
long period. At the same time, those who are
unemployed, for whatever reason, will need,
greater diversity of leisure offerings to maintain
psychological as well as physical well-being..

The next two decades may yet see a return to
a recycled form of the leisure profession boom
of the 19305 in the United States when govern-
ment bolstered the leisure component with
projects to serve a dual purpose: 1) jobs for
those who developed programs and facilities,
and 2) palatable leisure choices for those upon
whose hands "Father. Time" hung too heavily.
More importantly, those 20 years may cement d
partnership relationship between public and
private offerings. Will social investors of the
future look to leisure services for "doing good
while doing well?"

"Melendez, Nelson, 1982, pp. 3-8.
""Americans Play Even with Economy in a Sn." U. 5.

News and World Report. September 8th, 1980
""Our Endless Pursuit of Happiness." U. S News and c

World Report. August lOth, 1981, pp. 58-69.
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The far-reaching waves of Reaganomics
have caused a tightening of the tax resources in
many of our states. As authorities trim budgets,

can they re,ally, afford to farm out human wel-
- fare programs to concessionaires as you would

garbage collection or turf management?
Privatization of tbe management of leisure

services may become a two-edged sword. The
account" of the leasing arrangements for
Canada's Inwood a'rtd Sturgeon Bay provincial
parks creates some interesting problems. Al-
though the experiment reduced the cost to the

'Ministry and produced cooperatwe strategies
with the private-and public sectors, the factors
of maintenance concerns for short-term leasers,
and the lack of legal authority on the d'art of the
operator were disturb*.

Challenges

As we look at changing lifestyles and env i-
4 ronments, what challenges do they present to

us who are, in a real sense, ultimately responsi-
ble for the delivery of lei,sure services? /

First, can we join hands to interpret the value
of leisure experiences to individual and societal
welfare? If wedo not get government and edu-
cation to )kcept, interpret, and evaluate the
potential value of leisine in the lives of those
they serve, then we might as well foiget all the
other challenges that changing lifestyles can
impact.

If we do not somehow get peitple at every age
to look seriously at how they spend their free
time, how and why they choose their recrealion
experiences, what they get from or give to those
experiences, ani.the resulting effect upon the
indiv,klual and Tis environment (social and
physical), then our land and ourselves may in-
deed join the endangered species catrJgory by
the year 2000.
, Let's look at some other concerns. .

1. Is it possible that we may have to change
l'"a our ideas of what or who isdcceptable in

park and recreation programs? Value sys-
tems may be in conflict. Rock concerts,

"Vrancart, R. iv"Privatization Experiences in Ontario
Provincial Parks.'Proceedings. Great Lakes Park Mining
Institute, Department ot Parks and Recreation Administra-
tion, Indiana University, 1979, pp. 44-5.
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nude bathing, and unisex Johns are already
here in spite of protests.,

2. Can we implement exciting enough pro-
grams to entice the individual from a home
into which most of his.nee& can be elec-
tronically piped? We may be' his only
chance for physical and social stimulation.

3. Can we arrange time_ and space,allotments
to accommodate ewor rs who have night,
day, or even seasona shifts or whose elec-
tric Car won't stray more than 50 miles
from home?,Will the 24-hour community
center ond all-night parklie .i wave of the
future? We are already focusing on multi-
purpose centers which merge health, rec-
Ration, and social zServices for seniors.

4. WilIyear-round schools and weekend col-
leges change.our offerings? The changing '
seasonal demandunay hit the North more
dramatically .than the South or West.

5. Do we need to re;evaluate program offer-
ings in an overpopulated environment? Do
we need to be more-creative abobt pro-
gramming which will allow tor individual
escape from people as well as social inte-
gration? .. .

6. Can we resolve the hierarchy in, leisure
professional snobbery of execufive, re-

anager, leader?,When we
ful in our outlook, re-

ardner's admonition, 'We

7

searcher, tu
got too dis
member John
must have both plumbers and philoso-
phers. Unless ive provide q9.Iity edu-
cation for both, neither our pis, nor our
ideas will hold water." In belt-tightening
times ccip we instigate a multidisciplinaN
emphasis in education. I do not mean
Merger or loss of identity but I do mean_
creative cooperation with a variety of dis-
ciplipes.

. How4,?to we change our focus to accom-
modate the new urban mix of poor old and/vibrant young "on the way up" as they see
it in the glamour of the city? That is a hot
potato as you look at housing, fee struc-
tures; or progran'icontent.,

. Will the future population "rnix" mandate
more adult-centered concentration of our
leisure pursuits? We have been teen and
child-centered for some tiine, than old
age-focused. When does middlp-age get a
chance? They are paying the bills. We had

8
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better start hstening tu the coming
- backlash.

9. Will we uge the new mind modification oi
Anh-hostility agents to prevent riots in the
parks or to pass our bond issues? Or can we
j)rst legislate birth control to fit our popula-

," yon number,s to ceilings which thZ land
will safely accommodhte?

10. Do we need beyer fact-finding at several
levels of sophistication, oot only on needs,
mofivation, attitudes, and satrgfactions but
potential new acGeptable leisure social
roles?

Its We have p4ople lumping off bridgewith
- grant rubber bands. Ar our leisure offer-

ings too prosaic for he ,post-industrial
work'? Most crimes are committed in lei-
sure. Mould risk, offerings fill the adven-
ture-based motivations, particularly in the
seemingly senseless vandalism areas?

12. Can we implement and interpret a diver-
sified cafeteria .of offerings which will
Oimulate physical activity, satisfy _basic

chological needs, explore individual
cial identity, provide real imiolve-
life's issues or eseape fromstress, if

needed, encourage intellectual ',activity;
provide outlets for aggression, compensate
for voids in other life areas, afford self-
expression or self-actualizationin short

"-----crete physical, social, and psychological
environments in which individuals 'can
reach 44eir potential?

13. Are we visionary, yet pragmatic enough, to
see the 'value in establishing leisdre
policies on a national basis. The 1980 U.N.
General Assembly focused on leisure as it
interrelated with economic development.
Tke realization that improved income did
not necessarily correlate with improved
quality of life brought them to affirm the
need for a public leisure policy to provide
"organized leisure services with humanis-
tic arms.""

A Charge

Leisure itself is neither good nor bad for indi-
viduals nor for society, but the uses or misuses
of leisure may help to determine whether we as

"melendez, Nelson, 1982, pp. 3-8

a Ration will survive in terms of physical, social,
econoniic, or environmental balance. The cen-
tral focus of life is emerging as the degree of
humanisni we may achieve. In rrii, judgment a
large portion of that goal will be attained in
leisure.

The times call for alliance, not antagonism,
among indiWduals, organizations, and disci--
piing We need integration of energies to focus
on the issues of .fitness, aging, cultural arts,
natural resources energy, and research. The
AALR five-year-plan is an ambitious one. The.
issues are impojtant. The plan is definitive but
let us accomplish it by integratjon, not duplica-
tion Of effort. Can we ally' ourselves with the
President's Council on Fitness and health or-

. ganizations as we explore wellness, NCOA,
AGHE, and NRPA as we look at aging, the new
WLRA international twork" as e further
research, the parks a nals as

riisdtihne

tomorroiVwe helped toobuilsd yester

gwe promote outdoor r
the crest of Toffler's Third

Types of Leisure-Leaders. The mild blue
yonderthe tomorrow of leisure is in the
blueprint stfige. We need three kinds of profes-
sionals to create and implement the plan
some. dreamers, some schemers, and some
reamers. The dreamers are visionaries. We
have to SnticiOte the future in order to marshal

-forces to cope with it. The sr,hemers draw the
plan in terms of the know% variables. The
reamers are the advocates, the interpreters, the
persistent "animators" who implement a' feasi-
ble plan. Which type are you? The door to our
leisure future is ajar. Some see it half-open; -;

, some, half-closed. 1,0y final question to
youin-which diEection are you pushing?
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COMING TO GRIPS
WITH THE NEW LEISURE*

Richard G. Kraus

heisure's Popularity

The term "new leisure" has a curiously dated
ring to it; numerous writers and public figures
spoke of leisure in the 1920s and 1930s as an
onrushing phenomenon that would soon make
our lives incredibly rich, with unparalleled op-
portunity for pelvsonal and societal self-eftrich-
ment and cultural development. In tile late
1950s, the president of a great American uni-
versity, A. Whitney Griswold, was quoted in
Life Magazine:

, "Now westand on the threshold of an age that will
bring leisure to all of us, more leisure than all the

. aristocracies of history, all the patrons of art, all the
captains of industry and kings of enterprise ever
had at their disposal . . What shall we do with this
great opportunity ? In the answers that we give to
this question the fate of our American civilization
will. un fold."

The essential view of leisure that has been
hek..Ner t past four or five decades'has been
enthu..1 and unuitical. We have generally
assumed 'hat leisuredefined both as discre-
tionary goionobhgated time, and as the con-
sequent opportunity for freedom, pleasure and
self-actuahzation, was growing steadily and
that it would continue to do so. We have re-
peatedly darmed th4t<Tric vtlues in the soci-
ety had been or were being replaced by leisure
values, and that all forces in society, including
government, voluntary organizations, the edu-

1

'J. B. Nash Lecture, Boston, Massachusetts, April 16th,
1981, AAHPERD/AALR convention.

/,
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cational establishment, business and industry,
and other agencies, had joined together to
provide a rich spectrum of leisure activities.
Undergirding all this, of course, was the
emergence of a vital new profession of recre-
ators, recreationists, leisurologists, and other
strangely named folk.

Cautious Critique. Let me suggest a slightly
mbre cautious appraisal of the new leisure.
First, there is the question of discretionary time.
It has been commonly accepted that the short-
ening of the work week, the growth of holidays
and vacations, and earlier retirement, along
with the increate in tabor-saving devices and
products, have given us all great amounts of
new leiwre. Typically, the U.S. Commerce
Department's comprehensive Social Indicators
report in 1978 concluded that there had teen a
sharp rise in the average number of leisure
hours per week, from 34.8 to 38.5, for al) urbar.
residents, during the preceding several years.'
Other analysts, from the Hudson Institute to the
U.S. Manpower Commission,' have predicted
continued growth. Apparently, we are soon to
be working 25- or 30-hour weeks, retiring at 55,
and taking major sabbaticals throughout our
Work lives.

Yet there is strong evidvce to the contrary. A
detailed analysis of American patterns of em-

"Big Changes in How People Live." U.S. News and,
World Report. Jan. 16th, 1978, p. 12.

'Best, Freo (National Manpower Commission), cited in
Jonathan Wolmen, "The Future of Working: Less of It for
More of Us." Philadelphia Inquirer, Sept., 3rd, 1978a, p.
1-e.
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ployment from 1948 to 1975 carried.out by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and reported in the
Monthly Labor Review' concluded strikingly
that employed American adults have had, as a
total population no net gain in their leisure over
the 30-year period following World War II.
Whatever changes have occurred have appar-
ently stemmed from,shifts in the composition of
the labor force. A recent report by Louis Harris
Associates, the national survey organization,
suggests that for some groups in society, the
amount of available leisure has actually de-
clined in recent years. Sebastian de Grazia4 and
other political scientists or ,economists have
also pointed out that the availability of leisure
depends greatly on one's socioeconomic
clast--with upper-class individuals, such as
successful professionals or company officials,
working extremely long hours, and white- or
blue-collar workers having much shorter work
weeks, while those at the lowest rung of the-
socioeconomic ladder, the poor, are only mer-
ginally employed, and have the greatest
amounts of leisure.

So the first myth that we must debunk about
The new leisure is that discretionary time has

been and continues to be on a sharp upswing,
and that it is equally available to all.

A related issue has to do with its desirability
We all want leisure. Or do we? Our assumption
has generallY' been that with the growing ap-
preciation of its values, workers will continue,
to fight for more free time or earlier retirement,
if necessary, at the sacrifice of other-benefits,
such as monetary ones.

The reality,. of course, is that retirement,
which was v iewed for many years as an im
mensely desirable goala pOt of Aold at the
end of years of drudgery 7 is today-feared and
resisted by many employees. Over the past few
years, there have been vigorous agitation, law
suits, and successful legislation designed to do
away with compulsory retirement at age 65, for
example. New personnel policies in many gov-
ernment agencies and businesses either pott-
pone retirement or make it voluntary.

lOwen, John D. "Work Weeks and Leisure: an Analysis
of Trends, 1948-1975." Monthly Labor Review;1976, pp.
3-7.

'de Gram, Sebastian. Of Time, Work and leisure. NeW
York: Twa.ntieth Century Fund, 1962, p. 79
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This iE not to suggest that retirement is uni-
versally feared and resisted. For many it is still a
desirable goal. But for many others, the chief
virtue of early retirement seems to be that it
permits the individual to retire on a pension,
and then' immediately go to work on a second
jobwithout even a relaxed breathing space

Leisure Today?

Less Awareness/Concern. It seems apparent
that there is significantly less awareness and
concern about leisure today, in the mass media,

in writings by social scientists, or in the state-
ments of government officials, than was the
case several decades ago. In the past statesmen
and scholvs alike, including several pre&
dents, spoke out vigorously about the neW lë
sure and its challengeS. Duiing the great De-
pression of the 1930s, the federal government
mounted a greateffort to provide enriched rec-
reational facilities and programs for the people,
and leisure was clearly identified by important
government officials like Edward Lindeman as
a major public concern.

More recently, few government leaders have
taken such attack. Typically, recent presidents
have spoken out strongly in favor of the work
ethic. In part, this has happened simply be-
cause the work ethic itself has come under fire.

A number of major studies have demon-
strated that we no longer give unquestioning
allegiance to work as we once did. Studies by
,rankelovith and others of American college
youth in the 1960s and 1970s have shown them
increasingly resistant to middle-class, estab-
lishment values, and eager to find work that
was enriching and fulfillingnot simply time
sold for money. A growing number of workers,
according to the National Commission for
Manpower policy,4 are apparently willing to
exchange their earnings for more free time,
with job-sharing and flextime key examples of
job scheduling that permits large bulks.of free
time for leisure involvement.

Greater Pursuit of Fun. There appears to be a
considerably greater number of peoplepar-
ticularly young peoplewho have dedicated

sYankelovich, Daniel. "The New Psychological Con-
tracts at Work." Psychology Today I I 4.6-50.

'Best, Freo, 1978, p. 1-e.
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their lives to the pursuit of fun, either such
sensation-seeking, high-risk activities as skiing,
surfing, hang-ghding, swamp-buggy racing; or
sky-diving, or a host of hobbies and special igsdt( interests ranging from folk music and dance, to,
backpacking, tailgating at professional football
games, crafts, or body-building.

c. Despitethis trend, however, few would ques-
tion that we are still a work-oriented society,
and, that employment, with its economic (e-

t, wards, security, structure, and status, is a far
more important aspect of life than leisure, for
the great bulk of the population. The argument
fias been made by a number of social scientists
that leisure values have literally supplanted
work values in nlodern society. There is httle
evidence to silpport this view . . . and sjudies by
John Kelly and others suggest tlet-4eiSure does
nut serve to compensate for the lack of work
satisfaction.

Recreational Industry. Another widely-held
view of leisuie today is that it has made possible
the growth of an immense recreational estab-
lishmerft in modern society. Without question,
every area of recreational participation, includ-
ing travel and tourism, sports and outdoor rec-
reation, cultural involvement, hobbies and so-
cial programs, has expanded dramalically over
the past thirty years. Today, We spend approxi-
mately $200 billion a year on recreational ac-
tivities and products, and statistics of atten-
da-,ce and involvement continue to grow. This
has led to the growth of the recreation profes-

, sion itself, with millions of individuals em-
plond either directly or in support roles, in the
provision of leisure programs. Linked to the
expansion of recreation participation and em-
ployment has been the development of hun-
dreds of college and university programs of
professional preparation in parks, recreation,
and leisure studies, and the merging of separate
professional societies into national organiza-
tions representing both practitioner and lay in-
lerests in recreation and,leisure.

However, even this optimistic picture of the
recreation fielcAnd professional development
must be critidally,examined. Particularly within
fie voluntary, non-profit and goveirnment sec-

keHy, John R. Leisure Decisions. Explonng Extnoisic
and Role-related Orientations. Suuety am./ Leisure 47
45-61.

.,

-

tors of organized recreation service, there have
been sharp cutbacks in funding, programming,
and maintenance in recent years. The recrea-

A

tion and park systems of such older, northern
cities as Detroit, Cleveland, New York,
Philadelphia, or Newark, have seriously de-
teriorated in the 1970s. Other agencies, like the
National Park Service or many state recreation
and park commissions have been forced to
consolidate their programs and cut back on
operations during the same period.

As far as the growth of the recreation' profes-
sion is concerned, while it clearly is far slronger
as a distinct career field than it was 20 or 30
years ago, it still suffers from lack of public
awareness and support. Studies by Henkel and
Godbeye have shown that a high proportion of
public, municipal, or county positions in this
field do not require specialized backgrourids of
academic preparation in what Should be pro-
fessional-level jobs. Similarly, while accredita-
tion; certification, and registration plans have
been initiated on federal and state levels, prog-
ress has been slow and grudging, in obtaining
support for these efforts to upgrade the recrea-
tion field. ,

Coming to Grips
with Other Leisure Concerns

.-
So the picture is a mixed one, on many levels.

There are several other contradictions inherent
in the new leisure; let me describe these.

On the one hand, the recent growth of inter-
est in health and fitness has obviously led to
dramatically expanded interest in active games
and sports, dance, jogging and running, and
similar activities, as well as other leisure-re-
lated involvements concerned with stress-re-
duction, good nutrition, and the whole area of
"wellness," as a positive lifestyle concept. Yet,
despite this popular preoccupation with exer-
cise and fitness, the most popular leisure activ
ity of all, in terms of time spent, continues to be
watching television. If anything, with the
growth of cable TV, home devices like BetaMax
and other technological or TV marketing strat
egies, this spectator oriented pursuit (shades of

a Henkel, Donald, and Godbey, Geoffrey. Parks, Recrea-
tiun and Leisure Servites Empluynnent in the Public. Sector.
Status. Arlington, VA. National Recreation and Park A;'so
ciation, 1977.
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J. B. Slash`s spectatortti. sr threatens tO con-
sume ever greater amounts of our leisure.

A related contradiction exists in terms of the
contrast between the hurnani4ic and holistic
approach to leisure, and some of the mo;t
popular Vtia),5 ul which people actually spend
theirlfree time. On the one hand, millions of
individuals are seeking !elf-actualizcition and
personality development rn creative ancLdesir-
able ways, thru-ughilleir leisure. On the other
hand,, such pursuits(a hapibling, drug and al-
cohol abuse, commer 'alized sex and pornog-
raphy, and violence in tne media, have gained,
it anything, fuller public acceptance than ever
before, and undoubtedly consume even greater
portions of our free time as a nation. The con-
tradiction, of course, is that both !_ipproaches to
leisurethe humanistic one enhancing and

- enriching the human spirit, and the other
cheapening and degradilg it, can exist side by

side. .4.
ft

On the one hand, millions of
individuals are seeking
sOf-actualization and personality
development in creativcand desirable
ways, through their leisure. On the
other hand, such pursuits as gambling,
drug and alcohol abuse,
commercialized se)(and
pornography, and violence in the
media, have gained, if anything, fuller
pUblic acceptance than ever before,
and undoubtedly consume even
greater portions of our free time as a
nation. The contradiction, of course, is
thai both approac(hl-f to leisurethe
humanistic one enhancing and
enriching the human spirit, vd the
other cheapening and degra*g it,
can exist side by side.

A positive note is that we have come to in-
creasingly recognize the value of recreation in

'Nash, J. B. Spectatoritis. New York. Holston House,
Sears Publishing Cu., 1932.

serving the physically and mentally disabled,
and other special populations in our society
Federal and state grants have supported ongo-,
ing programs, and we have moved rapidly to
develop specialists in therapeutic recreation,
and to remove architectural barriers that pre-
vent the handicapped,from participating.

Yet at the same time, the reality is that we are
serving only a minute fraction of the special
populations in our society with needed leisure
programsperhaps 10 or 15 percent, accord-
ing tf) John Nesbitt'°and that we have taken
pitifully few steps to integrate the disabled
within the mainstream of community' recre-
ational activities.

While there has been a strong effort to,up-
grade recreation as a professional field of career
service', as indicated earlier, too often hiring
tends to be treated as a political, football, and
standards in the field 'are widelyAgnored. Only
a handful of college and university departments
of professional preparation have .sought and
been granted accreditation by the National
Council ofi Accreditation in recreation and
parks. With respect to scholarship, there is cer-
tainly a growing body of research literature in
recreation and leisure, and we recently wit
nassed the establishment of a new Academy of
Leisure Sciences. Yet, even here, far too much
leisure research is generated by scholars in
other disciplines and far too little by recreation
and park practitioners and educators them-
selves. 'There continues to be a se4pus gap
between the published research findings in rec-
reatioy and leisure, and the applied, practical
concerns of professionals throughout the field.

Recognizing all these contradictions and
reservations, it is still important to'stress that our
awareness and understanding of leisure as a
human experience has btme far more ad-
vanced in recent years. We have a much fuller
understanding, for example, of the antecedents
and dimensions of !eisure values and behav-
iors, and of their impact on such diverse areas
of concern as family and marital relationships,
environmental problems, or regional economic
development.

°Nesbitt, John A. "The 1980s: Recreation a Reality for
All. Education Unlimited. Boothwyn, PA. Educational
Resources Center, June, 1979, p. 2.
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There has been fresh, reLeo support for lei-
sure educeion with a significant curriculum,
development project carried out by a National
Recreation and Park Association team, funded
by the Lilly Foundation. Leisure counselirg ap-
pears to be gaining new momentuni, not just for
the disabled, but for the general populations as
well.

The protection and reAoraticn of our land
and water resources, which had suffered
greatly from overuse and pollution, was given
major impetus by the federal government, fol-
lowing the Outdoor Recreation Resources Re-
view Commission report of the early 1960s.
Open space, wild rivers and trails, and historic
and scenic resources have all been helped ma-
terially.

On 'another level, we are coming to increas-
ingly recognize that it is not so much the quan-
tity of the leisure experience, as the wlity, that
counts. Until recently, every national or state
park agency sought to attract tourists by the
millions, with the implicit understanding that
the graPh had to keep climbing, year by year,
and that the key slogan was "big is better."
Today, in an era of limits, we are recognizing
that simple, close-to-home, self-generated lei-
sure activities are often the bestand certainly
the most intelligent, in terms of energy conser-
vation. Some states, like Oregon and Colorado,
are no longer actively encouraging visitors and
topists, but are seeking to save their precious
land and water resources for their own resi-
dents.

There has been an increasingly strong ac-
ceptance of a humanistic approach to sports
competition and participation, both in com-
munity and school or college sports. We have,
by the millions, reexamined our traditional
values with respect to winning and losing, and
the New Games movement, intergenerational,
co-recreational, and other forms of truly recre-
ational sports have emerged as a result.

Given These-ChangesWhat Is Next?

These are signs of desirable change, in our
approach to the new leisure. But where do we
go from here? How can we truly come to grips
with the use of discretionary time in our chang-
ing society, so that there is a more widely-
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shared view of what leisure can do and should
l;e, in the years ahead?

We need to help leisure become something
that people will not fear, misuse, or reject, as
in the case of the millions who have resisted

We need to help leisure become
something that people will not fear,
misuse, or reject . . .

retirement, but that they will welcome av''
idly, because they have learned to treasure
and enjoy it throughout the earlier decades
of their lives.
We need, ideally, to have 'a more careful:y
planned and coordinated provision of orga-
ntzed recreation facilities and services in our
cities large and small, with sponsors of every
type working together to ensure that the lei-
sure opportunity system is as rich, diver-
sified, and available as possible, for people
of all economic or inteiest levels.
We need to be able to recognize and meet
the great range of leisure-interests and skills
that exist, from the fiercely independent
mountain climber or backpacker who does
not want to be organized, directed, or con-
trolled, to the mentally retarded young adult
who welcomes a carefully conceived and
nurtured social program to enrich his or her
life, and make it happier.

The Challenge. There's the challenge, t n, for
those of us in education or in any. lei-
sure-oriented professionto helpThe .ew lei-
sure of the 1980s and beyond, become as full an
opportunity as possible, for both individual
growth dnd self-realization, and for community
betterment.

Through our joint efforts, the American
4-pmple, young and old, must be helped to better

understand and support such efforts.

Reference

Preferemes on Worklite Scheduhng and Work Lei
sure Tradeoffs." Monthly Labor Review 101.31-7 .
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curriculum uf a prestigiuus iiVitution such as the University of Illinois. This achievement was-one of my greatest
satisfactions. It wds gratify.mg to promote student interest in this ielatively unknown profession, develop an adequate
curriculum, provide challenges to attract capable faculty, initiate research programs, and promotc recreation and park
prograrhs throughout the State of Illinois during the growth period of recreation and parks from 1950 to 1970.

Serving as president of the Ilhnuis Park and Reueation Society provided an opportunity to influence the development of
professional standards in the state. Vvorking with AAHPER, AALR, NRPA, and other professional organizations, and serving
as president uf SPRE and it.e-president ut NRPA, provided challenging national leadership opportunities. And now ds d
member ot the Executive Committee, International Commission fur Advancement oi Leisure Leadership of the Aorld Lei-sure
and Recreation Association, I see new and exciting challenges for the future.

CURRENT COMMENT:
A feeling of well-being is the result of d complex of activities, influences, and relationships. These include satisfathon_in

work and home life, adequate economic conditions, lackot boredom, and the confidence to face the world with enthusiasm.
A person is thus able tu make reasonable decisions in life and contribute tu his own self fulfillment and to that of othei
individuals and society in general. This balance is dependent upon societal determinants such as group associations, family,
local customs, habits, cultural mores, and environmental conditions.

I believe our complex society has reached a point that it now, more than ever, needs d system of organized lesiure
services that complement the informal and private means of achieving mental and physical balance. Bnefly defined, a
system cf leisure services has as its major objective the establishment uf those ..inique services and facilities that provide
opportunities and leader.,hip fur people of all ages in all segments uf the population to engage in a wide variety of informat,
voluntary, and satisfying leisure expel iences. These are provided through public, private, or voluntary groups and agencies.

Each society must develop its own leisure system to meet its unique needs. Such d system does not come about by
chance, it is an integral part uf any overall community master plan. The system must be managed and supervised by leaders
in the recreation and pail% profession who understand the true essence and t.uncept of leisure. The profession wiH survive if
as leaders Sel ve ds cat.dysts, innovators, rnotivators,'`and eductifois within the broad scope of our community leisure services
systems.



A VIEW OF THE PAST
A BRIDGE TO THE FUTURE*

Allen V. Sapora

Bridging Time

'It has been over fifty years ago that I

began my first job as a full-time playground
leader in Long Island, New York. A lot of water
has gone under the bridge since that time. The
reason I was hired was because a number of
bridges had been built in the park and recrea-
tion field beginning in 1900 by Joseph Lee, Jane
Addams, J. B. Nash, and many, many other
humanitarians. These people comeived the
idea in the first place that something like play-
grounds and community centers should be
built, then proceeded to develop constructive
ideas about how to finance and operate them
effectively. Like bridges that are built to allow
people to move forward over difficult and
dangerous obstacles, these pioneers lefilt the
first bridges that established the park and?ecre-
ation movement

It is not my intention today to glorifY the
past. Neither am I going to bore you vyith nos-
talgic reminiscences of the accomplishments of
the past leaders of the park and recreation
movement in the United States. Rather I'd like
to discuss with you some of the basic princi-
ples, concepts, and ideas that are a product of
our past experience that I feel have value for
buildmg ouf bridges in parks and recreation in
the future. Tremendous changes tave taken
place in our field in the past fifty years and new
skills and knowledges have continually been

J. 8. Nash Lecture, Detroit, Michigan, April 13th, 1980,
AAHPERD/AALR convention,'

required. I have been "retreaded" so many
times trying to keep up with changes that my
sidewalls are about to blow out. One more
retread for me andBOOM.s Too many times
the older generation tends to talk down to the
younger groupbut I look up .to the young
people and the experienced leaders in the pro-
fession as a part of the, great future of our
fieldthose who will bridge the gap between
the past and the volatile futureand whOse
sidewalls are in much better shape than mine.

The Future. What about the future? How
much should will be concerned with the past
when considering our future? It has been said
that if one ignores history one has only to make
the same mistakes our predecessors have
made.

I think we should realize, however, thdwe
simply cannot accurately predict the ftifore.
The futui;sts who specialize in these predic-
tions admit this, despitt_ the fact that they have
more techniques now than ever before to an-
ticipate changing needs.' One of the acknowl-
edged constants of the future is its unpredicta-
bility. Not only do events in our own country
trigger chain reactions that cause disruptive
changes, but now what htppens in literally All
arts of the world can almost instantly effect our

daily live?. Three months ago who would have
predicted the President of the United States
would be asking the entire world to boycott the

futuresConditional. "How Can We Preffict the Future."
February, 1973, pp. 1-3,
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Olympics in Moscow, and Ilhnois farmers
would be hard-pressed tu find markets for their

e corn, even making akohol out of corn to oper-
ate their machinery. Change is so rapid in the
modern world that the person who says some-
thing cannot be done is interrupted by someone
who is already doing it.

But neither is it logical that we operate with-
out some consideration of the needS of the fu-

r
tap. Physical and technologTc-4kgentists have

-..-

btlin successful in predicting char-I:es long be-,
'fore these changes affewthe industrial system.

I.-Soc al scientists, and orticularly leisure scien-
",
' tutc are perhaps the leastsuccessful in predict-

,
. * ing numan social needs that become a reality as

d .result of the.weli-pred feted technological ad-
.," dances. But we must not.be discouraged be-
--=f-- cause the realization of the need for social,

,,,,, planning and prediction is greater now than
..;

ever before. Political decision-m;akers are
5ready to hsten if we have something viable to
i contribute. II

... , , /
Glasser suggests three approadhes to con-, .

N' sicier in dealing with the future.
1. Evolving Reactive Mode. Wgitan allow
influences to mold attitudes and dirpctions to-
ward leisure behavior with comPrete freedom
of individual action and little,o? no gov-
ernmental or group action and co &Is. In a

sense this is leadership without r ponsibility
and must reaction to what happens rather than
action based on some logical anticipation of
events. This idea in recreation is very popular
now. Eliminate public services, leave all ser-
vices to private and voluntary agenciesand
of course save tax money. One has only to
review our early industriaF history to see that

...
this system cluesnot provide for the basic recre-
ation programs and services long ago consid
ered an essential element of the master plan of
every community.
2. Socialistic Mode. We could trj, in the
United States to construct, throu0 a massive

. system of public "persuasion," a general pat-
tern of le!sure activities and behtors and
maintain a consensus of approved identity for
people to emulate. This develops broad "most
favored" leisure activitie, is highly goal-

'Glasser, Ralph. "Patterns of Community and How Tty
Can Surywe Progress," The Net and IN Quest. New York.
Pica Press, 1977. p. 13.
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centered, sharply compromises the individual's
freedom of choice, and maintains that the pri-
mary responsibility of the individual is to meet
the groLip goals of society. This is the socialist
system. After observing and studying it in sev-
eral socialist countries,) feel certain their ap-
proach to guide the leisure movement would
not work in this country, neither is it working
well in socialist countries.
3. Proactive/
ceed to d
structiv
dict as
mediate

ative Mode. We can pro-
hat miglit be termed,4gv-

6y1e futurology. mvt pre-
can the ne ds otAhe im-

d yet not lose sight of the
potential value of dreaming at the level of sci-
ence fiction. The leisure leader must be flexible
and educated for and capable of dealing with
the complexities that occur in our rapidly
changing society. It is crucial that leisure lead-
ers have the ability to creatively plan and act
upon situations as they evolve within the daily
dynamics of the leisure services system. And
this does not refer to only administrators, but to
all the employed individuals within the system
in concert with the lay citizens for and with

-whom leisure services are pruvided. Thus the
most important factor in the equation of the
future is the way leisure leaders will respond to
the changing worldthis is the intangible that
will become the dominant reality in building
the bridges for our leisure system of the future.

The history of the park and recreation
movement in the United States is well koown.
Like every other system of public and .private
service, the leisure system is searching out its
new role in our very rapidly changing world. I
have observed in Western Europe, Japan, and
other parts of the world that people are now
beginning to establish in public recreation ser-
vices what we have been building since 1930.
The Ministers of_Culture in Europe, the deci-
sion-makers in social services policy, describe
their present situation as a "culture crisis."'
They are struggling to find ways to develop a
leisure services system that will take them out of
the old private, aristocratic pattern into a com-
bined public and private structure providing
leisure opportunities for all the people. We in
the United States are fortunate to have a well-

'Simpson, I'. A. Towards Cultural Democracy. Stras-
bourg, France: Council of Europe, 1976, pp. 33-4.
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developed lebure serviLes systom here. Yet we
too have an urgent need to look at fho e w dl
move from leisure in a structured past to a more
dynamic, changing age in post industrial soci
ety. In this chapter it is not pos'sible to deal with
all the,bridges of the past that can be a steady ing
influence m deahng with developing uur lei-
sure services system in the future. I wish to
relate, among several that could be seleLted,
some briefly stated basic examples of these
past-future relationships. While they are not in
a priority order they are representative of our
challenge and include.

the meaning of "future leisure";
the planning process;
cultural stability through leisure; ,

"Where the action is . .

education for leisure;
leisure and privatismwho serves the less
fortunate/able?;
the professional-lay leadership mix.

These are parts of the fabric of society which
when woven together hopefully will not only
provide'a societal blanket (functiona benefits)
but also the quality and upliftjng stimulation
(aesthetic bene.fits) which will aid in future de-
liberations.

1. The Meaning of Leisure in Future Society.
Predictions for the new horizons for leisure that
have been made in the past will be helpful in
establishing the conceptual bases and values of
leisure in the future post-industna I society. The
writings of J. B. Nash' and many others could
be cited as examples of the sound fundamental
principles thy underlie the philosophical bases

`of our present leisure services system. Charles
K. Brightbill5, one of our great leaders in this
field, expounded some interesting predictions.
He indicated that we would have a "leisure
centered society" in our post- ind LIE trial world, a
lifestyle in which work would have secondary
value and leisure would be the core of, rather
than the fringe of life'. The vahdity of this con-
cept by BrightbiH, and similar assumptions by
many others about the overpowering inflvence

4INa5h, jay B. Philusuphy uf Leoure and ket,reatrun.
Dubuque, IA. Willjam C. Brown, 1953. ,

,Bnghtbill, C. IC. Educaticia fur Leisure Lentered Li,ing.
Harrisburg, PA. The Stockpole Company, 1966.

of leisure Is now in dispute.6 .SinLe 1966 we
have realized more than ever that recreation
leaders mus: contend with work and leisure.
Now the work-leisure dichotomy no longer
exists. Leisure is not lime, or only refreshment
or relaxation from work, but a state of being, a
condition of the mind, in which the individual
has the resources, the opportunity, and the ca-
pacity to do those things that contribute most to
self-actualization and to the recognition of
one's responsibihties and relationships to one's
fellow man. Many people find leisure expres-
sion during work or in functional, goal-directed
activities often looked upon in the past as work,
while others now work at what was previously
considered play.'

Work is, and,olways will occupy an impor-
tant role in the cultural pattern. We need to

/dignify it. The future concept of leisure implies
f that self-satisfaction, a feeling of contribution to

society, novelty, risk-taking, team play, creativ-
' ity, and an attitude qf leisure can prevail in

much of people's work. In post-industrial soci-
ety, work and leisure will be but phases of one
meaningful whole, a d will share in promotion
of self-development rther than be considered
antithetical iQ their i fluence upon personal
values in life.

In post-industrial society, work and
leisure.will be but phases of one
meaningful whole, and will share in
promotioq of self-development rather
than be considered antithetical in their
influence upon personal values in life.

The futuristic concept of the meaning of lei-
sure has broad implications for the scope of the
field of leisurd' services. To some, like
Dumazedier and others, it makes the field of
leisure studies undefinabletoo broad. We
should, they say, concern ourselves only with
those things that are the concern of people

'Sessoms, H. Douglas. "Human Values in a Leisure Soci-
ety." In Highlights, 1970 Congress for Recreation and
Parks. Washington, DC: National Park and Recreation As-
sociation, 1970, pp. 138-48.

'Sapora, Allen V. Modern Concepts of Leisure.' Illinois
Parks and Recreation. MayJune, 1975, pp. 24-6.

'Dumazedier, Joffre. The Sociology of Le)sure. Amster
dam, The Netherlands. Elsevier, 1974.
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when they are completely free, outde of work,
if this condition, can be described. I feel this is
the philoso'phy of the past. In the dynamic soci-
ety of the future these relationships will be
ever-changing in a highly technological soci-
ety. All leisure expression canoot be isolated as
it has been in the past. What directions these
relationships will take cannot be predicted
now. The ability of the leisure leader to react to
the changing needs of people within these di-
mensions will, as jndicated earlier, be the key
to the scope of the leisure services field in the
future.

e 2. The Planning Process in Leisure Services

for the-Future. There have been examples of
outstanding planning in the past, but new and
more sturdy bridges in.planning need to be built
in the future in the face of increased recreation
needs and reduced land, water, and other natu-
ral resources. Why have we not developed
coordinated nationbl and state plans for leisure
services? From.my own experience I see some
very distinareasons;

a. Many people think it is unnecessary to
plan or organize play and recreation ac-
tivities. These ought to "just grow out of
the spontaneous action of people."

b. Land and-property owners in a competi-
tive, free-market system vigorously resist
the holding of land and property for
common use by all. In Illinois, for exam-
ple, 94% of the land is privately owned,
and state land use legislation is categori-

, cally opposed. The landowner wishes to
retain the right and responsibjlity to de-
velop the economy and the production
involved.

c. The fear of domination by central gov-
ernment; the feeling that an effective rela-
tionship cannot be developed once local
planning controls are lost to a higher level

of government,
Rather than consider Jeisure sem ices plan-

ning in the light of ,he above relationships, I

prefer to look at it in a more holistic way. This
must involve a climate that encourages
dialogue between people with different inter
ests and, through research and analysis, estab-
lish substantive data upon which to make logi-
cal decisions. It involves the social interaction
between three societal groups that will become

more sharply identified in the futurethe pro-
ducers, the non-economic users, and the pre-

servers.9
The producers are those perSons who look at

land and other resources as vital to economic
production and survival of society. Without
production there is no basis for life. Production
involves the use of human resources, farm land,
and the altering of natural resources and the
environment for housing, transportation, food
production, industry, mining, and many Other
activities that involve the production of eco-
nomic worth or the provision of needed ser-
vices.

The non-economic users are interested in the
uses of land and space that relate to cultural,
sport, recreational activities, and services. They

press for reservation of common lands for pub:.

I ic parks and natural life sanctuaries, for athletic
fields, playgrounds, buildings and resources to
provide for the cultural arts, and a myriad of
otherieisure-oriented activties of society.

The preservers have a very strong interest in
preventing the agricultural and industrial uses of
land and resources that tend to reduce the qual-
ity of life. They champion the preservation of
non-renewable resources and advocate limi-
tations upon economic and industrtal activities
that affect the environment and have potential
to destroy natural life and society. itself. The
preservers remind us that we must somehow
provide a way of making a living but also at the
same time maintain a way of living a quality

life.
There are also sharp differences in the inter-

ests of persons within these three major groups
that are competitive and set off chain reactions.
Fir example, Illinois has tremendous coal re-
serves that lie under some of the richest and
most productive farmland in the eorld. Indus-
try wants more coal ana more land to expand;
there is also a need of land for housing and,the
develoPment of urban areas. If the land is
mined, it is usually strip-mined. The State of
Illinois recently passed a law that requires min-
ing operators to return strip-mined land to its
original condition. Some real estate developers
wish to use abandoned strip-mined areas for

.'Kelly, John R. "Leisure Resources and Social Develop-
ment." Paper presented at the Research Committee on
Leisure and Culture, World Congress of Sociology, Upp-
sala, Sweden, August, 1978
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the development of housing complexes, utdiz
ing the small lakes thgt remain after the mining'
to create desirable water-onented Jiving areas
thaRre in demand in Illinois. They want excep-
tiohs)made to the strip-mining lavv. Also de-
velopers of recreation, enterprises wish to use
strip-mine areas to develop commerual recrea-
tion areas.

Last but not leag, the farmers say Illinois farm
land cannot be duphcated and it is impossible
and impractical to try to return the land to its
original form after mining. They point not only
to the critical need for food production, but to
the newly developed industry in Illinois involv-
ing the production of alwhol from corn to
make gasahoL" One could probably use a
similar set of circumstances '.o draw a sceneno
abOut socioeconomic relationships anywhere
in this country.

Social interactionA rough full part 1.ation
by people will be paramount in devel ing
effective leisure systems o( the future. is

people that plan. What factors will be pred
inant in these interactions jn the future ,.n
hardly be predicted too far in Advance. A: 3 in it
is the responsibility of the leisure servi s pro-
fessional to Winnovative, resourcefu and ca-
pable of recognizing when professi. nal plan-
ning help is needed, to have sufficient under-
standing Of the planning process, and to
provide the best climate for social interaction
between professionals and lay citizens. From
this base of understanding the neW bridges of
planning for leisure services in the future can be
built.
3. Leisure Services as a Source of Cultural
Stability. I am convinced that leisure services in
the past have contributed, significantly to the
cultural stability of our society. The measure of
gain and loss in the quality of life in oUr indus-
trial society is now being very seriously ques-
tioned. Many say we have lost our cultural
stability. How devastating has technology been
in disrupting our culture? Have changes been
so rapid and shocking that it has been inipossi-
ble for our traditional cultural and moral codes
to deal with them? The complexities of indus-

"Sapora, Allen V. "Social-Inte:achon in Planning for
Leisure, Sport and Recreation." Paper presented at the
International Syrnpoium on Research in Sport and Recrea-
tibn, University of Stellenbosch, South Africa, 1979.

trialization, the psycho-social-econoniic inse-
curity of the individual, urban congestion, de-
creasing cohesion of family life, and world-
wide energy crises haye caused what Glasser,"
the English sociologist, calls the "existential

- vacuum." Have we purchased materialistic
development at the price of almost total de-
struction of our traditional culture?

In view of these changes, culture, leisure,
and the concept of value have taken on new
meanings. We must face the fact that critical
change in society triggers value changes. When
the experiences of the new generation change
drastically, young 'people use these experi-
ences as a yardstick to test how relevant the old
values are in meeting new' needs, and how

jelevant are the ncw values being transmitted to
them. In the future, value-transmitting indi-
viduals' and agencies must provide logical an-
swers to new needs', if they fall short of explain-
ing and providing new meaning tonew exPeri-
ences, the younger generation will cut loose on
its own. The result is the generation gap, social
disorge'nizAtion, and many of the confusing so-
cio-cultural patterns we see today.

It is in the areas of cultural transmission and
stability that leisure leaders can make one of
their greatest contributions. Leisure activities,
in view of their positive and informal nature,
are unique as a media for value transmission.
Recreation leaderg., cultural arts teachers,
animators, counselors sports leaders, and
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lh the,areas of cultural transmission
and stability, leisure leaders can make
one of their greatest contributions.
Leisure activities are urii9ue as a
.media for value transmission.

others who have informal, personal, and influ-
ential contacts are often more successful in es-
tablishing lasting cultural values than arem-
ployers, formal school feachers, religiouslead-
ers, and others. John Gardner points but these
relationships clearly:

"Young people do not assimilate the values of
their group by learning words (like truth, justice,
et0 and their definitions. They learn attitudes,

"Glasser, 1977, p. 13.
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habits, and ways of judging, They learn these in
intensely personal transactions with their im
mediate family oi associates. They learn them in
the routines and crises of living, but they also learn
them through songs, gtories, drama, and games
They do not learn ethical principles; they emulate
ethical (or unethical) people, Theydo ilot analyze
or list the attitudes they wish to develop; they
identify with people who seem to them to have
these attributes. That is why young people need
models, both in their imaginative life and in the
environment, models of what man at his best can

be."12

1 Social scientists Aroughout the world have
niade new advances in the systematic study of

. people's perceptions of culture and leisure ser-
vices and the effect of these services on the
quality of life. But as yet the field is largely
unexplored. The psychological well-being of
the individual and the quality ife includ
such comblex variables that it has n x-

tremely difficult to develop unquestionable
evidence of causal relationships and specific
effects of leisure activities and services. Yet the
need for, and value of, cultural and leisure ac-
tivities was recognized as an urgent interna-
tional problem of high priority at HABITAT, the
United Nations Conference on Human Set-
tlements at Vancouver, Canada in 1976. The
recommendation C.18 silmmarizes the value of
leisure services:

A5 our uties continue to grim, there Ls an increl-
ingly important NSA- human need to be provided
fur, in phy.sical, mental andspiritual benefits to be
derived from leisure and recreation Leisure well
used in constructive recreation is basic to the6lf-
fulfillment and life enrichment of the individual,
strengthening the social stingily of huipan set-
tlements, bpth urban and rural, through the family,
the community and the nation. Providing oppor-
tunities for the pursuit of leisure and recreation in
human settlements improves the quality of life.''

These questions for future leisure leaders
will your generation hold the moral and ethical
trust that is positiveand not degenerative
and be designed for individual self-actualiza-
tion and a better social order for human interac-
tion? Will jt design, from the experience of thefl0

"Gardner, John, "Moral Decay and Re)spwal." Saturday
Review of Literature. December 2jJ, 1963, p. 12

The Report oi the Third Co rnittee, Recommendation
C18. Habitat. United Nations Conterence on Settlements,
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, 1976..

past, leisure opportunities that will help build
the cultural, moral, and ethical fabric of our
society in the future? The contributior. to 'be
made through leisure services is undeniable. It
remains as a tremendd4 challenge, eich
must include a balance between the values,of
the past and the unpredictable values of the
future.
4. Attention to Where the Leisure Services
Action Is. In the past our professionals in leisure
services systems have concentrated mainly on
public service, with only little attention, and
often an antipithy, toward inforrnal, firivate,
and commerci I recreation. Research over-
whel ingly sh s that family and home rela-
tion ips, informjtherings in public places,

d mass recreation-- ovide the leisure envi-

Research overwhelmiogly shows
that family and home relationships,
informal gatherius in public places,
and mass recre4on provide the
leisure environment most people
prefer.

ronment most people prefer. These facts were
brouOt home to me more specifically in a
study in Ilhnols.14 I discovered there are over
41,000 not-for-profit agencies in Illinois, and a
conservative estimate is that over half of them
provide some type of recreation service; there
are 80,099 separate establishments in the state

directly involved in-every conceivable type of
private recreation operation, with 867,098
full-time employees and an annual payroll of
$4,555,955. This actually dwarfs the total op-
erations of the public park and recreation sys:
terns.in.the state.

Our attention in the past to informal, private,
and commercial leisure services has been very
limited. In some quarters among prdfessional
leaders there has been an inclination to shrink
from or even detest any connection with this
massive part of our leisure services system. Al-
though our experience in the dast has been very
limited, we should build some bridges in these

'4Sapora, Allen V. A Comparative Analysis ofthe Leisure
Services Systems m Hungary and Illinois a Comparative
Analysb. Champaign, IL. Stipes Publishing Company,
1981, p. 18.
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areas of leisure servicesprovide leadership,
understand more clearly what positive private
and commercial opportunities can be provided
and hopefully (Ise the quality of life in the
future.
5. Education for Leisure.Perhaps one of our
greatest failures in the past has been our inabil-
ity to develop an effective progiam of leisure
education at the various age levels. I feel that no
function in the field of leisure services, and in
those disciplines associated wall improving the
quality of life, is more important than education
for leisure or the use of non-work time. In the
future, many people 'will be employed only
part-time or unemployed, otherswtill be unable
to adjust to the complexity of the post-industrial
society which will constantly demand higher
physical ability and:intellect. Although 'leisure
education should be carried on as an integral
phase of many of our institutions, itlis here that
the public school can make the greatest contri-
bution. The Leisure Education Advancement
Project (LEAP)," along with the great strides
that have been made in leisure counseling, are
beginnings in bridging the gap between our
past attempts at leisure education and develop-
ing coordinated community-wide programs
that exemplify the new culture of the future
through physical education, music, art, dance,
and other integrated school-community pro-
grams a.nd services.
6. Leisure Services and Privatism. In the
early public park and recreation movement,
one of the deep-rooted principles was that an

services be kept at a %lery low cost, and prefera
bly completely free. I recall in the 1930s it was
considered unthinkable that one would charge
a fee for public park an'd recreatiOn programs.
Then following World War II, on pretense that
charging fees would prevent the wSste of mate
nals or leadership time, small fees began to be
charged. NQW many phases of public park and
recreation programs require a fee. As pointed
out earlier, I believe leisure leaders should be-
come very definitely involved in various phases
of commercial recreation, but public services
and the private enterprise systems should not

)Ie viewed as adversaries but as workable

"National Recreation and Park Association. Leisure Ser-
vice Curriculum ILEAPI, Administrative Guidelines tu Im-
plement Leisure Education. 1977.

partners. Public leisure services now begin to
resemble pylvatism which is also invading the
public scJóol system. The meat-axe approach

gto cutti property taxes by Proposition 13 in
Californ a, and the encouragement of the de-
velopment of voucher and private school
schemes of various types are examples of this
trend.

The establishment of public park and recrea-
tion services in the early years of the movement
responded to the claims that these programs
were established to build what people believed
should be held in 'Comma by all citizensin the
United States, ald that thd expense to meet
public recreation, public education, and similar
services were an obligation of the enlire
citizenry.Th is essentially removed the political
props that perpetuated privileged status for fam-
ily, kin, or social class, and embodied the very
fundamentals of our democratic society. These
principles were basic to the birth of the public
park and recreation movement, a concept ctom
our past that future leaders must consider. Over
twenty million individuals in our population
are officially classified below the poverty level,

and many others have marginal incomes and
- need public help in securing adequate leisure

services.'6 Who shall serve these people? Shall
le'isure services continue to help eliminate the
cruel inequalities of poverty? And will all pub-
lic services programs help provide the social
interaction climate that brings about a positive
pluralistic society.? These are questions for the
future that may be answered with some help
from the experiences of the past.
7. Coordihation of Professional-Lay Leader-
ship Efforts. Having just finished a detailed
history of the Society of Park and Recreation
Educators (SPRE)," and reviewing my long as-
sociation with AALR and its previous organiza-
iion under the Alliance, I 'recall a once-held
dream. It was that somehow, some day, all
professional and lay organizations in leisure
services would be united. The concept is hope-
less, and I have come to the conclusion that
such an amalgamation is really not desirable It

'44

"U.S. Bureau of the Census. Survey Mcome and Educa-
tion. 1976. .-

"Sapora, Allen V. Origin and History of the Society of
Park and Retreation Educators. National Recreation and
Park Association, 1979.
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has been tried before and shown to-be counter-
productive. Following World Wdl II the
sociahst countries put 111 leisure services under
federal government control. Elaborate pro-
grams were organized around work places and
leisure services were planned and dekered
according to the so-caned system of '`democra-
tic centralism.'" The system was abandoned
and decentralized, now even local ?ports and
cultural activities are administered Under dif-
ferent governmental groups.

If the history of the past does not disclose
anything else it clearly indicates that leisure
services cannot be cornered under any one
governmental unit or private professional or-
ganizgtion. It also discloses that if two or more
organi>.ations attempt.to provide the same type
of services to the same population there is often
wasted effort, confusion, and even bitterness
between wen-meaning and dedicated.%people.
Fiaold Blake Walker points out that.

'We are living in a world in which we cannot
attord animosities ur hustalittes. Our need fur eaLh
uther imposes (117 lb the neLessity for wurlung and
living in harmony with each other with mutual
trust and confidence. When trust evaporates be-
cause we are not trustworthy, the foundations of
cooperation are eroded and we blunder into con-
thct. Because we need each other, trust and
tructworthiness are unperative.'"4

Professional and lay leaders in the park an
recreation movement will be confronted
more complexitws as the determinants of
sure demand change, we have only scratched
the surface in developing integrated action
among organizations leading the movement.
But I do see some progress in the joint national
efforts betweeir AALR, NRPA, and the National
Community. Education Association and other
organizations, Aihir.h has now filtered down to
the states. But the future win demand the high-
est, most effective leader,hip and coordinated
ef(orts.

Summary

As stated earliel, the most important f?ctor in
the equation of the futuie is the way our leaders

,tWallzer, Harnid Blake. "We Need Filch Othet."
Chicago Tribune, iuly 29th, 1979 p,

wdl respond to the changing world. Their abil-
ity to develop creative,prediction and effective
respthises win be based on three conditions.

upon the quality of applied and basic re-
3earch in leisure sciences dnd related fields
w hich is indispensable to information that win
asAst in decision-making, knowledge that
couki not be obtained from day-to-day experi-
ence alone, (2) upon the professional prepara-
tion of leaders capable of serving as catalysts in
the dynamic operations sure to come in our
future leisure services operations, and (3) the
cultural salue system that is developed along
with our political, economic, and social pro-
cesses.

The bridges to the future will not be easy to
budd. But I am a perennial optimist. I wish to
leave you with an axiom. In planning for the
future, we should not worship the past but
rather learn from it, nut criticize the present but
live in it and do something about it, and we
should not fear the future but believe in it and
work to shape and plan it because we have no
other alternative for ourselves and our children.
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Name: Edith L. Ball

Born: New York City, New York
September 4th, 1905

Raised: I grew up in New York City and atteniled the pu schools the Bronx a'hd in Elmhurst, Queens, New
York.

Family. The farruly un my pther s side dates back to revolutionary times in Ballston Spa, New York. My mother's
family Lame frum Alsace-Loiaine.in the 1840s. As a family of parents and three children, (two_girls and one
buy) we were encouraged to participate in many activities and to invite fnends to our home where parties
were planned by the family and enjoyed by all. Our fathei helped us to learn many sports and to enjoy music
and our mother helped us with our parties.

0

t
Edueation: 1923 26 B.S., Teachers College, Columbia, Health and Physical Education. ,

1926-27 M.A, Teachers College, Columbia, Higher Education.
1931-47 Western Reserve University, Teachers College, American University, part-time graduate work in

aesthetics and drama. ir
1947-53 Ed.D., New York University, Recreation Administration.

Colour, As d studelit at teachers College in the 1920s, I WdS exposed tu the philosophy of progressive education and
to the leaders in this field, including Thorndike, Kilpatrick, Watson, and many others. This exposure has
conditioned my thinking. It gave me a philosophical background based on the uniqueness of each
individual and the importance of building programs in relation to individual needs. My first teachmg of
physical education was in a progressive elementary school that operated on this philosophy, thus, my
theoretical background was strengthened by a pradical application.

Moving frum physical education to recreation in the 30s, I carried this philosophy with me. This philosophy
Ned, turthe, enhanced by wurk with). B. Nash as a student and colleague. Because of my basic adherence to
d p lusuphy uf inddua wls, I became curious about ho other cultures functioned. When the opportunity

s available, I travelled to many parts of the world and learned about other culttires firsthand.

Exposure to handicapped persons came first by teachiag corrective physical education. Later, work with
disabled people in hospitals made me realize that, although the handicapped had similar basic needs as all
people, their needs were conditioned by their disability and so were unique to an individual or to a group of
individuals. As a professional in the field, I tried to discern hpw various experiences could be adapted to
permit the individual to reach his mammum potential. After finishing my doctorate at NYU, I was able to
develop a recreation education program to train personnel for work with handicapped people. My
involvement with this program led me deeper and deeper into the therapeutic recreation field and the
administration of it. Today that involvement slill exists even though I am technically retired. It is a case of
retirement from "paid work," but not from ihe field.

....eXtProfessional 1925 Girls Club Leader York Settlement House, New York City.
Experience: 1926-27 Physical education teacher, Bentley School, New York City.

Teacher of Da nce, Orange, YWCA.
Assistant Instructor, Corrective Physical Education, Teachers College.

1927-29 Assistant Professor, Kent State College, Kent, Ohio.
1929-30 Technical Assistant in Health Education, Teachers College.
1930-31 Director of Physical Education for Women, University of Maryland:
1931-37 Director of Physical Education and Recreation, School of Nursing, Western Reserve Unwersity.

Included regular teaching and developing recreation programs for students, University Hospital
staff, and patients in the hospital. .

193; 43 Supervisor of Recreation, WPA Maryland, District Director of Community Services, WPA, Mary-
land, Director of War Services Activities, WPA Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia.
Included commumty organization fo ecreation in 23 counties in Maryland, inservice education,
supervision, and administration. mcluded developing specialized programs for preschool
children, recreation m hospitals an homes, as well as work projects of many kinds, development
of toy libraries, adult education programs, and, in the later years organization of recreation for
military personnel.

1943 Employee Counselor, War Department. Included organization of recreation programs, counsel ,
ing on housing and finances, and organization of employee servicgs,

1943 47 Assistant Director and then Director of Recreation and Education, Office of Residence Halls,
Washington, D.C. Included organization and operation of programs in four recreation buildings
and eighteen residences at different locations, for women government workers ancitheir friends.

1947-50 Executive Director, Styyvesant Neighborhouse House, New York City. Included operation of full
1 settlement house program for a membership of about 1500 people, and operation of a camp.

1950-73 Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Professor, S.hool of Education, New York
University. Chair, Department of Leisure Studies.
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1969 Mljunct Professor, Oregon State University.
1973 Professor Emeritus, New York University.
1973-83 Consultant/Lecturer, George Washington University, Washington, D.C.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION LEADERSHIP:
From the time that !graduated trom Teachers College in 1926 until today, I have belonged to professionil organizations

related to the held ot physical education, health and recreation, and education. My first leadership relationships were as a

committee member. Then I assumed additional responsibility as a committee chair and later as an officer As national
vice-president ot Pi Lambda Theta, an educational honor society, I served as program chair for onebienni4 and planned and

carried out the biennial conference.
In 1945, I became president ot the D.C. Recreation Workers Association, and in 1946, vice president of the p C

Association br HPER. Between 1950 and 1960, I was chair of Eastern District, AAHPER Voluntary Agency Section, president,

Metropolitan NY Recreation Society, on the Executive committee of the NY State Society, chair, Hospital Section, ARS,

chair, Educators Section, ARS, and on NY State Recreation Society Board of Examiners for Voluntary Registration Between
1960 and 1975, I held iour offices in ARS becoming president in 1962. I was vice-chair of the Merger Committee under
Luther Gulick in 1964. Between 1965 and 1975 I served on the NRPA Board of Trustees and am now an emeritus member of

that Board.
Since 1975 I have become active in the Ariz ecrea ion Park Association where I now live I was also elected to

the NTRS Board ot Directors Mr a three-year rm and am currently.chair of the Budget Committee of NTRS, and also am on

the Advisory Committee for the Thera. c Recreation Journal.
Since 1975 I have also . recipient ot awards for distinguished service from AAHPER and Arizona State Society In

adjJition I rec rnest 0. Melby Award from New 'York University for distin tilled service in human relations I am

also a toy, i ing member ot the Academy of Leisure Sciences and the Academy of Park nd Recreation Administration

WiENT COMMENT:
During the year from 1950 to the present, I have been involved with con ay groups (too numerous to mention),

promoting recreation and leisure2rograms for people. In adebtion I have pubhlc1 articles, monographs, and books related

to the field. Today, part of my iriIvement in recreation and leisure is through writing, teaching, and maintaining an active

role in professional and cowl} ity ownizations. I hope, that, as long as I live, I shall E4 able to contribute to the quality of

community living Mr people hel frg them to achieve that quality through a variety of leisure experiences commensurate

with their capacity.

v.%
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RECREATION PROSPECTS*

Edith L. Ed]

J. B. NashPersonal Insights

I. B. Nash influenced my professional life
from the time when I heard him first speak at an
MHPER convention in 1924. I was a young
student at Teachers College, Columbia. He
spoke on leisureliness in living and used the
phrase, ''to sit loose." He discussed the need to
balance tension with relaxation (physicqly,
mentally, and emotionally), and to constantly
seek new goals, if the individual's potential for
creativity and productivity were to be
achieved. He lived that philosophy, and hel96d
others to do the same. A story that he told to
illustrate this was of a student who brought a
piece of pottery that she had made to him at his
cabin at the NYU camp. He relates that it was a
very poor piece, but he said, "Put it on the
mantel so that I can look at it." A year later the
same student came to his office, and brought
bun another piece of pottery, which he said was
really lovely. She said, "Why didn't you tell me
how 'terrible the other piece was"? His answer
was, "if I had you would never have made
this.- This attitude, coupled with this phdoso-
phy expressed in the words of R. 1. Stevenson,
"It is better to travel hopefully than to arrive,"1
led all who came in contact with him to seek
constantly new goals and to reach for new

'J. B. Nash Lecture, New Or1eans, Louisiana, March
18th, 1979, AAHPERD/AALR Convention.

Stevenson, R. L El Datado. In Virginibass Pueresque
quoted in J. B. Nash, Philosophy of Recreation and Leisure
St. Louis, MO: C. V. Mosby, Co., 1953, p. 218. Permipion
of E. P. Dutton Co.
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achievements. Today we need "to travel hope-'
fully" for their is much in the worlethat is
disheartening, and, we need to look for encour-
agement if we are to have quality in living.

Factors Relating to Recreation

The prospects for recreation, i.e., the outlook
and the likelihood of what we may expect, in
the neh several decades, relate first to the
people with all their capacities, values, and
aspirations. Secondly, prospects are dtpendent
on the living environment, including the subsis-
tence potentials for food, shelter, and protec-
tion from disease and other life threats; the
existence of open spaces; the clutter of man-
made structures; and the total social structure
that affects the quality of life for people.

Changed Reaction. Since the recreative experi-
ence involves the reaction of people to certain
processes and occurrences, it is necessary to
look ai the people we find in the UniteOtates
today. Up to World War II people embeited the
traditional lifestyles and values that had been in
existence since colo'nial times. These were
based on the pioneer spirit of seeking to con-
quer new frontiers, an optiniism predicated.on
the belief that a better life was just beyond the,
horizon, and a belief that there was eternal life
after death. Beginning in the fifties, exploding
in the sixties and continuing into the'seventies,
new lifestyles evolved. There was a rush to live
to the upmost today, for there might not be any
tomorrow. A negative attitude on life and living
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developed. This affected, not only the young
but people of all ages. More and more tour
society became a consuming society, gulping
experiences instead of savoring each to its
maximum extent.

From publications on hfe and leisure be-
tween 1963 and 1975, we gain some insight
into the changes that were taking place. A brief
look at several of these seems warranted.

The American Recreation Foundation held a
conference on "Work and Free Time in an Age
ot Automatic Machines and Computers."' The
thrust of the conference was towards the effect
on people of changing hying standards and the
availability of goods, services, and information
The changing yalues of people were clearly
indicated, and the drift towards consumer-ism
was viewed'with considerable alarm. Today we

see many of these concerns justified and we
need to look at what they forefell for the future.
Other publications4eport later conferences that
examined and explored further these same
concerns. A look at them gives us some differ-

.' ent points of view.
- in a.paper presented at a workshop on "Lei-.

sure in America,'3 the conceptS of leisure as
expressed by philosophers through the ages
were discussed including such diverse people
as Socrates, Huxley, G. B. Shaw, and Charles
Brightbill. From this chserse group, Gray indi-
cated that, probably, none of their philosophies
would satisfy-Americans today. He then iden-
tified three approadies to leisure, the eco-
nomic. and discretionary time concept,, the
Greek concept of contemplation, and the con-
cept.of a denial of the idea that only utilitalian
activity has value. From consideration of these,
Gray conclude91 that there is a need to nurture
leisure, but that we be cautious in any controls
that are plac-...cl on leisure to ascertain that those
controls in no way direci the uses made Of
leisure by people, for those people must control
the yses.

rajure Perspectives. In 19:3, in a -work pro-
gram on Budding Professionals," sponsored
by NRPA, seven position Papers were presented

' American Recreation Foundation, Work and Free
Time. Explor4uory Riper, American Recreauon Founda-
tion, Phdade10PA, January 15th, 1963.

,Gray, David E.'GThis Alien Thing Called Leisure." Park
and Recreation Administrators Institute, November, 1971.

including one entitled "Future Perspectives."4
They indicated theneed to realize the swiftness
with which change is occurring in society to-
day. They emphasized that we no longer have a
seemingly limitless frontier and a pioneer soci-
ety, but defined limits geographically, and in
terms of all our physical ind financial re-
sources. They stated that the one expndjpg
frontier that may still exist is related tdp6ple
and their potential for deeloping social
boundaries'which depend only on creativity
and productivity': FronIe many changes that

On.9. expanding frontier that may still
exist is related to people and their po-

. .tential for developing social boundaries
which depend only on creativity and
productivity.
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they detailed, they developed a statemenrthat
showed that recreation and leisure services had
not kept pace with changes in society. They
documented this by showing that the public
does not adequately fund these services. Rec-
reation services, today, are an "also ran," in
comparison with police, fire, and educatio'n
services. TheSe findings indicate tasks that still
must be completed. A look at the definition of
recreation that they suggest also points toward
where we are and the alternatives that we have
for the future. They state:

Recreation IS an emotional condition within an
indiidul huwan being that flows from a feeling
of well-being arid- self-satisfaction. It is charac-
terized by feelings of mastery, achievement, exhil-
arbtion, acceptance, success, personal worth and
pleasure. It reinforces a positive self-image. Rec-

tation is a response to aesthetic experience,
achievement of personal goals, or positive feed-
back from others. it is independent of activity,
leisure or social acceptance."5

this is a different ,concept thaurfany profes-
sionals and the public have had. It needs to be
studied and contemplated to determine.how it
might be implemented in the delivery of recrea-
tion services,

'Gray, David E., and Greben, Seymour. "Future Perspec
liveS... 1973 Work Program, Buildmg Professionalism Ar
lington, VA. National Recreation and Park Association,
1973, p. 42.

sIbid., p. 42.
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Another e-.onference that glYes us insights into
recreation prospects is one held at Penn State
University. It was called "Indicators of Change
in the Recreation Environment." A look at the
titles of the papers presented at thi.p symposium
report6 points out th9 changes that are en-
visioned. The indicators 'are:

the individual quality of life;
activity dimensions;
user activity patterns;
dconomics, technology, and energy;
quality of community life;
quality of the natural environment;
the law.

?ustleviewing the titles of these papers gives us
-some inkling of the problems that face us. These

sy-atCOFIcerns for us today and as we look to the
future.

Oveview. The changes indicated in these pub-
lications show us, that, in contrast to the op-
timism found in our pioneer society, we find
negativism and often pessimism. Many in our
society Nave abandonned the old values, but o
the alternatives that have been substituted,
such as, "live today," and "consume, con
sume," are not proving to be satisfying All that
they seem to bring to people is an increasing
tension. To counteract these attitudes, and the
values that they imply, principally, that nothing
is worth much or worth doing unless it has an
extrinsic reward, it will be necessary to help
people to find viable alternatives that have-in -p
trinsic values.

Needed Educational Change. A positive educa-
tion is needed that points people toward per-
sonal individual satisfactions, rather than away
from things/tblt ars displeasing. Education of
this kind4ill f cus bn an inner sense of well-
being rather than surface veneers that can eas-
ily be re/noved by external fo,rces. It will be a
"cradle-to-the-grave" approach. If this kind of
approach is to be successful, it will mean tHat
our education processes must change. A*Iot is
heard today lhat our education systems are
"not rekvant." Primarily this is true, because, -
we hav.6 served the systems, rather than the
people whom they purport to serve In recrea-

'van der Smissen, Betty, compiler "Indicators of
Change.' HPERZeries 461. University Park, PA: Penn
State University, 1975.
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tion, this has also been true. Activities have
been presentecLand people were supposed to
like them. When they did not, it was assumed
that something was wrong with the people not
the activity. Some changes in this approach are-
visible in recreation now, but much more is
needed.

Not only must educational Ratterns change,
but also other institutiOns. In#itutions is used
here to mean all of the torganiiations in society
that make it possible for people to function.

'This includes everything from families to the
public, private, and commercial Structures
found in societies. These iRstitutions must rec-
ognize that their purpose is4to serve people, and
that, as the values and lifestyles of people
hange so too must the institutions. This fact

must be accepted both by the people and the
institutions.

The Magnitude of the Challenge of
Changea Positive Note

Major changes in institutions are difficult,
for, not only have the behavi )r patterns of the
in,stitutio been established, but also, physical
structures .costing milqons have been built to
house-these institutions. To redesign the fun:--
tions of these organizations will be difficult,
but, with the kind of knowle.te that we have
today, it should be possible. However, this
means that people will need to learn what is
available and how to discriminate.

History tells us that major developrnents,
such as the development of the printing press,
have changed the world. Since 1900, we have
had an explosion of .know ledge, but this
knowledge seems to jiave confused peopl2
more than imProved their condition.

Th. means for lessenitt this confusion is
available, but, instead of being used to alleviate
these confused states of people, it reinforces
them. A means -for changing pelple today is
through the rtlass media. The-mass media could
help people to discriminate and make choices
based on knowledge. Instead it has concen-
trated on the sale of products, without any
evaluation of their relative catues.

Two Illustrations Exemplify Many Others.Thie

promotion of petroleum produtts suggests thai
it's easier for people to rkrform' essential tasks.
One of these is transportation. The pitch of the
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media is to sell cars, nut to provide transporta
tion for the greatest number dt the least cost.
Thus, more and more petroleum resources are
used withoutany thought that there is a limit to
them.

Land Use. The delicate balance that exists be-
tween man and his natural environment is not
considered, as real estate developments, shop-
ping malls, and industry gobble up more and
more land. And then people wonder why deer
come into their gardens and destroy their trees.
They do not cons(der that they have destroyed
the deer's environment, thus forcing them to
seek other means of survival. Alternative uses of
land that will preserve it and conserve it must
become a major concern of all if we are to
survive as a nation.

Population ShiftsUrban:centered. Many
other changes in the institutions in our living
environment must change, also, if people are to
be served in a way that wdl permit them to
function creatively and to the limit of theii ,a-
pacity. This country has grown from a predom-
inantly rural society to an urban one. Demog-
raphers estimate that the population density in
the coming decades wiJI be in the inner cities,
the urban fringe, and the smaller cities optside
of the major metropolitan ;leas. It is estinvted

, that the smallest percentage of thyptal will be
rural. This urbanization of the population will

n that recreatipn delivery systems must
change. Different prrofities for both pubhc and
other recreation agenles will need to be estab7.
lished. In the decades between 1950-70 there
was a movement aWay from/the inneiccities
leaving man p spt,ihein a iwasteland..1\12 a ,
movement bac Jot e inn7t..ckty is disceInel.
An cliticle entitlech-,j_k Newt,,f lite -alicran
Urban Renaissarke"' cscribes"-thrs new de-
velopment. ItOicrate, that f oung prolessional
people are r4r)ailitilting inner City areas and
enjoying theculipiAlibfferings of city life. Thus
a new comp)Kion is being given to.the inner
city. This movemerit will have a direct effecron
,recreation services. In addition, cities in the
so-called Sunbelt (the Soutfrand more predom-
inately the Southwest), have seen a real pc:Tula-

Fleetwood, Blake. The New Elite and an Urban Re-
naissance. The Times Magazine. New 'Kirk Times, janu
ary 14th, 1979.

bon explosion. These changes in population
density mean that priorities in the provision of
recreation services in these areas must be re-
thought.

Recreation services must be given where the
people are. Not only must recreation opportu-
nities be available, but also, they must be ac-
cessible. This does not refer just to those who
are physically or mentally disabled in the popu-
lation but to all people.

In 1977 a Youth Survey was done in Tucson,
Arizona,8 including in the sampling junior and
senior high school youth. The number one
problem listed 4Y the majority/.64%) was "en-
tertainment and other recreational things cost-
ing too much." This means that an estimated
25,000 youth out of a total population of
35,000 felt that leisure servicestwere a prob-
lem. Linked to this concern and rhnked 8 (44%)

_and 19 (31 %) out of twenty were "need for
convenient transportation" and "recreation,
school and community centers not open when
you want them," respectively. These youth are
handicapped not by physical or mental limi-
tations, but by restrictions imposed by the in-
stitutions that are supposed to serve their need5.
This is merery an illustration of the extent to

whic.), the env.i4onment can limit the recreation
oppo tfnitle_sgind iv id ua ls.

4notfler f&or tbat Must be recognized is
atalthoCgh the greatest number orpeople

I ve in urban area, atld more will in the future,
peil:Sp,aces aTIOcated in areas of least density

. pbOraticin, Thj s! compounds the problem,
for, large-4nents of people who would use

,
.,tfiese aregsr4they were accessible. An exam

pl.e of thiSIO4lew York seashore area. It is a
beaub ul facihty o tering the kinds of recreation
experience5Jhat people have indicated that
they want. HoAver, lack of pubr,_ transporta
tion makes it inaccessible to all but a few.
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Other Factors. Another development in the liv-
ing environment in this century is the ability to
revent and cure disease and diability. Yet,

many people are either totally unserved, or at
least underserved because as a nation we have
not made health maintenance a number one

'Ijams, Donald, et al.-Youth Needs Survey. junior League
uf Tucson, Anzona and the National Assembly uf Natiunal
Voluntary Health and Social Welfaie Organizations, Inc.,
1978.



priority. A reflection of this is seen.in the failure
of communities to provide adequate funding of
the recreation programs that would contribute

'to the physical and mental health of both able-
bodied and disabled people.

Still another deficiency in the living envi-
ronment is the lack of em phasis on productivity
and- pride in lhe quality-of-the product: Evi-
dence of this can be seen in the millions of cars
that have keen recalled within jthe last gix
months. It is another example /of the value
placed on individual materialg'ain rather than
on what is produced. A question seldom asked
today is, "What is fair value?" The only ques-
tion seems to be, "What 'lithe traffk bear?"
These are merely examples of the influences
that are affecting our lives today. For the future
the question is, can some of these be-changed
so that there will be a better quality of life for
people?

As indicated above much or all depends
upon the education that people receive. Fur-
thermore, it must be recognized that the total
environment contributes to the education of
people, not just the schook. Frequently, it is
asked, "De children learn more in the streets
than in the schools?" The quality of life can be
changed if we realize that the current patterns
of our institutions are not sacrosanct, that
changes can occur without destroyinb ,:ie in-
stitution itself. The need is to look objectively at
the purposes of the institutions in relation to
their ability to prov ide quality in the liv ing envi-
ronment of people.

Some changes in organizations can be seen
today. One change is the greater involvement
of people to be served in the programs as they
die developed. Much more will be necessary if
the quality of life is to be improved. Governing
bodies must be able to think in terms of what
people need instead of w hat w ill get re-election
for themselves.

Educational institutions have a v ital role to
play in bringing about changes. They must ask,
"What are the alternatives for these students
now and whaw ill they face ten or twenty years
from now?" Predicting the future is of nu help.
The variables at this time are too many. Educa
tional institutions need to preide understand-
ing of the varying forces that affect IMng and
how different behaviors will bring different
consequences. Only in this way can people

Predicting the future is of no help.
The variables at this time are too
many. Educational institutions need to
provide understanding of the varying
forces that affect living and how
different behaviors will bring_different
conseq uences.

learn to discriminate and find those alternatives
that satisfy them. They will be able to judge the
relative merit of the ability to make a million or
write a sonnet or paint a picture. It will make the
individual ask, "What is really important for
me and what makes my life satisfying?" The
attitudes- that are developed from this kind of
educational process represents a change that
could have an important effect on recreation
prospects.

Attitudes devdoped through family living
and through interpersonal relationships in so-
cial institutions will also affect recreation pros-
pects. Through these relationships, individuals
develop their own self-image, and a respect for
that of others, accepting each person for what
fie is, not what he is not.

Rx: The Hardening of the Categories. As part of
the total education, it will be necessary to help
Lach person to develop a new attitude toward
work and leisure/recreation pursuits. The sharp
dichotomy between what is work and what is
recreation and what is leisure needs to be elim-
inated. Work can be re-creative in the sense
that it revitalizes the person, whereas what a
person does when he has freedom of choice in
his free time instead of being leisurely and re-
creative can destroy him. Education can no
longer be merely vocational. It must include
education for the work world and for the leisure
wodd. Leisure in this case means those pursuits
that an individual chooses because they are
more satisfying than anything else at that point
in time, and work means those things that the
individual is obligated to do for some extrinsic
reward, whether that be mere subsistence or for
a product that has meaning for that individual.

ChangesAhat wdl reflect these changes in
attitudes of people can be achieved within the
general framework of the current recreation or-
ganizational patterns if the recreation profes-
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sionals in the fiekl d re sensitive to the changing
needs and demands of people and are willing to
use different approac.hes m the delivery of rec-
reation services.

Public Recreationa Perspective of Service.
Today, it is generally accepted that direct rec-
reation services are related to the "grass-root"
level of people, i.e., to the geographic area in
which they live, their cultural backgrounds and
current lifestyles, their religious preferences,
and the kind of work that they do. Furthermore,
public recreation services at the local, state,
and federal levels are conceived to be con-
cerned with provision of certain facilities and
services that will satisfy all people in the com-
munity. From a -functional-point-of view, this
concept is untrue. It is estimated that public
recreation only serves about ten percent of the
population. The other ninety percent have their
recreation needs and demands met through
commercial recreation (such as TV, bowling
alleys, theaters); private membership organiza-
tions, (the Ys, libraries, museums, golf clubs);
and in the home through individually-satisfying
participation including hobbies of all kinds.
The ten perCent of the population served by
public recreation includes a majority from
lower income groupss and special populations
such as handicapped and elderly people. Be-
cause of conditions that are ileveloping, many
of these direct services may be curtailed unless
the methods used to provide them are changed.

A Call for Cooperation. If the total population is
to be served fully, all agencies that provide
recreation services will need to be drawn into
some type of coordinated organizational struc-
ture. New services must also be considered as
the mass media introduces people to activities
that they had never before known about. For
example, thousands now want to play tennis,
whereas it was once an activity for a very few. It
may be that changes in participation levels can
be handled better by commercial or private
agencies because their operating policies and
procedures can be changed more rapidly than
those ol the public agencies. If services are
coordinated, the changes in needs and de-
mands have the greatest potential for being
realized.

Public RecreationGreater Service with Less
Support. In the coming decades the role of the
public agency largely wirbe dictated by the
public through their demands for a lower tax
rate and for less governmental control of ser-
vices. This could forte the public recreation
service into being the catalyst and coordinator.
The exac-t-structure that-thesq roles-wiil_take_at

local, state, and federal levels will necessarily
be dtent, but it will be imperative that some
type o ooperative structure be developed if all
people are to be served. Before anything of this
kind can be considered, the public must recog-
nize that recreative experiences contribute to
the well-being of people and, therefore, are a
legitimate function of government. But, how
this is to be done within the limits set by the
public on the monies spent and the controls
imposed is the question.

As the allotments from the tax dollar shrink, it
will be necessary for the public department to
set priorities for the way those dollars will be
used. As fewer tax dollars are available for ser-
vices, fees and charges for services must be
imposed if the seNice is to be continued. As
these charges are imposed, the very people
(children, elderly, and handicapped people)
who need the service most will go unserved for
they will not be able to pay the fees. How much
better it would be if the tax dollar were used to
expand the resources available for all people
and offer direct services to those who would
otherwise go unserved. This may be possible if
all agencies in a community will work together
with the people involved.

A Call for Coordinated Services. At the local
level where most direct services are given, all
types of services (public, commercial, and pri-
vate) must re-assess their functions to deter-
mine which agency can deliver a given pro-
gram most effectively (quality) and most effi-
ciently (the best cost-benefit or "the most for
the least"). Changes of thi's kind may mean that
the local public agency might use its tax dollar's
to the greatest advantage to:

deterMine recreation needs and demands in

the community;
coordinate the delivery of recreation ser-
vices assigning to an agency a specific pro-
gram for which it has adequate resources;
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assess the need cf,agencies for public sub-
sidies for specified programs;
sive direct service to special populations.

To develop a coordinated service, it will be
necessary to involve the people and the agen-
cies in some type of counciL Such a council
wciuld need legal authority to be effective fOr
agencies should be required to carry out its
mandates. This council would oversee the as-
sessment of community recreation needs,
agency resources for programs, the assignment
of programs to agencies, and the evaluation of
the operation of the programs. This would.be a
continuous process that would take account of
shifting needs and demands in the community.

Since the needs of special populations are
unique, it may well be that the public agency
(or agencies) will be the only ones having the
resource capabilities to give service to a spe-
cific group. Another method that might be used
to coordinate service to a given population is to
employ recreation pcs-Cialists in the public de-
partment, and then assign them to a variety of
agencies for specified time periods, to conduct
a program for a defined group.

A Case and Place for Commercial/Private. For
other populations it is possible that commercial
and private agencies are better able to conduct
certain programs for they must respond to the
demands of their clientele or go out of business.
A Disney World operation quickly phases out
those attractions that are no longer attracting.
That the customer is always right is still a stan-
dard operating procedure in most private en-
terprise. Generally the pubhc agencies are not
d5 sensitive to the demands of the public. The
public, in turn, does not feel that the service is
there to satisfy them.' Part of this is due to the
fadure of professionals to help the public to
understand that the service belongs to them,
that it is their playground, built with their tax
dollars. Once this is understood, and the public
is involved in the conduct of the program, there

will be less vandalism and programs will be
more attuned to the needs of the people.

Changes of this kind will necessardy bring
about a need for different types of personnel in
the public agency. No longer will there be a
need for a preponderance of direct leadership
personneL Instead analysts, superv isors, ad-
ministrators, and community organizers will be
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needed. The only direct leadership personnel
that will be used will be for service to special
populations.

Manpower Shifts. For direct leadership in all
agencies at the local, state, and federal levels
more voluriteers with special skills under the
supervision of a limited number of specialists
could be used. At present we waste the talents
of many people. Volunteer service does nor
necessarily mean poor service. In fact, volun-
teers, motivated by a desire to share their
knowledge, often give better service than the
paid worker who frequently works only for the
reward of a salary.

Not only must we look to volunteers for lead-
ership services but also to help to plan, build,
maintain, and operate facilities and equipment:
If the public as a whole could be involved in
facility developmeht, not just through their
taxes, perhaps some of the rampant vandalism
could be stopped. Boys and Girls in the Youth
Conservation Corps developed a real apprecia-
tion of the land. Perhaps all people could de-
velop this kind of appreciation for their re-
sources if they had a hand .in shaping them.
There are unlimited possibilities for developing
this kind of sharing, but to be effective each
person must give of himself and his resources to
develop a quality of living for all. The outlook is
that this coukl happen, but the likelihood that it
will occur wdl largely depend on changing the
attituzles of people.

Training/Education Goals. To do this, exten-
sive education programs will need to be de-
veloped. We need to start now with some goals
that are possible of achievement. A goal that
seems possible at this time is to educate teen-
agers for parenting and family life. Ifeducation is

to be a lifelong process, it must start at birth and
it is only in the family that it can be done at that
time. Some might say that tl.is is a "frill," that
nobody needs to learn to be a parent, but this
can be refuted by the statistics on divorce, one
parent families, and child abuse. The young
child gains his attitudes from his parents. In the
home the child can learn to respect his envi-
ronment and how to preserve what he has in his
home. As he grows, these attitudes can be
applied in the larger environment of his com-
munity. A child is excited by a bright flower. He
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must be taught, however, how to keep it fresh
so that others may also enjoy it and that picking
it makes It turn ugly so that no one hkes it.

A Challenge

Our world offers the potentials for a good life
and good living, but only people can make
them come to be. People must see the poten-
tials. Leaders can help people to examine the
alternatives, and then choose those actions that
present the greatest possibility for achieving
their goal.

What then should be the education of lead-
ers, and, for us, the education of the recreation
professional? The professional of the future wdl
need to have different attributes than those of
today. A change in professional recreation
education patterns is necessary now if it is to be
relevant to the people who will 1:41eveloping
programs tomorrow. (And that morrow
should be taken almost literally.) Re- aniza-
tion of the dehvery of recreation servic s will
begin soon. This means that professional r re

ation educators must plan programs not o ly

for the students who are currently enrolled in
the universities, but also for the re-education of
those who are in the field. Educators must take a
hard look at the alternatives available for a
viable program for the recreation professional.
What is necessary is to assess the professional
requirements for the next decades and then
design a program that is flexible enough to
make chafiges possible. This can happen, but
the likelihood that it will is questionable be-
cause the structure of the universities in which
the programs are given is so tradition-bound.
However, even this dim outlook is brightened
by light spots. Institutions have introduced new
programs such as the weekend degree, the uni-
versity without walls, and others. If these have
been achieved, then there is a potential for us
"to travel hopefully" constantly looking for a
break in the wall, or a way around it so that we
can achieve one goal today that will set u; on
the path to reach more far-reaching achieve-
ments for educating the recreation professional
of tomorrow. When we do this we will be on
our way toward the delivery of quality recrea-
tion services for all people.
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Name: Betty Van der Smissen

Born: Great Bend, Kansas
December 27th,1927

Raised: I was raised in rural Pawnee Rock and spent my early childhood in Hanston, Kansas. I lived one year in
Beatrice, Nebraska and lived in Buhler, Kansas from the fall of 1936 until the completion of high school.

Family: My family consists of my father iminIsten teacher), my mother deacheo, and an uldei brother i physician,
radiologist).

Education: 1945-52 A.B., J.D.University of Kansas, Law.
1952- M.S. e.D., Indiina University, Recreation.

Colour With a 4aI background, probably one of the most frequent questions is why did I go into recreation and
camp gr I believe in people, and I believe that one of the greatest impacts one can make on the good of
soue y is through educating young people who then go into the communities in many capacities. I do not
agree with those who say that the college experience occurs too late in life to havean impact upon persons.
One must bring intellectual integrity to recreation ...so many are wrapped up in the doing" that when the
practices of recreation are challenged and the tax dollars are allocated, the "why of reueation" and the
Justification of practices are not there. There is a difference in the "make-up" of educators and of those who
are heading agencies or providing leisure services ... delivering leisure services. Educators are practition-
ers, educators are in the field, educators do deal with leisure pursuits of people in an ongoing situation. I
believe we are intellectually sloppy and thus do not engender respectI try to convey to students that they
must serve with excellence . which is not easy m today's society. We need to educate on the hasis Of
knowledge, not ll Rats of operational practice, SQ we can be flexible ... we need to build on the
foundation of tile past, and look to the future. One of the most discouraging elements are conservative and
inflexible persons who want to stay in the comfortable present.

Professional 1950-51 Program Director, Ohio District YWCA.
Experience: 1955-56 Assistant Professor, Chair of Women 5 Physical Education, and Director of Campus Reueation,

Manchester College, Indiana.
1956-65 Associate Professor and Director of MacBride Field Campus, University of Iowa.
1964-65 Director of Research, National Recreation Assouation (on leave from the Unwersity of Iowa).
1965-79 Professor of Reueation and Associate Dean for Graduate Studies and Research, College of
' Health, Physkal Education, and Recreation (1970-74), The Pennsylvania State University.

1979 -present Professon Director, School of Health, Physical Education-and Recreation, Bowhng Green
...

State University, Ohio.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION LEADERSHIP:
Few have been as privileged to have been entering the professional field ch a time when tbere was opportunity to work

directly with those leader !. uf the profession who had influentially nurtured the professiunal fields of health, physical
education, arid reueation, and who were willing to give a young professional opportunities m professional organizations.
These opportunities included working in the k wa AAHPER in vaiious capacities, and particular ly as vice-president for
recreation, and, in the Eastern District of AAHPERD as Research Section chair. Many workshops were participated in,
especially in curriculum development, outdoor education, and research. In the latter area, service was given to the national
AAHPERD aS a member of the Research consultation ... For a number of years, leadership was given in the outdoor
education and camping field through AAHPERD s structure. I participated in a more minor way in the AALR.

I have also parocipated un the Board of Directors of the American Recreation Souety and SPREA was particularly active
in protessional development, chaired I'm committee of ARS, and became one ee persons on accreditation, with!e
pmriary responsibility fur the standards and ev'aluative criteria. I continued set vice American CampingAssouation
which culminated in 198U-82 when I ber..ame national president. I had previously served with leadership, research, and the
standards programs, particularly the research development and reyision of the standards for organized camps.

tCURRENT COMMENT:
The thoughts expressed live years ago in the first schulai-lecture are still present with me. We must in this decede of the

8Us look tu the changing Jule of the leisure sei vices and the nature of their delivery. We must unshackle ourselves from the
narrow conLept ui reueation into the broad approaches to these services. We must recognize that the dehvery u; leisure
services is the business of many. Nu lungei can one feel that public reueation is the bulwark of the professional
opportunities, but Just the oppositepublic ieueation is still important, but the opportunities of private enterprise and
SA:mi-publit. entities far surpasses the imagination uf the traditional professionals of the 60s and early 70s. We must have a
new breed oi protessionals and prufessionalism. The delivery and management uf leisure services requires insights intu

rnany settings and patterns of operation. One must look into the future with "what can be," not "what was or is." The
traditional recreatur can no lungei be the arch conservative which has so characterized many professionals, the reueatur Of
the 80s must bean aggressive, forward.looking, innovative entrepreneur.

The meaningut the leisure experience must be central in opportunities provided and in the decade of the 80s this means
the wholeness ot the person and the concept of positive wellness, a feeling uf well being. The self respect dart individual is
critical and that comes Irom a pride in what une is doing and in knowing that yuu have excelled through extending yourself to
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full capabihties. We must give a hope fur the futwe and what an individual is- and "can become.'" Through the leisure
experrence one can find self-actualization and purpose if such experience is an integrated part of the whole of life's fabric.
Leisure experiences alone can be hollow. There is too much emphasis upon the negatives of life, we must emphasize and
build upon the contributions one makes in life and what is a better vehicle than leisure involvements.
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THE DYNAMICS OF RECREATION *

Betty Van der Smissen

It is of particular significance that the scholar/
lecturer award honors J. B., Nash, because he
certainly was a leader in the recreation field,.a
leader who philosophically set the direction for
many. And, it is partly because of his philosoph-
ical cpntribution that the title for this first lec-
ture was selectedThe Dynamics of Recrea,

,tion. Today and looking ahead to the decade of
the 805, it is critical to again think deeply about
our philosophy. Emphasizing the criticalness
has recently been several people mentioning
that perhaps we have forgotten our philosophy
in our educational institutions and with the stu-
dents are focusing on recreation as primarily
job. Too often today our students and young
professionals are saying. "I am confused about
recreation as a professioNWhere is it going?
What does it mean? Wat does it stand for?
What is recreation, anyway?" While jobs are
important, one must also have a philosophical
base, a .premise of beliefand the old
stereotyp4s do not fit. This presentation will not
answer all the questions, byt perhaps it can
stimulate us to think agairLabout the dynamics
of recreation for today's seciety.

Conceptual Framework

What is recreation? Recreation is not activ-
ityit is the replt of activity. It is a sensation of
well-being, of feeling good about oneself and
about others. When we feel good about our-
selves and otheis, we also feel good about the

.-
J. 8. Nash Lecture, Kansas City, Kansas, April 7th, 1978, '

AAHPERD/AALR convention.

world. We talk Sbout.recreatin' beingyolun-
tary, that in order for a purAVo be recreation
we must voluntarily enga4e id it. This is inaccu-
rate. There are manyy&nstraints and motiva-
tions related to partiCipation. But, given totally
free choice, selestedwill be only those pursuits
which make you feel good, not in the superfi-
cial temporary "drug-high" s nse, but in the
deep experience of a sense o personal well-be-
ing. An activity is recreati nal when it gives a
sense of well-being; it is recreation (re-creation)
Men one experiences a sense of well-being.

IZecreation is innately good; and, the ques-
KM to be asked is not "What is recreation good

for and why are we doing it?" but rather JAW4at

is the good in recreation?" To ask the question
"What is recreation good for?," we ta!ace a
utilitarian purpose or value on recreation. We
place the onus on participants for having to
justify their participation and to do so degrades
participation. How many times have you heard
the "guilt" of participationwhether it be from
an elderly person with the Puritan ethic of
work, or yourself saying to another, "I shouldn't
take time, but . . .". You (or others) feel there
must be ail explanation or reason for permitting
yourself to engage in recreational activity. And,
how many times in surveys do we ask, '.'Why do
you participate?" and get the response "Just
because, it's fun, I enjoy it?"and we are not
satisfied with such responses! Why not? We
want a utilitarian reason for participation. The
participants are getting a sense of well-being.
Why must they introspectively analyze their



partkapation? There is good in leCreation
hy do vte have to force people to justify their

participation by stating what recreation is good
for? However, do not confuse justification and
reason for participation with mOtivation to par-
ticipate or with the use of rico., ity to achieve
(.ertain results. There ere utihtarian uses for
acty and professionals must understand sci-
entifically mot only emotionally) the funetion
and natuie of activity in order to program both
to achieve utilitai iar. objectives and to enhance
the hkehhuod of indiv iduals to attain a sense of
well-being.

Recreation must be viewed in a framework of
uidiv idual meaning, rathes than traditional time
units, activity types, and age groups. A com-
mon working definition of recreation is derived
from the discreticmaiy time concept of leisure,
which descrthes leisule activity in a clock-time
reference and imposes meanings of recreation
related to occupying time units, rather than
person-(entered response to activity. Tradi-
tional functional planning considers not only
time units but also activity types. How many
times have you heard it said or seen it in the
hterature that a 'good program- should
provide a scope of activ 111 in the various pro-
gram fieldsa httle cultural jab, ci little erafts, a
)ittle nature, a little sports, and a few games (you
know the program fieldsI)? But rather than
scope of program for 'scope's-sake,' activity
must be looked at for the individual s'sake.
Activ ity types must be approached with den: ity
analysis insights as to the meaning and the
value inherent, the contribution toward the
personal sensations of well-being. The third
traditional planning 6LiideIirie is that the scope
of activities in various time units must be
provided for all age groups. Activities and time
are not age-specific, they are self-programmed
in accord w ith lifestyle and developmental
conditions of the individual. While time units,
activity types, and age groups are useful for
structurally programming, they provide the
framework for structure only, not for meaning.

The definition of recreatton as a person-cen-
tered, emotional response independent of time,
activity-type, and age Orovides a conceptual
base on which a philosophic... framework use-
ful for programming can be built. Moody' iden-
tified the development of major social values
and program frameworks, in application par-

ticularly to serv ices to aging aduRs, as rejection,
social services, participation, and seif-actuali-
zation. Space does not permit discussion of the
fir.,t three (see Gray, 1977, pp. 2-4), however,
Moody keyed on seli-actualization to define
the creative growth dimensions that society
needs and suggested that program frameworks
should be directed tovvard activities which are
person-centered and facilitate individual en-
joyme.nt values and meanings. As one looks
further at the needs of people today (1978), it
become., more apparpt that self-actualizing
values (which result in S feeling of well-being) .

rnust baigh on the social agenda for the com-
ing decade of The 80s. Several recreation pro-
fe.isionals and researehers have alluded to the
importance of this view.

David Gray' defined the professional im
perative of recreation for the 1970s ih terms of
developing knowledge about the inner psycho-
logical or emotional responses to the recreation
experience that are independent of activity. He
stated that "recreation is an ernoticnal condi-
tion within an individual human being that
flows from a feeling of well-being and self-satis-
faction. it is a response to the aesthetic experi-
ence, aehievement of personal goals, or posi-
tive feedbaek from others that is independent of,
activity, leisule, and social acceptance. It is

characterized by feelings of mastery, achieve-
ment, exhilaration, acceptance, success, per-
sonal worth, and pleasure. Gray's description
of recreation is one of an internal, personal (not
soda!), pleasurable response of an individual to
an experience. Thus, the perspective . . .

should be to use a philosophic base that mea-
sures leisure opportunities that optimize
pleasurable flow interactions between man and
the leisure experience."'

Elhs4 also discussed the pleasurable re-
sponses of individuals in recreation experi-
ences in terms of the joy, they leceive from the
stimulation. The joy of living seems such a rare

'Moo4, H. "Philosophical Presuppositions of Education
for Old Age. Educational Gerontology 1.1-16.

'Cray, David "Exploring Inner Space " Parks and Rec
reation 7:18-9.

'Gray, Howard R. "Enjoyment Dimensions of Favorite
leisure Activities uf Middle- and Old-aged Adults Based on
the Flow Model of Enjoyment." Ph.D. diss., The Pennsyl
vania State University, 1977.

'Elhs, Michael. Why People Play. Englewood Cliffs, NJ.
Prentice-Hall,.1973.



commodity among people today, yet true joy
ithe sense of well being) comes from active
engagemet with env ironmental opportunities.
Selection of activity when freely done, as pre-
viously indicated, :s in-regard to the perceived
contribution to the sense of well-being. Ittleson
and Cantril%indicat4 that perceiv ing is always
done by a particular person from his own
unique position in time and space and the
uniqde combination of humaii ex' per iencfs and
needs. The unpartance of the "TeelingVIrei
response- to participation in activity has been
discussed by H'Srris,' too. While there is in-
creasingly scientific understanding as to the
sense of well-being and the feeling-better re-
sponse, little progress hap been made to mcor-
porate such into the programming frameWork
of leisure services. In order to do so, one must
be able to understand the C:ornponents which
give rise to pleasurable experiences.

In researching the meaning of activity, How-
ard Gray' identifies, as a framework for under-
standing, Lawton's° person-environment trans-
action mOdel, which is concerned with the
phenomenon of individuals maintainirrg a
pleasurable adaptive leveL H. Gray explains
the model: "the affective response of whether
an activity is enjoyable or not probably de-
pends on whether the leisure experience allows
the individual to match his actions and skills
with the demand of environmental oppor-
tunities in a challenging way."9 Csikszent-

'mihaly'°." sets forth a .similar concept 'of
pleasurable experiences in terms of matching
capabilities with challenges. He refers to the
optimal matching as Flow, which produces en-
joyment. The Flow experience that comes to an
individual is not specific to leisure activities,
but to activity. Activity is the modality of both

ilttelson, W., and Cantril, H. Perception: a Transactional
Approach, New York: Doubleday, 1954.

'Harris, borothy. Involvement in Sport. Philadelphia,
PA: 1.4 and Febiger, 1973.

'Gray, 1977.
'Lawton, M. Powell, and Nahemow, Lucille. Ecology

and the Aging Process. In The Psychology of Adult De-
velopment Jrid Aging, edited by Carl Eisdorfer and M.
Powell Lawton. Washington, DC: American Psychological
Association, 1971, pp. 619-98.

'Gray,1977, p.12.
"Csikszentmihalys, M. Flow, Studies of EnjOment.

Chicago, IL: University of Chicago, 104.
"Csikszentmihalyi, M Beyond Boredom and Anxiety.

San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 1975, pp. 151-2.

work and recreation enjoyment. Csikszentmi-
haly tested his theory with activities identified
usually as work or recreation, such as chess,
rock climbing, surgery, rock n'roll dancing. The
Flow experience differs from normative life ex-
periences in a number of ways, such as one
pointedness of mind in contrast to distraction
and confusion of attention, merging of action
and awareness rather than severing, happiness,
health, and vision instead of anxiety and worry,
timelessnessslavery to the clock, integration
of mind and body rather the dualism, et al."
Csikszentmihaly's Flow model of enjoyment
has three dimensions:

The Flow experience that con-tes to
an individual is not specific to leire,
activities, but to activity. Activity is the
modality of both work and recreation
enjoyment.

1:-;,..0ction opportunities which are challenging
to the participant and are needed to interact
with the individual's need to evoke a re-
sponse.

N 2. Action capabilities which are a diverse col-
lection of abilities or skills residing within an
individual, but whieb have minimum and
maximum limits specific to that individual.

3. Flow which is the response or feeling of
enjoyment when there is optimal matching
between the Perceived (by the individual)
action opportunities and the individual's
capabilities."

The following diagram illustrates these di-
mensions.

Action
00portunities
(Challenges)

Diagram 1. Flow nodeLj

"Csikszentmihalyi, 1974, pp. 15
"Csikszentmihalyi,1975.
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The operationalization of the model for pro-
gramming in recreation is not difficult. If an
individual's capability is adequate for the chal-
lenge of the activity, then a Flow experience
should result, but if the individuars skill is not
adequate for the complexity of the activity, then
worry results and if there is great disparity, the
individual will be anxious. On the other hand,
if the individual's skill is greater than that re-
quired by an activity, the person will be bored,
and if the individual's skill is greatly more than
that required, such person will be anxious be-
cause of the feeling of one's ability "going to
waste."

While prograrnm g principles state that ac-
tivities should be selected with respect to an
individual s needs, it 1,5ci fact that few organized
secreation programs,lspecially public recrea-
tion programs, offer any high Lhallenges to par-
ticipants or have a well-defined progression of
qhallenge through activities. Private enterprise
hd special interest groups tend to provide to a
greater extent for the development of individu-
als. Too often organized recreation is an insult
to the Intelligente and capabilities of the partic-
ipants! We tend to offer beginning tennis or
beginning swimming or beginning dance at the'
elementary level, youth (high school) level,
young adult level, and adult level, including
senior citizens! Yes, recreation must provide
the basic skills for leisurebut, research has
indicated to us that those recreation programs
which tend to thrive are those which continue
to challenge the participants in a progression,
sell-testing way. Somewhere an individual
must have an opportunity to say, "I am a person
of some dignity, of some worth, of some re-
sponsibility, of some value.- Self-respect
comes from knowing that one has extended
oneself and accomplished. And, it is then that
the feeling of enjoyment and that sense of
well-being comes to the individual. One is
sell-actualized. One is engaging in true recrea-
tion.

It is in this perspective, then, that recreation is
dynamicin the true dictionary definition of
-full of force and energy, active, potent.""

"Moreheacf. Albert and Loy, The America; Webster
Handy College Dictionary New York: New American Li.
brary of World Literalure,1961.
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Operational Applications/Thrusts

If our agenda for the decade of the 80s should
be self-actualization, then how do we apply the
dynamics, the principles of active operation,'s
of recreation so that we might experience the
sense of well-beind,41-us briefly look at three
operational thrusts of the recreation and leisure
field: (1) education for leisurewhich is "good
in" recreation, (2) activity as a htiman service
modalitywhich is ''good for" recreation, and
(3) facilitation oractivities through the provi-
sion of serviceswhich is neither "good in"
nor "good for," but is social bookkeeping.

Education for Leisure. Education for leisure fo-
cuses on the good in recreation, the "feel-
good" syndrome and individual development
to achieve that feeling. If the enjoyment dimen-
sions require a meshing of skill capability and
action challenge of activities, and iftrue gratifi-
cation and sense of well-being comes from the
three "I's" involvement, intensity, and intrin-
sic rewardsthen perhaps leisure educators
should take another look at their programs.
Many leisure educators. talk about "getting
across the recreation philosophy" and of
changing attitudes towards recreation and lei-
sure. How is a philosophy established? How do
attitudes change? Certainly not by sitting
people down and talking to them or even en-
gaging them in discussion. It is helpful to have
some clarification of thoughts by discussion,
but change of attitudes and firming of a philos-
ophy come primarily through experiencing,
through intense involvement in activity through

slwhich intrinsic rewar s are obtained. And, a
key to involvemencIa d subsequent satisfaction
(sense of well-beiri) is to have the prerequisite
skill capability to permit the challenge of the
activity to be met. Thus, perhaps greater em-
phasis needs to be placed upon developing that
skill capability within each individual, what-
ever age. One must feel comfortable with one-
self and with others; the unskilled frequently
feel awkward and embarrassed, and thus either
refuse to participate or quickly withdraw from
participation. There must be the skill at the level
necessary to obtain the gratification inherent in
the activity. The.recreation programmer and
leisure eaucatOr must understand. what the

"Ibid.,1961.
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Change of attitudes and firming of a
philosophy come primarily through
experiencing, through intense
imohement in actiity through which
intrinsic rewards are obtained. And, a
key to involvement ancIsubsequent
satisfaction (sense of well-being) is to
have the prerequisite skill capability to
permit,the challenge of the activity to
be met.

element is in the activity which gives the gratifi-
. cation and then there must be intense involve-

ment in that element. For example, gratification
conies in canoeing in being able to maneuver
the canoe, and that means learning the tech-
niques of paddling and paddlingneither ran
be learned by. being the third person (pas-
senger) in the canoe, yet how often does one
place three in a canoe because there are not
enough canoes. One can talk all they wish
about the value of canoeing aS a recreational
activity, but until one successfully participates
in canoeing, this value cannot be realized. And,
true enjoyment comes in mastery, in meeting
the challenge of the activity in concert with the
capability of the participant.

Skill development and leisure education is
not the domain of the leisure educator or any
one profession or agency. It can occur in many
settings under varied leadership and activity
patterns. The important and critical element is
how is the concept of personal excellence fos-
tered in relation to facilitating opportunities to
test skill capabilities in their highest potential
against the challenges of activitiesand, who-
ever does this is truly a leisure educator.

Activity as a Human Service Modality. This
Operational thrust characterizes w hat recrea-
tiofi is good for or the utilitarian function of
recreation, however, the end result should be
an individual with a "feeling of well being."
Recreation activity as a program sell, ice has
been used for a long time by many agencies to
meet specific organizational objectives, such
as the youth agencies, corrections, nursing
homes, hospitals, et al. Particularly therapeutic
recreation has utilized recreational activity as a
modality. Indeed, the very principles of
therapeutic recreation require programming

based upon individual needs, perceived needs,
and prescriptive activity by the therapist/activ-
ity programmer. The focus is on the objective of
me organization or the therapeutic resultnot
necessarily upon the meshing of skill and capa-
bili or the extending of an individual into a

ar)tFlow ex ience. Nevertheless, tremendous ef-
fects of recr ation as a therapeutic modality in
specific settings are realized and such use of
activity is most worthy. However, rather than
elaborate upon this aspect of recreation as a
utilitarian modality, let us briefly consider the
recent impetus given to the concept of recrea-
tion aF, a human service, a concept which un-
doubtedly will be further accepted and aug-
mented in the 80s.

The present concept of reCreation as a
human service should be distinguished from
the earlier concept. Previously, when one
spoke of human services, it was usually in a
social welfare orientation. An article by Foley
in Management Strategy entitled "The Recrea-
tion Movement: a Human Service Perspective"
sets forth the new concept. "The key to a suc-
cessful conversion from leisure and park ser-
vices to a human service model is to interpret
our services in terms of human experiences and
needs rather than activities, programs and*
buildings." This is what we have been discus-
sing regarding the meaning of recreation; how-
ever, he goes on to say that "The overriding
purpose in designing services especially with
youth and the elderly is to develop self-con-
cept, coping skills, and self-actualization."6
He unfortunately maintains vestiges of the so-
cial welfare orientation by relating to housing,
nutrition, jobs for youth and the elderly, as well
as the poorhe does not put into context the
basic human needs being serviced by recrea-
tion. There is recognized, however, the fact that
leadership must change its outlook"Paric
services as traditionally practiced will not be
able to survive as an element of a recreation
and human service dehvery, unless its leader-
ship is prepared to assert its expertise in broad
social human areas.. .. Park and human ser-
vice planners must accept an operating and
directing responsibility of their communities'
total environment.'" While there is little ques-
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'Ioley, Jack. "The Recreation Movement: a Human Ser-
vice Perspective." Management Strategy 1(30.

"Ibid., p. 5.
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tion that activity as a modality will continue to
be used by many organizations and agencies to
realize their ofijectives, if recreation as a gov-
ernment-sponsored human service is to sur-
vive, there must be' changes in the educatioktal
background of the leadership, as well as in the
conceptual outlook. Activity in providing a rec-
reational experience which results in a feeling
of well-being for the individual is well-suited to
the true concept of human service for all citi-
zens. Objectives must be identified better and
methodological approaches to their realization
carefully determined. Whereas the earlier per-
ception of human services concerned itself

with service primarily for special populations,
today the thrust is for each and every indi-
vidual.

Facilitation of Activities through Provision of
Services (Areas and Facilities, Programs). This

third thrust is the operational approach to rec-
reation used essfntially by the public sector,
whether federal, state, or local. Those who
provide recreation services under this ap
proach do so neither for the "good in" or the
good for" of recreation, but rather because

provision of such services is a social expecta-
tion. One might refer to the assessment of the

services as "social bookkeeping" for the ques-
tions are. How many acres of park laods? How

many recreation centers and playgtounds?
What Is the distnbution according to race, in
come, population density, and geographical
neighborhpods? Most social bookkeeping re-
flects opportunities of areas, facilities, and pro-
grams presently available:accessible and not
potential or. need. There are no solid research-
based criteria of how many of what type and
where located, yet the prpfessional focus tends
to be on such and the funding it takes to main

tam such services as deemed appropriate. In a

time when the job market for professional rec-
reation personnel in the public sector is declin-
ing, as local government especially is finding
itself under often severe financial constraints, it
behooves the recreation professionals to un-
derstand more fully the role of recreation as a
public service and the basic premises on which
dollars are allocated. It is shocking to find how
little there is in our recreation text materials and
professional literature on the decision-making
processes in the allocation of funds. A disserta-

tion by Exley" provides some insights. The re-
search base comes primarily from the field of
public administration, not recreation.

Exley identified three approaches to alloca-
tion of funds by public entitiesequity, de-
mand, and social problem aMelioration, in-
cluding quality of life indicators. "Equity was
found to be the most commonly applied alloca-
tion pattern. The term equity should not be

considered synonymous with the term equal,
4 but rather should be deemed to provide a dis-

tribution of service's which denotes fairness,
justness, and right dealing for 'all the
citizenry.'"9 Equity was considered in two..as-
pects: (1) spatial distribution, and (2) eqUity of
opportunity. Allocation according to spatial
distributioires as the criterion most often the
well-known National Recreation and Park
standards." Another criterion less well-known,
but which is based more on participant experi-
ences desirable, is that of the components con-
cept of areas and facilities.21 Under equity of
opportunity, distribution dikrimination based
on income, race, age, and population density is

assessed and adjustments made in accord
therewith. This approach was given impetus by
social welfare concerns and civil rights.

The second approach to allocation of funds
set forth by Exley was that of demand. This
approach is centered in the behavior of the
citizens, that is, the citizens "demanding" that
recreation services be provided by local gov-
ernment. Demand can be by citizen advocacy
with the nature and distribution of services a
response by local government officials, thus
placing allocation of funds into the political
arena. The other form of demand is that of
citizen consumption, a type of justification for
allocating funds. Consumption may be defined
in terms of use (the more participants, the

greater the demand), willingness to pay, that is,
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extent of purchasing through fees and charges,
and preferences (services provided on the basis
of surveyed or expressed wants)." Whereas the
first approach of equity is based uppn the prem-
ise:that recreation is desirable and all persons,
especially those who are poor, et al., should
have easy . and perhaps free acLess to basic
facilities and areas, the second approach is
based upon the premise that recreation is an
amenity, nice to have, but not essential. In two
studies" 14 by the Institute of Public Administra-
tion at Penn State University, it was evidenced
that recreation was the service that was one of
the first to be added if there were funds avail-
ableand one of the first to be cut if funds were
hmited. Many recreation professionals have
experienced this in the local government set-
ting.

Unfortunately, there is no solid
research proof of the effectiveness of
recreation in the arpelioration of
social problems. The enhancement of
the quality of life is supported by the
social indicators .movement.

,

Social probler atnelioration and enhance-
ment of the quality of life is the third apprOach
to allocation of funds. The first aspect of this
approach grew out of the riots of the late 60s
and utilizes ".. . a distdbution pattern based
upon comparative priority of need. It endeavors
to rank comparatively neighborhoods on the
basis of recreation resources and social
needs . "25 then allocates money on the basis
of the rank. A second facet of this aspect is hot
of social/priority planning as promulgated ,by
the United Way at both national and local

"Exley, 1977, pp. 163-4.
'Pooter, Theodore H., and McDas id, James C. A Report

of Harrisburg Residenes Evaluations and Preferences for
Local Governmental Programs and SeMces. University
Park, PA. Institute ot Public Administration, The Pennsyl-
vania State,University, 1976.

"Poister, Theodore H., and McDavid, James C. A Report
of '.ork Resident's Evaluations and Preferences for Local
Governmental Programs and Services. University Park, PA:
Institute of Public Administration, The Pennsylvania State
University, 1977.

"Exley, 1977, p. 169.

levels. Unfortunately, there is no solid research
proof of the effectiveness of recreation in the
amelioration of social problems. The en-
hancement of the quality of life aspect is sup
ported by the social indicators movement. So-
cial indicators assess statuswho does what,
when, and for how long, and what do they
spend, as well as what opportunities are avail-
able. Demographics can tell us sortie things,
but psychographics are also impOrtant in terms
of lifestyles and attitudes as related to recrea-
tion involvement. Robinsonn discusses, in ref-
erence to the Social Indicators 1,976 report,
culture and leisure data, its meaning, and
shortcomings. He refers to the amassification
and democratization of leisure. Interestingly,
however, v ;ilk. leisure participation and op-
portunities are asse:::Qd as indicators of quality
of life, few leisure pursuits or Opportunities.are
those one would term "organized recreation"
under professional leader-ship. Space does not
permit fu'rther elaboration on the fascinating
topic of the perceived role of kicreation in the,
quality of life. Suffice it to say at-this time thSt in
a survey of research related especially to hap-
piness, organized recreation, and even to
large extent leisure-time activities do not rank
very high, if at all, among the factors of happi-
ness and quality of life.

. . at this time in a survey of
research related especially to
happiness, .organized recreation and
even to a,large extent leisure-time
activities do nor rank very high, if at
all, among the factors of happiness
and quality of life.

The social bookkeeping connotation- of the
third operational thrust of facilitation through
provision of services should be obvious, but,
more important is how the various providers of
the services perceive jecreation. This under-
standing is essential to professional recreators
as they endeavor both to provide services and
to meet the needs (leisuie) of people.
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1

Professional Concerns

As we have discussed some philosophic
concepts about recreation and some basic
premises of services and allocation of funds,
one may wonder about the scope of recreation
and the role of the professional recreator. While
leisure seems to be.booming, both in participa-
tion and expenditures, the number of jobs for
professionally educated recreators appears to
be declining, especially in the public sector.

It seems appropriate to focus a few com-
ments on professional concerns. I would like to
use as the frame of reference for my comments,
an articlr.: by Mendell" in the January/February
issue of AALRepurter, for he seems to have
articulated what many educators and prac-
titioners have been saying.

protect the "recreation turf";
get civil service positions with qualifications
to specify a recreation degree; ,

spokespersons must be more available and
more active in terms of espousing the values
of recreation (promotion and public rela-
tions); and
activate more energetically the accreditation
process.

I cannot support any of these four tatement., in
regard to the state of the phght of tht. iecreation
field today!

"Recreation Turf." First, 'as for protecting the
,"recreation turf," this harks back to the stages
of professional development. In the develop-
ment of a profession, it is said that three stages
are evidenced: emergent; identity; "arrived."
The emergent stage is that time when recrea-
tion "emerged" from other disciplines, primar-
ily physical r 'ucation, social work, forestry,
and landscapearchitecture. The second stage is
that of the-struggle for identity, when the emerg-
ing recreation professionals sought to "untie
the apron strings," to disassociate themselves
from the disciplines which spaw ned recreation cl
There b a defensive attitude while one seeks
recognition as a ylable discipline with its own
contribution. One heals often "this is my turf,
keep off it!" . . . and, as the job market gets
tighter the outcry gets louder and louder
there is no introspection or question:ng as to

z.Mendeti, Ron -Are Ihe lobs Cone/ AALReporter
3( 3) 2.

e

appropriateness. This is the stage we seem to be
in todayand have been for some 40 or more
years!!! The third stage is the stage of arrival.
One is comfortable; there are no apologies to
make or defensiveness, for you know you have
a contribution and are making it, and are being
recognized for making it. Most importantly,
when one moves into stage three, one is willing
to work with others. One is no longer defensive,
saying "let me show you wha I know; I'm a
recreation professional, and you are not; there-
fore, you can't possibly know .as well as
rather, "let's work together, each sharing our
strengths."

Position Legislation. The second point,Ocivil
service positions relates, too; to the stages of the
professiona straggle for idertity and position
protection. To be appropriately classified is im-
portant; however, it is not."-recreation for rec-
reation's sake," but rather it should be qualifi-
cations for the tasks to be performed.

Educated ileisure Educator. The third concern
is that pf e'spousing not only the values of recre-
ation but also the value of employing a recrea-
tion-educated person. Again, it must be per-
formance that countsunless those coming
through the recreation curricula of the colleges
and universities do indeed perform superior to
those who do 'not, it will be most difficult to
argue for employment of those with such edu-
cation. The positions in recreation-oriented
agencies are varied, indeedif an employer
wants a facilitator in terms ot managing areas
and facilities, such will be sought; if a social
faclitator is needed, that will be the focus of the
job seard,. There must be articulation between
the position or role in the qualifications of the
individualdoes the recreation-educated per-
son have the proper qualifications? If not, why
not? .

Accreditation. The fourth concern with which I
cannot agree at this time is that of accreditation,
and this may seem like heresy, since I have
worked on accreditation for many years and
actually chaired the standards aspect initially. I
say "yes' to accditation as guidelines and a
helpfui process for self-improvement by instifu-
tions. I say "no" because we have focused so
much recently on the mechanics of accredita-
tion that we have failed to establish a process
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for keeprig up-to-date and then updating. We
have what I would call programmed for ob-
solescence.- We have not looked at the agenda
fur the 805 and where we are going. Specifically
in uur curriculum planning we must recognize
that we cannot be all things tu all people, we
must identify for what we are preparing and
market that package. I would recommend a
conceptual-based curriculum. The present top-
ical approach by accreditation leaves much to
be desired. The competency-based approach
by accreditation dues not seem to have the
necessary tlexibihty. We need the mubdity for
the student of the concept-based curriculum,
because if you gain basic concepts you w ill
have foundation on which to build, then you
.can move laterally and vertically within the
profession. N. ou also can move with the times
because you have that solid foundation. There
are at least three groups of concepts which are
essential. The first of these is the target popula-
tions and the community system within which
they operate, including the forces which are
involved in a societal setting, as well as under-
standing the social, political, and economic
trade-offs with which we must deal. The second
concept area is that of the role(s) which we
must play, for example, the administrative role,
the research role, the management role, the
social facilitator role, et al. The recreative expe-
rience itself and the function of activity com-
pose the third conceptual area. We must be
able to articulate well what recreation is, what
it does, why we should have it, etc. In each of
these three conceptual areas emphasis must be
given to the integration of basic disciplines,
ecpecially the use of research findings that bear
upon the field of recreation. The university and
college curricula should seek to prepare for the
challenges.of tomorrow, while providing the
"tools" for today. There should be room in the
accreditation standards for those who seek to
be non-traditional, but who can establish a
proper objective and a curriculum to meet that
objective.

We have the dual challenge of mcellence
and change. We must demand nothing less
than one's bestnothing less than excellence
in performance. This means alert thinking, and
the ability to c ritique, analyze, systematize, and
distinguish we must have intellectual integ-
rity. And, we have the challenge of change;
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"certainly change is inexorable and demand-
ing, and, if we are to meet new needs, we
cannot fall back on easy answers, less than
ngorous teaching and training, or ab attitude of
business as usual. But, we need not overturn
past philosophies and processes in the hope
that anything new is better than anything old.
Rather, we must (1) reexamine our research
data to better discriminate the logical bases for
applications, (2) incorporate new data into our
programs w ithout the usual delays, and (3) en-
courage the free and open interplay between
scientists, technologists, program engineers,
and those who apply their output in practice.
This is productive changegrowth." Not to
change is often comfortableinertia is a dis-
turbing trait to me. We must respond to change
if we are to meet the needs of a changing soci-
ety.

Philosophy and Prophesy

"To a large extent the future will be what
people will believe it will be."28 If we really
believe in recreation ?nd the meaning of recre-
ation, that recreation is an essential of human
well-being--then we will utilize the inherent
dynamics of recreation. We will pickvp the
challenge of change and will move forward
with optimism. We must be positive, and al-
though much of what I may have expressed
here may be considered negative, it really is
notonly seeking to stimulate thought and to
provide some insights. We can only go forward
by looking forward, as well as learning from
the paM.

In a letter in Update (April 1978), it was said
of Dr. Abernathy:

She had a sense of dignity,
and standards
and vigor

and thdt is what I would ask of youto go
forward:

with your head up in dignity
with standards of excellence, and
with enthusiasm and vigor.

'From 1977 Fall publications Catalog of Research
Papers

"Royal Bank ot I. anada Discovering the Future
Monthly Letter 5942, 1
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SELECT BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION:
JAY BRYAN NASH

Harvey M. Jessup

They must be called heroes, insofar as they have
derived their purpose and vocation not from the
calm, regular course of things, sanctioned by the
existing order, but from a secret source whose
content is still hidden and has not yet broken
through into existence. The source of their actions
is the inner spirit, still hidden beneath the surface
but already knocking against the outer world as
agajnst a shell, in order, finally, to burst forth and
break it into pieces, tor it is a kernel different from
that which belongs to the shell. They are men,
therefore, who appear tu draw the impulses of
their lives from themselves."

Jay Bryan Nash was born October 17th in the
year 1886 in the small farming town of New
Baltimore, Ohio. Jay was the youngest of four
children born to William L. and Harriet Bryan
Nash. His brother and sister were from four to
sixteen years older than he and, consequently,
were not considered childhood playmates.
Grace, the oldest, was followed by Mary and
Garfield with a space of about four years be-
tween each birth. Wilham L., Jay 's father, was
of English descent, his mother, Harriet 'Bryan,
was of Dutch ancestry. The farm on which Jay
was raised was. homesteaded by his maternal

.grandparents. "He (Grandfather Bryan) and his
wife went into the country of Ohio with a yoke
of oxen, their personal apparel, and some
seeds. My best information is that they were
both m their teens." (Nash,October 13th, 1955,

' Hegel, G. W. F. Reason tn Hbtory. New York. The
Bobbs Merrill Co., 1953, p. 40,

letter.)* Both of Jay's grandfathers died before
he was born, but both grandmothers lived well
into their eighties. Grandmother Nash lived in
Indiana, and although he visitedher on occa-
sion, it is safe to assume that he was influenced
more by grandmother Bryan. (Nash, July 6th, .
1964, interview.) In an interview, Jay B. Nash
recalled the industriousness of his grand-
mOther, who, like most farm people, rose early,
worked diligently all day, and retired late. She
read her Dutch Bible every evening, for she had
never learned to read English. She was highly
skilled in handicrafts, and Nash felt that it was
probably she who initially developed his ap-
preciation for hard work and in doing and mak-

ing things.
As a boy, Jay,. as well as his brother and

sisters, .workeery hard around the farm and
had little time 17play and recreation. This was
very typical on farms around the turn of the
century. "The only times I recall that were
completely free for recreation were Decoration
Day (May 30th), Independence Day (July 4th),
and the day of the Sunday School Picnic."
(Nash, July 10th, 1964, interview).

The educational background of Nash's par
ents was limited to elementary schopl. They
were apparently aware of the need for and ben-
efits of an education, for they did see to it that
each of their children completed high school

*Throughout this chapter original sourceseither by let-
ter or personal interview are noted along with the specific
date. A further elaboration of the life of J. B, Nash is avail
able in the book, The Hopeful Traveler, MHPERD,1980.
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and attended college. Grace, the oldest, left
home when Jay was stdl a child to attend col-
lege and pursue a teaching career. It was prob-
ably she, as well as Jay's father, who was most
influential in his continuing his education be-
yond high school and entering the teaching
profession. "Strangely enough much direction
to my life was given by my older sister (Grace)
who died when I was quite young. She was a
teacher and she never said, 'If you go to col,
lege;' she always said, 'When you go to col-
lege.' To double check, she left careful instruc-
tions with a cousin to see that I got to college.
(Nash, Oct. 13th, 1955, letter.)

That )ay did continue his education is a mat-
ter of record. He walked daily to a small one-
room schoolhouse in New Baltimore. After
graduation from elementary school, he went to
Marboro High School in Stark County, Ohio.
This school was three miles from his home in
New Baltimore, and the only means of trans-
portation was horseback. At the time this was a
three-year high school "taught by one teacher
interested primarily in Latin and-mathematics.
(Nash, July 10th, 1965, interview.) As an indica-
tion of Nash's humor, when asked how he did
academically; he said, "I don't believe I was at
the top of the class, and I know I wasn't at the
bottom; probably someplace in the middle. I
think there were three in the class." (Nash, July
10th, 1965, interview.)

Nash considered his childhood typical for
that day, with most of his waking hours devoted
to chores and schooling. He felt that his parents
and grandparents were hardworking, industri-
ous people, 'who, in disciplining their children
were "strict of thoughtsmild in action." The
little time remaining from their arduous day
was relegated to community activities. The
boyhood experiences of Nash were much like
those of any other child living on a small farm in
the Midwest. He had chores to perform and
school to attend, and in the little time left over,
he played. (Nash, July 11th; 1964, interview.)

In his youth Nash seemed to thrive on activ ity
and loved the "great outdoors Few, if any,
remembrances of indoor or sedentary activities
can be found. When asked to reflect on his
daily childhood play oreperiences, he wrote.

"I remember the wagonhouse (workshop)
where I could make my own coaster (whee/s on
planks or small wagons), bows and arrows for
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hunting . . . skating on a small pond . . . going
(sometimes barefoot) to milk the cows on cold,
frosty mornings with a faithful dog at my side .
Sunday School and family picnics we're "big
days" and I was sometimes allowed to drive the
horse and carriage to and from . e. / don't recall
that I particularly liked farm work but it seems that
play and work mingled on an Ohio farm in the late
nineteenth century." (Nash, July 25th, 1964, letter.)

It may be assumed that some of these early
experiences had a good deal to do with shaping
Nash's philosophy in later years. In some of his
talks and essays and in some of the programs
that he developed or assisted in developing,
this point is reflected, viz., "Man Must Work,"
"Those Hands," "The Next Fifty Years," his ,
work with the Campfire Girls, outdoor educa-
tion projects, and community playgrounds,
New York University Camp at Lake Sebago,
etc.

"My father was a lecturer for the Grange, and
one of my earliest remembrances was sitting in the
front row of a little town hallgazing with admi-
ration at the visiting lecturers. I wanted to be able
to talk from a platform. I fol/owed these people
down to the small townat a distance, of
course." (Nash, Oct. 13th, 1955, letter.)

One of the lecturers who most impressed Jay
as a boy was Russell Conwell, later to become
the President of Temple University, who deliv-
ered his famous talk "Acres of Diamonds," in
Marlboro, Ohio, the county seat. This was one
of the famed Chatauqua lectures.* It was
probably Conwell's influence along with that of
the other lecturers at the Grange, which steered
Jay, as later will be shown, into the develop-
ment of his most outstanding talent, public

*One important feature of the educational upsurge of
these years was the interest in adult education and in the
organized popularizatioatot culture. Bishop John Vincent
founded Chatauqua in 1874, on the pnnciple that ' meptal
development is only begun in school and college, and
should be continued through all 4f life." Though the em-
phasis of Chautauqua was originally on religion, the institu.
bun became increasingly seculai, and devoted more and
more of its energies to the popularization of literature, the
arts, music, and drama. With perinanent headquarters on
the shores of Chautauqua Lake in western New York,
Chautauqua was peripatetic, carrying its message of cul
tural good cheer to every small town in the country With
the coming of the movies and the radio, and with a growing
sophistication in the rutal and small town population of the
country, the iniluence of Chautauqua declined, and It
withdrew to its lakeside refuge.
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speaking. When asked about this desire to lec-
ture before audiences, Nash wrote:

"Where this desire to speak from a lecture plat-
form came from, I can only surmise. I do know that
after hearing "Acres of Diamonds" I made a great
wish or vow that someday I might move an audi-
ence by my words as Conwell did that evening. i
was the only person for miles around who went
,beyond the two year high sLhool. My parents tell
me that I took part in Sunday School affairs, speak-
ing at Children's Day programs, as early as ten
years of age, and on picnics and entertainments "
(Nash, October 23rd, 1956, letter )

This talent for public speaking was further de
yeloped at Oberlin College. -

In 1904, Nash accepted a position as a
teacher in a one room school house in Hog-
back Corners near Hathille, Ohio. It consisted
of grades K through 8, a typical educational
arrangement of that era. Nash taught all sub-
jects and all grades and, because people still
considered physical education hi the school a
frill, " . nearly lost my job because I carried a
ball for recess play." (Nash, October 23rd,
1956, letter.) Though the games were crude in
nature, Nash soon came to realize the potential
of play as an educative process.

It is apparent that he was also crystallizing his
philosophy of life during those early years, as
noted in the speech he delivered to the
Marlboro Y.M.C.A. in 1905. (Nash, 1905, ad-
dress to Marlboro Y.M.C.A.)

"... / don't believe for one moment that the pres-
ent generation is worse than the last. I believe that
this is the best day that the world has ever seen,
and that tomorrow will be a better day than this. I
believe that the stars in their courses were never
lighting for the man who is on the right side, as
they are fighting today."

. What is the trouble? We are going through a
time of great transition. W'e find ourselves as the
gymnast, now and then, finds Himself. He is swing
ing from une rung of a suspended ladder to
another. There conAs a time when he must let go
of one runk,For a momenthe is in the air. He must
grasp the next bar and will, if all goes well; but
things are a little insecure for that moment when
he is in the air. Now we are having to make such
adjustments all the time. The one whin we are
making now, however, is a little more tense than
the ordinary one."

He asked the same type of challenging ques-
tio9.4 in this speech that he was well-noted for in

his later years.
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"Would it not be better to show him that society
forces some mep to such things and that he is apart
of society and in a way responsible for such condi-
tions? . . . Are yougoing to give him reasons for his

attitude or are you going to be arbitrary? . . . Can

you not show him that other thing's are vastly more
important?" (Nash, 1905, address to Marlboro
Y.M,C.A.) ,

His philosophic concern for,the useful life was
also evident:

". . Now has man fulfilled his duty if he simply
does not waste his life in dissipation? No! He must
do something more than this. He must push on and
do something worthwhile, something that will
help humanity." (Nash, 1905, address to Marlboro
Y.M.C.A.)

Another facet of this philosophy carried
through in his lectures during his professional
career, often quoting prose or poetry to high-

light the points he was making. In this speech
he used a quotation from Robert Louis Steven-
son:

Then go with me wherever high
The traveling mountains of the skye
Or let the stream in civil mode
Direct your course upon a road.
For one and all, both high and low
Will take you where you wish to go,
And one and all go night and day,
OtrtITENhills and far away.

Nash, even in those days as well as later in
life, was a philosopherever-challenging,
ever-questioning, ever-causing man to exam-
ine himself in the s6ciety in which he lives. In
his pungent and provocative essays'throughout
his career, he continued to hurl challenges at
professional recreational, physical educators
and lay leaders alike: "Can man live in the
world he has created? Can man half control his
doom? Can America be trusted with leisure? He
continually urged man to "accept the chal-
lenge" and not to slip into a pattein of sedentary
livingto use his creative talents and hot to
atrophy.

Nash left his teaching position in Hogback
Corners in 1906 and entered the Academy at
Oberlin, Ohio. This step was necessary to meet
the college entrance requirements. This was
not uncommon for that day because many high

schools were only two or three years in length
and many of the pupils did not accumulate
enough credits and courses to gain admission



to a college or university. Hence, pre-collese
work at prep schools or academies, as well as
home study, was quite common.

Here in the opening year, another fortunate
event took place. As a sub-freshman, he Wd5
assigned to a room with a senior who was a
member of the debating team. He went with
him to the debate practices and soon found
himself on the Academy team.

"Once I remember, because of illness of a
member of the team, I publicly debated both blde
of the question, and I remember we won both
sides. My debatinj experience was most signifi-
cant. I was not an orator, but I had no trouble
speaking freely without notes or aid of any kind.
My side never lost a debate. One thing I
rememberfor many years I went'out of my way
to accept any and all invitations to speak on any or
everysubject. It wasgoodpractice."(Nash, January
7th, 1957, letter.)

It was written of Nash in the Oberlin Senior
Yearbook that "his fluid voice flowed con-
stantly." That he eventually gained promi-
nence as a public speaker is a matter of record.
Indeed, in 1961, as he wrote of himself for the
Oberlin Class of 1911 fiftieth reunion journal
"Administrator, professor, dean, sixteen books
and many lectures. As in college, I am a man of
few words, but use them often." Both at the
Academy and College, he participated in foot-
ball, was manager of the school newspaper,
and, most importantly, was a member of the
debating team.

At Oberlin, his academic interests did not
follow the lines of physical education. Instead,
he chose to major in sociology; and that,
coupled with his broad liberal arts and Bible
background, seemed to flavor his philosophy of
physical education in later years. Rather than
the scientific approach to physical education,
Nash was noted for an approach with more of a
sociological implication.

Chance and vicissitudes in the development
of one's background are often the factors that
cause a person to embark on or follow a chosen
profession. When he accepted his first job as a
teacher, he was not employed as a specialist in
any particular field of endeavor. He was hired
as a "teacher," and the subjects for which he
Was responsible were English, manual training,
typewriting/and others. In the first decade of
the twentieth century there were few, if any,
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regularly scheduled recreational programs or
classes in physical education. There were none
at the high school which employed him. It Was
consuetudinaq for the teacher who liked phys-
ical activity, who carried a ball for children to
play with at recess, or who played on an ath-
letic team at college, or who was willing to help
umpire some game after school hours, to be-
come known as the "physical director" and to
become responsible for the program of athletics
and physical training (Nash, Emma, July 30th,
1965, letter to author.) Actually, Nash had
planned on teaching only a few years in order
to earn enough money to put aside to further his
education. He intended to do graduate work at
the New York School of:Social Work or at Co-
lumbia University and pursue a career in social
work. However, circumstances changed this
plan. Throughout his entire professional life,
some of the basic sociological and psychologi-
cal principles inherent in the field of social
work were evidenced in the philosophy of X
Nash.

Thus, Jay Bryan Nash, in 1911, stood upon
the threshold of a great, though as yet un-
known, career. He had an excellent back:
ground in general education, debating, sociol-
ogy, and athletics.,When asked what he con-
sidered to be his outstanding accomplishment
in college, Nash answered, "I graduated."
(Nash, July 12th, 1964,' interview.) This he did
on June 21st, 1911.

Early Professional Years in California

Upon graduation from Oberlin College in
1911, Nash accepted a teaching position at
Pacific Groves High School on the Monterey
Peninsula in California. He stayed in that posi-
tion for one year becoming actively involved in
the physical education progr m both during
and after school hours. here was not actual
provision for physical e cati n at the school;
the ingenuity and determination of Nash were

Note: Brevity in writing about Nash's career in Califor-
nia, New York University, and professional organizations is
by design To describe these major segments of his profes
sional life in the detail they richly deserve would take much
more than the pages alloted in this particular text. They will
be included in future editions of this or other texts. The
intent of this volume is to expose the reader to other less
known dimensions of Dr. Nash's life which had the most
influence on many of his great lectures and his latest writ-
ings on recreation.
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the main factors in the development of the pro-
gram. Nash's work was recognized and he was
offered, and subsequently accepted the posi-
tion of Director of Physical Training and Ath-
letics at Freemont High School in Oakland,
California.

In 1915, Nash's work was recognized again,
this time by Mr. George Dickle, who was then
Superintendent of Recreation and Director of
Physical Education for the City of Oakland,
California. Nash was offered, and accepted the
position of Assistant Superintendent, a position
he held until 1917 when he wb appointed sup-
erintendent. During his tenure, Oakland be-
came d model city in terms of .,obers of play-
grounds and the cooperative use of school
facilities and city playgrounds. Truly, the Rec.-
reation Department uf the City of Oakland lived
up to its model, phrased by Nash, "a play
ground within reach of every child."

Nash took leave from his position in Oakland
in 1918 to become Assistant Supervisor of Phys
ical Education to Clark V. Hetherington for the
State of California. During the year they worked
together, Nash and Hetherington developed a
syllabus for physical' education, the first of its
kind in the United States. Upon his return to
Oakland, in 1919, Nash continued,to provide
leadership to the development of one of the
finest municipal recreation programs in the
United States. Nash, pioneer m the field of in-
dustrial recreation, was responsible for the de-
vdopment of perhaps the first municipal and
famdy camps in the United States. Many con-
sidered the development of the munkipal
camps as one of Nash s most original contri-
butions, these camps, as well as the other cre-
ative phases of the recreation and physical
education programs at Oakland, were emu-
lated by many other cities in the United States.

In 1926, Nash resigned frdm Oakland,
California, and joined Clark Hetherington at
New York University to assist in developing a
department of health and physical education
inaugurated in 1925. This was the second time
they were to work together and again this close
relationship lasted only one year. Hetherington
became quite ill during the summer of 1927 and
Was forced to return to California. His sick leave
and subsequent official retirement in 1930 left
Nash with the task of budding 'what was to
become one of the must highly regarded de-
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partments of health, physical education, and
recreation in the United States. Nash served as
professor and chairman of that department until
his retirement in 1953. Perhaps one of the most
noteworthy endeavors of his career at New
York University was the development of the
New York University Camp located ori a por-
tion of acreage m the Harriman Section of the
Pahsades Interstate Park, some 25 miles north
of New York City.

New York University Graduate Comp

Most leisure and recreational specialists and
some physical education professions have
abundant knowledge of the benefits accrued
from camp life. However, most camping expe-
riences, were, and are, on the level of pre-
teeoage and adolescence y outh programs. This
was to be an adult camp with emphasis on
camping skill3 for graduate students. Later, un-
dergraduate programs for health, physical edu-
cation, and recZtion majors were developed.
Those undergraduate programs were primarily
designed for the development of camping and
waterfront skills and othei activity-type pro-
grams that could not normally be taught in the
urban confines of Washington Square in lower
Manhattan of New York City. The inaugural
I-.ession was from July 1st to August 12th in 1927
at which time there were eighty students and
eighteen faculty and staff members. At the
height of its attendance in the late 1940s and
early 1950s, there were graduate students
numbering 250 from many states and some
overseas plus 25 faculty and staff members. The
program evolved from one with emphasis on
camping skills with some degree of theory and
academic courses to primarily an academic
program including courses in chemistry,
physiology, psychology, sociology, and phi-
losophy and administration of physical educa
tion, health, and recreation courses. The basic
philosophy of learning and living together,
sharing ideas, and establishing democratic pat
terns of living, changed very little during the
25-year period in which Nash was associated
with it.

What was the magic of the New York Univer-
sity Camp that caused people to come from all
over the world? Why did so many people drive
across the country passing many other out-
standing universities to continue on their ardu-



MS journeys- untd they reached the village of
Sloatsburg in the foothills of the Ramapo Moun-
tains? What caused many stut:ents from foreign
countries to come tO an obscure little campsite
four miles from the nearest vdlage which
boasted only one serieral store and two filling
stations? Certainly, it wasn't the lure of com-
fortable living, gracious dining, modern class-
room buildings, or an extensive library. New
'fork University Camp had none of these. One
had to w ilk halfway across the camp to fetch
water, to wash, and tO take care of other toilet-

,ries necessary to life's functioning.
Hardships, yesbut these very hardships

caused an air of unification, dedication, and an
imaginative thinking that kept students operat-
ing on the highest possible level. Committee
meetings and group discussions were a large
part of the educational process at the Can ip and
living so closely together for six weeks necessi-
tated a large amount of give and take. People
really got to know each other. They learned far
more, than that sort of knowledgeothers'
names, hometown, and skin colorwhich
marks the superficial relationship pervading
most ritetropolitan schools where students scat-
ter to their respective dormitories, homes, or
other places after classes are over.

There is much written testimony that the per-
sonal influence Nash had upon his thousands
of students, particularly in the natural setting of
the New York University Camp, was perhaps
his greatest contribution. The thousands of pro-
fessional people remember Nash mostly as an
inspirational leader, a challengmg teacher, and
a very warm and human personality. He was as
much the champion of "the little man" or "the
foreigner" as he was the companion and col-
league of the most notable in the profession.
He seemed to instill !he aura of excitement and
creativity into the job of teaching and working
with youth. The intellectual pursuits at camp
were not hmited to a five- or eight-hour day.
The entire staff, including Nash, always seemed
available for conferences, and, at many times
on the ''great rock," along the paths or at
Saddleback (the name given to the main budd-
ing) were seen small and large groups of stu-
dents gathered for informal discussions on al-
most any subject imaginable. Topics discussed
included, class assignments, professional prob-
lems germane to a small locality, an isolated
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incident, or the nation as a whole, current hap-
penings in national and international affairs;
sociological discussions of racial issues, par-
ticularly in the role of an institution such as
New York University. Most important, how-
ever, was the fact that each student was ac-
cepted as an individual. He was judged by hi9
contribution, and no matter how small that con-
tribution was, it was recognized and apprecia-
ted. Each person was encouraged tube creative
and, in fact, seemed to enjoy sharing his-
abilities and talents with the group.

Nash's philosophy of equal rights for all and
true democratic living was further exeMplified
by the admission of Negro students. Until De
cember of 1944, the Camp remained basically
"all white." While it is true that there were
some foreign students of darker skinsfor
example, Puerto Rican, Indian, and American
Indianuntil this time a Negro had not been
registered.

Though the graduate and undergraduate
facilities at New York University both at Uni-
versity Heights and Washington Square, had
many Negroes in attendance, the camp itself
was not actually integrated. During the time of
Dean Payne's administration (1939-1945),
much Was done on the university level in terms

-of intercultural relations and intercultural edu-
cation.' Camp, however, was an entirely differ-
ent story. Here the students lived in very close
proximity to each other and there was no possi-
bility of any type of isolation or segregation
whatsoever. They shared the same dining ta-
bles, lavatory facilities, and cabins in which to
sleep. There were no dividers or separate cubi-
cles for any individual.

As indicated earlier, the students who at-
tended the camp were from all parts of the
country. It may be estimated that at least one-
fourth, and probably as many as one-half, were
from southern states. Could the University af-
ford to gamble on a situation which might bring
catastrophic results to a program which had
reached the pinnacle of success? Normal inte
gration in a university classroom was one thing,
but creating a situation where the Negroes and
whites would be forced to live together under
one roofthat was another question.

41-lug, Elsie. 75 Years in Educatnin. New York. NYU
Press, 1965, pp. 208-9.
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Nash was willing to accept the challenge. He
believed _in true democracynot just lip ser-
vice to an ideal. He believed that the traditions
of camp, the strength of character of the cam-
pers and faculty, and a true dedication to the
ideals of democracy could make true integra-
tion work. Actually, it was not just a case of
making integration viable but of really living
and profiting by this cultural integration. Many
men might have shied away from such a con-
troversial situation. It could, if the proper lead-
ershiji and understanding were not there, bring
disastrous results. True, there was support from
the University administration, however, the
camp and all it stood for was-reflected mainly
in the name of Jay B. Nash. This undertaking
and its success or failure had to be his and his
alone.

In 1944, the first Negroes were admitted to
New York University Graduate Camp.Four
were adglitted during that summer. After a
period of time, two discontinued their studies
upon receiving the Master's degree, but the
other two continued their studies and within a
few years completed their doctorate program
These four persons opened the doors. They led
the way for others to follow so that today many
of the most outstanding Negro leaders in the
field of health, physical education, and recrea-
tion received their graduate training at New
York University.

It would be naive and even erroneous to
suggest that there were no misgivibgs or some
internal discontent on the part of the student
body or that there was not a reaction on the part
of some students so unfavorable as to cause
them to discontinue their studies at New York
University. However, it must be realized that in
almost any new innovation there is bound to be
some resistance and discontent. It is probably
safe to assume that those students who rejected
the idea of integration at camp had biases and
prejudices so deeply ingrained that they could
not have profited by the experience anyway.
There were many others who resisted at first but
won came to realize that their own biases were

unfounded, and this experience became one of

qt
the most significant factors in their entire lives.*

'Note. The author has personally seen and heard tes-
timony to this effect, having been a studerg and colleague
of Nash's at NYU.
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Lest the reader conclude that these misgiv-
ings were held only by the white students, the
following article written by Juanita G. Pierce,
the first Negro student to receive a doctorate ir
physical education from New York University,
is presented in its entirety.

"Had this article been written prior to 1944, it
would have been stereotyped. That is, an account
of a humiliating experience tinged with bitterness
and sarcasm and directed at making* a well de-
served criticism of American democracy. Instead,
it is an account of the writer's participation in an
experiment in democratic living.

In 1944, 1 matriculated in the School of Educa-
tion at New York University and with many mis-

givings realized that the courses that I wished to
pursue were being offered at a camp conducted at
the Institution. I became still more apprehensive
upon learning that I, along with three bther Negro
students, comprised the first colored Americans to
be admitted to this camp.

Attired in my very best sport clothes and feeling
extremely akin to a guinea-pig, I arrived at my
destination. The first few days were devoted to
getting settled in cabins and registering for classes.
During this period every effort was made by the
camp officials to give adequate and equal atten

tion to the comfort of all campers.
On or about the third day, the director of the

camp delivered a welcome address to the cam-
pers. This speech was concerned with world
brotherhood and as I reflect upon the director's
comments I realize he presented a philosophy of
life worthy of emulation. However, at the time, I
remarked in a very cynical manner that his speech
was the most profound bit of "lip-service" to de-
mocracy that I had ever been forced to swallow.

Belore the summer was over, the actions of the
staff and students iirally forced me to swallow
that idle remark. Stiklents of many races and reli
glans wprked, p ayed, worshipped, ate, quar-
relled, and even fought together By the end of the
second summer, I actually felt the urge to join in
the singing of 'May the Star Spangled Banner long
wave o'er the land of the free and the home of the

brave.' I had finally met a few brave Americans
who are striving to make this the land of the free.

Of course, this experiment was Ng letter per-
fect, but all efforts were aimed at perfection. This
rich experience, when comparedwith numerous
humiliating episodes, exemplifies a minute oasis
in a mammoth desert. Yet, it suffices to give me
faith in the democratic ideal and the courage to
fight for its actualization. Moreover, it tends to
substantiate,my firm conviction chat the best way

to learn to live harmoniously with other religious
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and racial groups 1.5 to get tu know each other by
actually living together."'

r-da
This acCount by Juanita Pierce viv idly illus-

trates the apprehensions of the first Negro stu-
dents and other Negro students who were to
follow. However, this apprehension gave way
to eventual assimilation and an understandmg
among the campers.

Many of the other outstanding Negro leaders
in uur profession reflected the same feelings yet
expressed their experiences in different ways.
Dr. Frank L. Forbes, former Chairman of the
Department of Health, PhysiCal Education and
Recreation at Morehouse College, Atlanta,
Georgia, who first attended New York Univer
sity Camp in 1946, said:

The final measure of the wealth of a teacher ss nut
in the money and property that he has accumu-
lated but in the regard and contribution of the
studenb he had produced. . . . Yours are the riches

ut love and respect of studenb you have taught,
people under whom you have worked, and people
who have worked under you. Yours are the riches
of sabstaction that have come from the creation
and nurtUring of an education setting where every
man can walk with human dignity with hb fellow
man and with his God."(Forbg, May 21st, 1951.)

Dr. Herman Neilson, former Director of
Physical Education and Athletics, Hampton In-
stitute, Hampton, Virginia, related his experi-
ences a little differently from those of Dr. Pierce
or Dr. Forbes, helping to indicate that no one
single factor of camp life could be credited with
hav ing the greatest degree of influence on the
integration of students.

must admit that remote rumblings of fear
tensed my being as I approached the beautiful
campsite in July, 1998. Realization of the stark
intimacy of the situation awaiting me brought
qualms of insecurity.

I shall never torget how forebodings slipped
away and a feeling of belonging took hold during
that nist talk by Dr. Nash at the campfire. Just the
muirient when full integration occurred hard tu
say. Ir might have been during a Jenno match,
during a dining hall sing, a meeting on the rock
classroomor "pow wow." The spirit of Sebago
cenis in my experience tu greet yuu gently at fii.st
and then gradually grow on you. The crucible in
which the bonds ot friendship are forged living
together can certainly be called Sebago.'" (Neil-
son, March 8th, 1966, letter)

Pierce, Juanita G On Berng a Negro. Self. 1946, pp.
11-2.

Dr. Nash constantly added his personal
touch to the lives of all students, and perhaps at
that time to the Negro student, it seemed as
though he was extending his hand further and
directly towards them. This was actually not the
case, for as indicated earlier, Dr. Nash never
recognized distinctions according to color,
prestige, or national importance. Each person
was an individual,and treated accordingly. Stu-
dents did not come to Nash. Nash went to them
and on their grounds.

Abdella J. Campbell, who first attended
Camp in 1945, writes of a different experience.

It was in 1945 at Hampton Institute that I heard
Sid Moore recount his first pperience at NYU
Camp. It was from his description of the Camp and
the attendant activities that I decided to attend the
Camp and New York University.

Three of us arrived in Sloatsburg on a Sunday
night in July 1945. We called the Camp for direc-
tions and were told that someone would call for
us In Jbout twenty minutes the station wagon
pullea up at the station, two men leaped out and,
began taking our bags. The man who had taken the
most bags and placed them in the wagon reeled
gingerly and extended his hand saying, 'I am Jay.
B. Nash.'

The cheerful smile, a helping hand, the swift
movement of the doctor lod amazed me. Far from
a stuffed shirt that you sometimes find in Ph.D.s(
the first impression of Dr. Nash had been indelibly
stamped in my mind. Hearing Dr. Nash talk, work-
ing with him in several classes and seeing how his
philosophy of democracy was being tested in the
Camp probably changed my entire attitude and
philosophy about the possibility of democracy
working." (Campbell, April 14th, 1951, letter.)

These few statements summarize best what
many of the Negro students who attended New
York University Camp felt. True democracy
was now actually at work at New York Univer-
sity Camp, The development of these intercul-
tural and interpersonal understandings is con-
sidered by many to be the outstanding feature
of camp and the single most important contri-
bution of Dr. Nash to humanity.

Nash's Work with the American Indian

Another extremely influential althoUgh less-
known dimension of Dr. Nash's career was his
work with the American Indians. In 1933, he
was granted a leave of absence from New York
University for a period of up to one year. Harold
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Ickes, Secretary of the Interior at the time,.ap-
pointed Nash director of Indian Emergency
Conservation Work. This appointment was
made at the request of Mr. John Collier, Sr.,
Commissioner of kidian Affairs for the Depart-
ment of Interior. Nash and Collier had first met
in 1920 when together they formed the Ameri-
can Indian Defense Association which- had as
its purpose the restoration of thousands of acres
of land for the Indians of this country which had
been squatted upon by the white population.'

Indian living on the reservations was
poorly-organized. Community living, conser-
vation of crops and land, social organization,
and goals of life were the major problems fac
ing the American Indian. In a letter to Dean
Withers, Nash's immediate superior at New
York University, Secretary of the Interior,
Harold Ickes noted that President Roosevelt
had committed to the Indian Bureau, the ad-
ministration of the fund of $6,800,000 which
for a period of six months to a year was to be
expanded m the placement of 14,500 Indians in
camps on the Indian reservations and possibly
in other places in the'Aational domain. The task
was to be pne of enrollment, colonizing, pro-
duction, and reforestation. In writing of this
problem, Ickes continued, "... there are large
educational possibilities, possibly important
opportunities for demonstrations of sojal
method if the task can be handled in that spirit.
Commissioner Collier and the members of his
staff directly concerned with the emergency
assignment, feel strongly that Professor Nash is
indispensable." (Ickes, May 3rd, 1933.)

Apparently, Dr. Nash's work with the Ameri
cail Indian was extremely fruitful. Written° tes-
timony to the success of this work is supported
in a letter written by John Colher to Dean With-
ers at the end of the initial four months of the
project:

"Dr. Nash, whom you temporarily released for
the' Indian Emergency Ccinservation Work has
achieved something which looked at before the
event would have seemed like a miracle. Today
there are 14,000 Indians (the full allowed quota)
actually on the conservation projects of 68 reser-
vations. There are about 9,000 in family or mess
camps. So valiant has been the organization and
the spirit that we have not had demoralization in a

,Collier, John. The Indians of the Americas, New York:
W. W. Norton & Co 1947.

(

single one of the nearly 200 camps. Even in the
northern states where demoralization on some of
the reservations has advanced pretty far among the
Indians and where habits of industry are weak,
there has been a complete response by the Indians
and a complete success of camp activities.

. . . I want to express my own deep and lasting
gratitude to you for having made it possible for Dr.
Nash to help as he has done. As you already know,
aside from my recognition of his service at this
particular time, I consider Dr. Nash to be the
leader in the leisure time field and one of the must
fructifying men at work in American education
today." (Collier, August 31st, 1932, letter.)

c
Undoubtedly, Nash's success was not the

only outcome of this venture, for the influence
of the Indian on Nash was as great, if not
greater, than Nash's on the Indian.pe returned
to New Mexico many times over the years and
stayed with his very good friend Antonio
Mirabal, former governor of the Taos Pueblo
Indian Tribe.

The aphorism that one cannot affect without
being affected is particularly true in the case of,
Dr. Nash and the American Indians. Through-
out his career in his lectures and writings, Nash
continually made reference to pottery, weav-
ing, mountain trails, beadmaking, and many
other aspects of the Indian way of life. Even in
his waning years, as late as 1964 and 1965,
Nash stillopade reference to the direct and un-
complicated Indian way of life.

"In the wilderness areas, there are jumping-oft
placesplaces where the guide comes down the
trial to meet you. It's the low country, yet a mile
high. He looks over the group and the rather sad
high heel, city clothes, and ill-packed bags. His
directions are simple. the next morning travelers
and packs are ready to go.

The guide has been over the trail he knows the
narrow ledges and knows where there will be
water and feed for theanimals, where the shale
banks are slippery, where there is a turn-off for a
view of this back country which seems so close
after a day's climb. He knows where there is plenty
of wood, and he brings food for the party needs.
(Rice and beans will not cook in the rare atmo-
sphere, but corn cake& and bacon will.) He leads
his party to where theNtrees become shrubs and
then no trees at allonly bare rocks and sky. The
higher one climbs the farther back he can see; still,
there is upthe stars are outand beyond are
other ragged rock trails and glaciers. Beginners
learn. There are no credits and no grades. There



are no gifted, nu slow learners. Life gives each
climber his mark.

On an Indian Reservation in Arizona there is a
large flat-top ridge known as Navajo Mottain
I-low many trails to the lop? I asked an Indian. 'A
thousand,' he replied, 'but when you get there,
you'll all be at the same place.' This question and
answer is applicable to education, religion and to
life.f' (Excerpt Imp address, May 9th, 1964,
AAHPER Conventon.)

In addition to the influence found in his writ-
ings anfi speeches, Dr. Nash's own personal
mode of living reflected his interest in the cul-
ture of the American Indian. In his apartment on
East 10th Street, New York City there were
many articles and books dealing with Indians
and Indian-lore, as well as the tapestries and
artifacts which adorned the rooms in his home.

Quite often his manner of dress and the decor
of hIs tabin at the New York University Camp at
Lake Sebago give (urther evidence of this strong
kinship to the American Ind ian. Over the
years, two nicknames by which he was either
referred to or called made for easy 'identifica-
tion of the personality of Jay B. Nash. "Ranger,"
one of the two and by far the most popular, was
believed to have been given him by his wife,
Emma; "Great White Father," the other name,
may have been given him by his students or by
the Indians with whom he worked.

Professional Association Activity

The continued growth of the Department of
.Health, Physical Education, and Recreation at
New York University, the nationally significant
role it had in education, and the influence or
Dr. Nash on ,the profession is all a matter L.
record. His leadership positions in many state,
national, and international organizations in-
clude the following. The President's Commit-
tee on Community Service Problems, National
Congress of Parents and Teachers, Boy Scouts
of America, Camp hre Girls, International Sci-
entific Association for Physical Education,
American Camping Association, Teaching Film
Custodians, Inc., the federal government's
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Com-
mission.

Among his more significant contributions to
Ve profession came through his activity with
the American Academy for Physical Education
and the American Association for Health, Phys-

ical Education and Recreation. In 1926 with
Clark Heatheringtcy, R. Tait McKenzie,
Thomas Storey, and William Burdick, he began
to :develop the framework for the American
Academy of Physical Education. He was
named Secretary at the inaugural meeting in
1930, and subsequently, was chosen president
in 1945, the third and last of the original five
founders to hold the office. Meimbership in the
Academy, still the most klistinguished of our
professional organizations, is by invitation.

Nash's role in the American Association (Al-
liance) for Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation is of undeniable significance. He
was one of those actively responsible, for the
merger of the Department of School Health and
Physical Education of the NEA and the Ameri-
can Physical Education Association. Although-
at the time many were opposed to this merger, it
soon became evident that it was a most judi-
cious milestone in the strengthening of the
profession.

Mabel Lee, who was President of the Ameri-
can Physical Education Association at the time
Nash was President of the Department of
School Health and Physical Education of the
NEA, states:

"Perhaps the one biggest thing lay B. did for our
professional association was bringing about, the
tie-up with the NEA. He,.more than any other one
person, was the power that brought thatabout. He
kept plugging away at the project for years until

.viLtury Lame. I was one who was opposed to the
tie-up and SO (IS an opponent I salute him for his
'stick toitiveness' and patience to see the thing
through." (Lee, July 19th, 1965, letter to author.)

In addition to his other services and contri-
butions to these organizations, Nash, served as
President of the NEA Department in 1930 and
1931 a`nd as President of the American Associa-
tion for Health, Physical Education and Recrea-
tion in 1942. He was thus the only person in the
profession to be president of all three organiza-
tions. Throughout his lifetime, he chaired and
had membership on numerous committees,
served on the board of directors, gave many
keynote addresses, and generally was one of
the most respected and influential personalities
of both the American Academy of Physical
Education and the American Association for
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.

Outstanding professional services and con-,
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tributions are not usually performed without
due recognition. In addition to the encomiums
bestowed on Nash by his colleagues and stu-
dents both orally and through the written word,
he was also-the recipient of many of the highest
protcsmonal awards given by institutions and
organizations for outstanding achievement. In-
cluded in these are: the medal of the Royal
Hungarian College of Physical Education
(Budapest); the Gulick Award of AAHPER
(1940); the American Recreation Society
Award (1954), the Acadfemy's Hethenngton
Award (1955) of which he was the first recipi-
ent.

Nash's Personal Life

In 1915, when Nash wal appointed Assistant
Superintendent of Recreation and Assistant Di-
rector ot Physical Edu,ation at Oakland,
California, he married Gladys 0. Caldwell.
They had a daughter )(met, nuw Mrs. Kenneth
Silver who throughout muc h of her profdissional
life was a phy education teacher in
Thornwood, New l'ork. Nash and his wife
Gladys were divorced in the early.1930s.

Nash remarried to Emma Rodil ick Frazier in
1935. Emma Frazier was born and raised in
Lynn, Massachusetts. She received her
Bachelor of Arts degree in English from Mount
Holyoke College in 1919 She attended the Bos-
ton school of Physical Education for profes-
sional preparation in 1922, and received a Mas-
ters of Arts degree in physical education from
New York University in 1932. At the time of
their marriage and for some years after, Emma
Frazier Nash was chairman of the women's
undergraduate pilysical education program at
New York University.

Jay and Emma lived a very happy life to-
gether. Their mutual love, respect, and esteem
were evident in almost every facet of their life.

Those who knew Mrs. Nash at the university,
and especially those fortunate enough to be
with her at New York University Camp, loved
and respected her every bit as muctkas they did
Dr. Nash. She was truly a guiding force in
Nash's l'fe and he often paid her tribute, espe-
cially for her inspiration and the long hours she
devoted to editing his writings.

J. B. and Emma Nash at Lake Sebago, New York University Camp, 1948.
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At the time of this w riting, Emma t' Pop as

she is known to her many friends) stdl resides in
the apartment at 40 East 10th Street in New York
w hich she shared.w ith her beloved husband fur
over thirty years. Well into her eighties, she stdl
tries to keep as active as possible, working three
days a week with the New York Metropohtan
Museum of Art.

Nash and Emma had a son Rodrick, who is
currently professor of history and environmen-
tal studies at the University of Cahfornia, Santa
Barbara. Prior to thdt time, Rodrick was a his-
tory professor at Dartmouth College. He re-
ceived his Bachelor of Arts degree from Har-
vard Universay in 1960 and tips Doctorate of
Philosophy degree from the University of Wis-
consin in 1964. Nash was very dose to his
famdy and was able to give his son a philoso-
phy of hfe n keeping with his own. They spent
much time together fishing, hiking, and partici-
pating in other recreational acti ales. Evidence
of the fact that the son really captured his
father's phdosophy was reflected in the numer-
ous letters by Rod in Nash's personal file. Rod's
doctoral thesis, "Wilderness and the American
Mind,- reflects his major field of interest, un-
doubtedly engendered by his father's love of
nature. Rod contnbuted an article, "Recreation
in the V4ilderness. a Glance through American
History,' to his father's last pubhcation Recrea-
tion. Pertinent Readings.

In addition to Rodrick's teaching, and au-
thorship of numerous article§ and books, he is
perhaps one of the foremost ,iuthonties on
white water rivers throughout the North and
South American continents. He has "run the
rapids- in many of our dangerous rivers on both
continents and recently coauthored a book
with Robert O. Collins, entitled The Big Drops.
Ten Legendary Rapids, pubhshed by the Arrow
Club Book in San Franc isco, California (1 978).

Retire to Live

Barely six months before his 67th birthday in
May, 1953., Nash's first "exodus" from profes-
sional life took place. He retired from New York
University receiving supernal accolades from
the administration of the University. However,
rtirement from New Nork University was by

no means the end of Dr. Nashs professional
career. It is inconceivable thdt d man of such
vitality ,ind dedication could w ithdraw from
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professional activity and fade into obl Mon be-
neath the cloak of retirement in what many cal I
the "dechning years." There were no such
'dechning years" in Dr. Nash's hfe. Indeed, he

took on tasks and accepted assignments that
would have been arduous for a man half his
age. Truly, he was a hying personification of
two of his better known g`peeches, "Man Must
Work" and "Retire to Live."

In 1953, he accepted a Fullbright professor-
ship to India. During that year, he traveHed
through virtually every part of that country
teaching, consulting w ith government officials,
and a dariety of professional activities. At the
conclusion of that year, he presented a very
comprehensive report to India's Ministry of
Education, entitled, "Recommendations on the
Organization, Administration, and Planning of
Physical Education, Health, Recreation, Out-
door Education, and Youth Work for India."
Through correspondence w ith some of the
leaders of physkal education in India, it has
been acknowledged that Dr. Nash's contri-
butions and influences in that country had tre-
mendous impact.

In addition to his professional contributions,
Dr. Nash left his personal touch on many. Ac-
cording to Dr. G. D. Sondhi, Honorary Advisor
on Youth Education, Ministry of Education, "It

ndia, and those assoLlated with him (Dr.
asn wno gained much through contact with

an er cht humane, and lovable personality."
nd ly 6th, 1966, letter to author.) .An

!rite-re-Sting event, showing Nash's true behef in
his own phdosuphy, was revealed in a letter
from Dr. Arthur W. Howard, Principal, Chris-
tian College of Physical Education, Lucknow.

'Dr. Nash spent a few days.with my family in
koh-i-Noor Camp, Sat Li! in the Himalaya Moun-
tains. He insisted on walking, not being carried,
the four mountain trail miles to the camp. He
enjoyed the setting and said he would have to
modify his book to give Koh-i-Noor its rightful
place as second 1/4-, ldest physical education camp in
the world." (Howard, July, 8th, 1966, letter to
author.)

WhQn Nash returned from India, he accepted
the position of Dean, College of Recreation,
Physical and Health Education, and Athletics at
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah (the
first universay to list recreation prior to physical
education ,ind health). His services were called
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upon to assist the university in the evaluation
and reconstruction of the program within this
college. Again, this was anothvr major under-
taking. Nash stayed in this position for two
years and during this time his ledhrship un-
doubtedly hadia marked effect on the student
body, faculty, and administration of Brigham
Young University. Having established himself
with many different religious, ethnic, and social
groups throughout the world, it was not difficult
for Nash to be able to accept and be accepted
by the members of the Church of the Jesus
Christ Latter Day Saints (Mormons). From the
many testimonials given Nash by the staff and
faculty upon his retirement from Brigham
Young University in 1956, it is evident that their
respect for him personally and professionally,
was genuine and of the highest caliber. A rec-
ognition dinner was given in honor of Dr. Nash
on May 10th, 1956, at which time a warm trib-
ute was paid Dr. Nash by Dean Wesley T. Lloyd
on behalf of the Dean's Council. Because of its
high quality, and in order to do it justice, the
testimonial is presented here in full.

"Tonight, Dean Nash, we extend no artificial
superlatives to tell you of our gratitude that you are
one of us. Rather we merely take 'time out' to
otter you our thanks and to express our apprecia-
tion tor your devoted and unusual service to us
and to the University.

Ae note speciticallv those week.) d nd months
that we have worked together as member) of the
Deans' Council, for during this time we have wres
tled with policies and procedures that have chal-
lenged our sober thought in this rapidly growing
university. On those occasions we have reached
beyonil policies alone to a recognition of their
meaning in the lives of people. We have seen more
clearly than betore the remarkable degree to
which even the finest plans and educational logic
are but skeletons that come to lite through men
and women who know how to work together and
to give consideration to one another.

We recall occasions in the Council when amid
crucial 6. anations of viewpoint your rich experi
ence came to focus in ways that helped to unify
our thought. So often your twinkling eye and
timely remark have saved us from ourselves and
helped us to see part of the humor of our supposed
predicaments.

We shall not forget your timely warnings that
'there are aGhievements and honors other than
high grade points that must be recognized by the
University, or again the university must not be

placed in a position of being impersonal. We must
discover yousig people who are in trouble before
they get in so deep that there is no easy way of
getting out.' Then on the lighter side, 'One of the
greatest needs of Latter-day Saints is a good but
harmless drink.'

But your wisdom and counsel will for many of
us take second place to your understanding of
people. We have appreciated your insight regard-
ing this peculiar people among whom you cast
your lot during the past two years. To live among
us and with us graciously, to understand the fine
dotinction.s betvveen describing us and evaluatihg
tb, to call us brother or soter in an easy exchange
of greeting and without embarrassment or any sign
of mental reservationsthese have been your
contributions toward fellowship and understand-
ing.

When you take your official leave from our
campus, we shall expect it to be the formal act_
alone and that on numerous occasions you will
return and stroll at leisure on campus grounds and
through our halls and offices and to interfere Nvith
our plans in your own incisive and delightful

(Lloyd, May 10th, 1956, testimonial.)

Upon leaving Brigham Young University,
Nash became the first fulltime executive secre-
tary of the New York State Association for
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. In
this role he continued to afford leadership and
direction to the profession not only throagh that
office, but through his continued role as author,
lecturer, consultant, and teacher. In addition to
his regular duties for the New York State Asso-
ciation, he found time to serve as a member of
the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review
Commission for the Federal Government, serve
as consultant on local, state, and regional plan-
ning commissions for recreation, continue his
active participation in the American Associa-
tion for Health, Physical Education, and Recre-
ation, and compile data and edit material for his
last publication, Recreation. Pertinent
Readings.

Age did not seem to dicninish the energy and
alertness of Jay B. Nash. Here was a man over
75 years of age who continued to teach, write,
give addresses to lay and professional groups,
and serve as consultant to some of the leading
professional organizations in the country. His
professional colleagues continued to bestow
honors upon himnotably the 1964 New York
State Association Convention at Albany,
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named in his honor Tea( liable Moments," at
which he was paid speckil recognition and
asked to give the keyme address. Also, in that
year, he was called uWin to address bpth the
American Academy of Physical Education and
the American Association for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation in a general session
meeting of the March, 1964, Annual Conven-
tion.

Not only did he remain professionally active,
but in his personal ltfie found time to con-
tinue with his recreational pursuits. At his
summer home in Center Harbor, New Hamp-
shire, during the summer of 1965, he started to
learn a new hobbysailing. When facetiously
asked if, at the age of 78, he was trying to
become the commodore of Lake Win-
nipesaukee, he replied, "No, this is a new skis
for me. I simply want to enjoy it for itself and to
be able to participate in it with my grandchil-
dren." Nash, the living personification of all his
teachings, continued to learn, to use, to think,
to contribute, to do. He was a determined
scholar.and educator who was equally at home
with Shakespeare and Ghandi as he was on the
golf course and badminton court. Throughout
his life he accepted the challenge and followed
the trail toward the top of the mountain. Nash
would never iidmit to reaching the top or com-
ing tb the end of the trail. If the trail seemed to
come to an end at any given point, he would
either go off in a new direction or continue on,
breaking his own trail through the wilderness.

Nashiccompanied by his wife Emmb, was
always a living model of his own philosophy
Challenge was a VL otd he liked. He exemplified
his trait in many ways, but perhaps this simple
analogy is must descriptivecertainly to those
who knew him. ror most of his vacations, he
journeyed to 'Canada, to Taos, Pueblo, New
Mexico, or some other distant place. The chal-
lenge came in .terms of a bass or a trout, or
perhaps in exploring the wilderness. His pipe,
western hat, and Indian jacket became his
trademarks as he turned thumbs down on lo-
calities resplendent with modern facilities and
conveniences. By roughing it, he put textbook
ideas to practical use.

On the morning of September 20th, 1965,
barely one month before his sp,enty-ninth
birthday, while quietly readtng the morning
mail, Jay B. Nash suffered a fatal heart attack.
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He left this world only in a physical sense, for
his words and deeds will be carried on to im-
mortality. He has given us a great heritage and
left the torch for us to carry.

EPITAPH
Our livei are waves that com9 up out of the ocean of
eternity, break upon the beach of earth, and lapse
back to the ocean of eternity. Some are sunlit, some
run in storm and rain, one is a quiet ripple, another is
a thunderous breaker, and once in many centuries
comes a great tidal wave that sweeps over a conti-
nent, but all go back to the sea and lie quietly and
equally level there.

Austin O'Millley
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NASH'S PHILOSOPHY,
ADVICE, AND WITICISMS

Because of the extensive writing of Dr. Nash,
it seemed fitting that this text seek further in&ight
into the expressions of the man. The sixteen
topic areas are by no means exhaustive of the
broad subjects addressed by the author but are
representative. So as to further perpetuate the
lucid and timeless thoughts of the person for
whom the AALR Scholar/Lecture Program is
named; the following select quotes are
provided by Dre.Harvey Jessup.

Categories
1. Education
2. Challenge
3. Activity
4. Boredom
5. Work
6. Leisure
7. Misuse of Leisure
8. Spectatoritis
9. Law of Use

10. Human Growth
and

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.,

Belonging
Values
Goals
YouthDelin-
quencyCrime
Education of the
Emotion
Miscellaneous

Development
But first the following question and response
was asked of Dr. Jessup?

Q.
A.

What kind of man was Jay Bryan Nash?
Those who know him need not ask; those
who did not, save for reading his texts,, can
best know the answer to this question
through the following words partially writ-
ten by Nash himself. Had this been written
as an autobiography, it could not have
been more completely descriptive ofJay B.
Nash.

The happy man, the healthy man, the normal
man, and the busy man are one, busy but not
cramped, active but with sufficient glide for re-
cuperaion. The happy man will be the one who
has accomplished and is still advancing. The rung
of a ladder was never meant to rest upon but
merely a vantage place from which fo take the next
step.

Who was the happy man? He painted a picture;
he sang a song; he modeled in clay; he danced to a
call; he watched for the birds; he studied the stars;
he sought a rare stamp; he sank a long putt; he
landed a bass; he built a cabin; he cooked out-
doors; he read a good book; he saw a great play;
he worked on a lathe; he zaised pigeons; he made
a rock garden; he canned peaches; he climbed
into caves; he dug in the desert; he went down to
Rio; he went to Iran; he visited friends; he learned
with his son; he romp;ed with his grandchild; he
taught youth to shoot straight; he taught them to
tell the truth, he read the Koran, he listened to the
words of the Torah; he learned from Confucius; he,
practiced the teachings of Jesus; he dreamed of
northern lights, sagebrush, rushing rivers and
snow capped peaks; he was a trooper; and had a
hundred things yet to do when the last call came."

Education

Education is to prepare and equip for the duties
and the responsibilities of lifenot to turb out
industrial and commercial bosses, button
pushers, bomb makers, statistioians or even
doctors.

'Nash, J. B. Phrtosophy of Recreatton & Leisure. 1953, p.
217.
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We must restore the liberal to liberal
educationtoday there is too much talk and
too little doing.

Any subject is disciplinary
perfection. Mathematics, sci
language are not the only o

f carried to near
nce, and foreign

es.

Education has failed to provide man with the
liberal arts training for his leisure time.

Education's next task is the harnessing of the
emotional drives of man Too long have we
been under the influence of school systems
dedicated to the teaching of facts -2- Even when
we have documentary facts which we need for
guidance, it must be remembered that they lack
driving powers.

Peopieyoung or oldwill not learn anything
that does not interest them.

High schools and colleges give credit for talk-
ing about the history of art, crafts, musk.,
drama, and sports and gamesbut no credit for
performance.

Our "bright students" have had a table and
lamp where they could concentratethey
have not had to try to read in a "boiler factory
common living room.

Science should be started in the kindeigar-
tennot to make tor') scientists but to arouse
curiosity.

For 83% of our people wholesome recreaV
may be the most important part of
educationmaybe this should be 100%.'-

If you are criticizing the school for teaching
recreation activities you are still in the 19th
Century, maybe the 13thyou are a 20th Cen-
tury moron..

If the 15% high I.Q. boys and girls were forcvl
to compete with skill minded technicians in
music, crafts, drama or industry they would be
classed as morons.

One often hears the phrase '' he has a good
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head.7 The phrase implies at least some type of
genius, quality or possibly intelligence. It prob-
ably means basically a good visual memory.
This type of intelligence is needed for the diag-
nostician, the lawyer, or the head waiter. It

probably means someone who has done well in
school, but it is not the only type of intelligence.
We need all types of talents in our speCialized
society. We seldom hear the phrase "he has a
good hand," but the "good hand" and the
"good head" are closely related and both have
very important places in education.

No educational theory has ever maintained that
knowledge could be pumped into empty heads
or that skill could be developed without exer-
cise. It is universally accepted that nothing can
be taught to anyone not active in learning. This
concept is as old as teaching. We must interpret
the word "activity" in a much broader sense
than that of mere movement or busy work.

Challenge

Man must have the thrill of mastery, the "travel-
ing hopefully1 conceptthere must be
anpther ridge to &oss, there must be more bass
in the lakemore work for volunteers. These
are the thrills that keep people young. Such
thrills carry young and old into a myriad of
indoor contests and to the playgrounds and
forests. They take men to the tropics and the
Arctic. Man endures hardships in long travel
and in lonely cabins, devbid of modern ac-
commodations and comforts; he fights heat,
cold, flies, and poisonous snakes in order to
find thrills. Rob man of his heritage and you
take from him one of the great urges to live. Rob
man of spiritual hope and he dies Opsigatt,

A

truggle, with a faint hope of success, is drama
on its highest level.

In the hope-challenge-approval theory man
needs the thrill of contests, he needs the uncer-
tainty of the game.

Contrary to much of our thinking, man longs to
strugglehe does love to master, to conquer.
Even the hope of success keeps him enthusias-
tic and now neurologists and psychiatrists say
the challenge keeps him normal, if the goal
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seems signtficant, but there must be a goal.
There must be meaning to the sacrifices one
makes for the struggle.

Work must be viewed in the light of ac-
complishment and mastery, as craftmanship
has always been, not as a curse on the brow of
man.

It is'significant that marlgoes out of his way- to
seek adventurous drama, he seeks it in his work
and, when his work does not give kim complete
satisfaction, he seeks it in his recreation.

Leisure for young or old is a curse unless there
are challenging activities to do.

Happiness comes from facing meaningful chal-
lenges where there is a reasonable chance of
success. We crave struggles where the 9utcome
is in doubt, where thered no guaranteed suc-
cess or certain failure. There ly be success
today and failure tomorrow but e take delight
in exercising our talents. If fai ure, we save
ourselves from a superiority complex, and, if
success, from an inferiority one. It is in struggle
that man has always been spurred to significant
action.

Hope of success is another element in the pat-
tern. The challenge must not be too great, the
hope of mastery must always be kept alive. This
hope-challenge pattern is greatly heightened
by the approval of associates.

...-0-

---V-' ,
Men respond to this urge-to-do in accordance
to a definite pattern: There must be challenge.
This is, represented in childhood games by the
word, ;'it." It is the danger element, you flee
from "IV you flirt with "it," you hope to mas-
ter, but the joy of mastery is heightened by the
fact that you may fail and another may carry on.

Man needs the thrill of contests, he needs the
uncertainty of the game. His achievement,
civilization itself, has been made possible be-

O cause man "reached beyond his grasp," physi-

-. cally and spiritui}lly.

Whether, as a basis for work or recreation, ac-
tivities of the hand, foot, and total body, will lay
thetbasis for normality and a steady advance in

brain function. This is the "law of reach" and
reach we must, else what's a heaven for?

Happiness is associated with challenge, ac-
complishment and mastery. Happiness in-
volves hope and faith. Hope, faith and joy are
medicinal. They are therapeutic. They repre:
sent the difference between living and existing
and often between life and death. Happiness in
children and adults is more than entertainment
and amusement, money, or "eat, drink and be
merry.' The basic need is to.have a goal, feeling
wanted, belonging, even sacrificing for a
worthwhile cause. Traveling hopefully bolsters
normality.

'

Activity

Skill work lays the -basis for thinking--ithe
hands are the eyes of the brain. Sometimes we
have to muscle in on the mind.

Youth needs jobshard jobsnot play-
grounds. They have won wars, conquered
wildernessesbut we Say wait, wait. They
won't wait, they can't wait. Human nature bay s
get into action.

If America is gettirig soft it's not the youth but
the oldsters who just sit.

Get on your feetold age may mean slowing
up a bit, but not coming to a complete stop.

Retirement without hol;bies means a quick
deathfirst spiritually then physically.

Man's long period of grovvth and development
was triggered by neccssityhe was kicked into
activity by a hostile environment. He had to act.
The same is true for the child today.

The Greeks thought of the educated man as the
"doing man." It was the Romans who con-
ceived the idea of culture as the "looking on"
man.

When the hands get into action or recreation,
worry, fear, and emotional tension tend to dis-
appear or are submerged. Get the hands into
action on a golf club, fishing rod, lathe or in any
gardening or busy work and all is well.
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Buredom

Happy people are those who have produced
things. Boied people are not only unhappy. but
they produce nothing. Boredom is certainly a
sign that we are allowing our faculties to at-
rophy..What bored people want more than lei-
sure or a holiday is some hard significant piece
of work which may include a little drudgery,
but,,if the end is significant, will be a boon.

Boredom is a type of fatigueand we have a
low threshold of boredom which is being
brought on by amusement, excitement, and
spectator entertainment. A nation of onlookers
is static or even a declining one. It becomes the
real opiate of the masses. There can be a real
abuse of restit hinders development and re-
tards recuperation.

Work

Work has many social meanings. When a man
works he has a contributing place in society. Ile
earns the right to be the partner of other men. In
effect, he is hand in hand with others, exchang-
ing the fruits of his work for the fruits of theirs.
The fact that someone will pay for his work is an
indication that what he does is needed by
others, and therefore that he himself is a neces-
sary part of the social fabric. He mattersas a
man. .

It was through work that men came to have
self-respect and dignity and most of all to be-
long, in the family, the community, hP time,
and for some, for all time. It was the lure of
challenging work and the hope of freedom,
which brought mtlhons of tired forlorn Immi-
grants to this country.

Workcreative, challenging, and meaning-
lulis one of man's significant wantsneeds.
It is a hand on the back. It is one of man's great
blessings.

When work loses its significance and leisure
turns to "dust in the mouth," as it has so often,
then man has lost one of the spiritual forces of
life.

4here IS a normality for whiih the gospel of
work is a foundation. Bdsc to normality dre joy
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and happiness. Btit what is happiness and what
is joy? Certainly not the "eat, drink, and be
merry" concept. Is happiness merely the ful-
fillment of a dream of enjoying idleness? This
may satisfy for a time, but the joy'which makes
one look forward to life from day to day is
concerned with challenges; not with the
monotonous struggle which thousands of
people face. each morning when they waken, a
day just as yesterday and just as tomorrow will.
be. To face a day of failure, with no work to do,
no new tasks in sight, no change of success, is
unbearable.

Work must be viewed in the light of- ac-
complishment and mastery, as cralynanship
has always been; not as a curse7-6.the brow of
man.

Leisure

Opportunities for expression which determine
the qualit) of youth will come largely through
one's recreation timerecreation meaning to
create anew.

Push on to adventure through time made free
by the machine. Here is an answer to the ques-
tion: Leisurethen what?

Recreation without purposeful work is frosting
on a cakeyou can't live long on it.

Recreation is not just any use of leisureit is
Creative use.

(Misuse of Leisur

Twiddling the T.V. dial and watching others
perform does not provide the skill and strength
in youth to compete today.

Medical science can get men well only to see
them relapse through the malignancy of leisure.

No great dvilization has achieved leisure and
lived. The danger is that with leisure mariwill
get soft and bored with life. Taking it easy is no
formula for young or old.

Spectatoritis

Killing time is little better than delinquency and
often leads to it. Our spectator use of time rep-
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resents an unbelievable sitting record and miles
of aimless highway driving, both at legal and
illegal speeds. This level represents the danger
of softness from ,within, which this country
faces. The United States can probably never be
conquered from without, but the dry rot of
"spectatoritis" may destroy it from within.

Law oi Use

The deadly poison that hides in the dream
cloud of idleness is the age-old principle of the
"law of disuse." No matter what social position
or income a person has, it is a fact that life has a
quick way of disposing of non-workers, loafers,
and people with no hobby or aim in life. Re-
tirement or compatible financial status lhould
never become a lazy man's dream ordoing
nothing. Senile dementia is more prevalent
among stupid, non-motivated individuals than
it is among busy people. The brain when not
used to its utmost will atrophy. There are years
of "borrowed time" ahead for the busy man.
With more and more people in the older age
brackets, any nation will be handicapped un-
less some way can be found to use these
people.

The law of use is the law of life. Life has a quick
way of disposing of those who do not keep their
hats in the ring and this applies equally to mus-
cle and to brain. Do nothing after retirement
from work and die young is a truism. There is
such a thing as abuse of rest.

That which is used, developsthat which is
not used, atrophies.

Human Growth and Development

There is no necessary conflict between the
mental and the physical; on the contrary, cor-

/ rect exercise of the mental powers undoubtedly
assists physical development dnd conduces
hedlth. But this requires that the two lines of
development should be carried on in continued
mutual interrelation dnd dependencenot
driving one regardless of the other.

A man is an active organism. Life must provide
many experiences and activities.

Alertness: ingenuity and curiosity are among
man's most outstanding characteristics.
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Body, mind and spirit are now viewed as an
entity. Happiness, jus old fashioned joy, which
assumes absence 51 stress supports buoyant
health in a positive way and incidentally helps
to keep bodily resistance high to help ward off
specific diseases.

Belonginz

Everyone wants to be appreciated, to get social
approval, to belon a d if he doesn't get it
one place he'll g them nother.

When man belongsrffë is loyal to his group.
This is a basic human need. Those who are
beyond the inner circle do not counj. They are
the foreigner, the famiiy in another group, the
"kid" on the other side of the tracks, or the
owner or guardian of goods who is not known.
Outsiders are "you and yours," as compared
with "mine and ours." Group tensions arise
because of differences in customs, ways of liv-
ing, eating, or dressing, plus, of course, ways of
worshipping and differences in language and
race.

No man can grow to cultural stature without
belonging, without doing something significant
for, and in, the group. Aristotle thought of the
good men as the good workmen; workmanship
thought of in the craft sense as well as the
literary and social senses. Man's feet are in the
slough of despond, his head is bent low before
the mirror of his companions until he has
achieveduntil men look up to him and say,
"He is a master." The area of achievement is so I

broad that every man, woman and child carr
acquire spiritual life from accomplishment and ,
service.

Values

Fullness of life is built on attitudes and princi,-
ples, inherent in all cross sections of society.,

if our nation is to survive we must utilize eve&
skill in young and old. Every misapplied or
undiscovered talentand each has at least
oneis a threat.

To knew about seems to be the mark of culture,
but to do, to create, to master seems to be
second class.
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One half of all scientists who ever hvcd are
alive today. Maybe we have enough of them
making instruments of destruction.

Goals

One of the bitter ironies of life is to get what we
wantwhat we have dreamed aboutand
then to find out that we did not want itdid not
need it and in fact, to find it might be self-
destructive.

May you take your path to the top of "Education
Mountain." Look out as you climb and reach
out a helping hand to those following. And
when you reach the top, hope there may yet be
another mountain, for "to travel hopefully is
better than to arrive."

Traveling hopefully assumes some worthwhile
goal and some service. Without this, man gives
up...

What is around the next bend in the trail is far
more important than the pot of gold that lies
vaguely in the future. (Advice to his son,
Roderic.)

The place of the teacher in school, in the home,
or on the playground is to develop skillg upon
which hope may be built.

Health takes its place along with the ideal of
'life, liberty and happiness."

Youth - Delinquency - Crime

Unless young people can work in school and
out in the areas of their interests, there will be
maladjustment. Such frustration leads to emo-
tional d is rbancementa I disordersand
delinque cy.

The dre\ m of equality of opportunity, espe-
cially for children, has survived the Crusades.

Each child must choose. But in making this
choice, a trail guide is important. If the guide
can be near at a cross road, if he can assist in
what may be called a ''teachable moment,"
rough places can be crossed w ithout,mishap
and one can experience the thrill of success.

No one is really destined to be a delinquent.
Delinquents are largely people who just didn't
find a niche where they could get satisfaction. 4
They were ridiculed, unwanted, turned to other
sources for approval and belonging. In our
cities there are plenty of places to get belonging
conceptsthe "street club gang" is one of the
most convenient. The boy gets a-bad name, and
the gulf between him and his home gets greater
while the tie with the gang gets stronger. Signs
have hardened into trends. The aggressive child
is condemned, yet without aggressiveness, who
would have discovered America or planted a
flag at the North Pole, or climbed Mount
Eveiest.

Catch 'em young, and we either encourage
geniuses or hardened criminals.

The other side of the picture tells the same story,
but a dark story it is. Delinquency starts early.
The peak age at which crime occurs is close to
18 years. But the beginning of delinquency in
these people was noted at nine years seven
months. Signs of the oncoming of this behavior
shbuld have been noted at six, maybe three.

There are many "dash board" signals which
parents and teachers should see if the indi-
vidual traits are to be turned into outstanding
contributions to society or be allowed to lay the
foundation for delinquency and crime. The di-
viding line between the genius and the criminal
is often a knife-edge.

Catch them young if you're going to capitalize
on genius traits or if ypu want to make delin-
quents. How young should they be caught?
When do interest areas"bright spots"
show up? When should the twig be bent and by
whom? These are important questions.

Education of the Emotion

Factual material may be likened to the rudder of
the vessel, it is necessary but of itself has no
power. Emotions may be compared with the
engines of a great vessel, they provide power
but not direction. Man needs not only a guiding
rudder of facts but powerful driving engines of
the emotions.



The driving power behind behavior is the emo-
tions. These must be guided; I say guided be-
cause the emotions will be expressed in selfish-
ness, in hate, or in anger and jealousy, if they
are not exercised on a higher level of action.

Miscellaneous

Life is a going-on process, like a top, when the
spinping stops, life stops.

Throughout lifeeven a'fter retirement man
needs productive satisfying work together with
some sort of physical activity.

Alexander Bell, Edison, Madame Curie,
Michelangelo, or Toscanini may never have
been heard of if they hadn't had a friendly
environment. Even Annie Oakley was "shoot-
ing holes in tickets- at the age of five.

Years wrin'tle the skin, but to give up en-
thusiasm wrinkles the soul. Worry, self-distrust,
fear and despairthese are the long, long years

1.
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that bow the hearts and turn the greening spirit
116ck to dust. Whether sixty or sixteen, there is

an every human being's heart the lure of won-
der, the sweet amazement at the stars and at
starlike things and thoughts, the-- undaunted
challenge of events, the unfailing child-like ap-
petite for what next, and the joy of the game of
living.'You are as young as your faith, as old as
your doubt, as young as your confidence, as old
as your fear; as young as your h9pe, as oid as
your despair.

They say the delinquent withdraws. Why
shouldn't he withdraw from the soap operas
and the meaningless chatter in many homes. As
he withdraws, he becomes unpopular in the
home as well as at school. So have many of our
great scientists been unpopular because
classmates couldn't understand them. The de-
linquent rejects playground groups. Many of
our playground activities have been so softened
that they have taken all the "risk" out of it.
Children want thrills, not a chance to carve
soap.
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